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FOREWORD
NASA experience has indicated a need for uniform criteria for the design of space vehicles.
Accordingly, criteria are being developed in the following areas of technology:
Environment
Structures
Guidance and Control
Chemical Propulsion
Individual components of this work will be issued as separate monographs as soon as they
are completed. This document, part of the series on Chemical Propulsion, is one such
monograph. A list of all monographs issued prior to this one can be found on the final pages
of this document.
These monographs are to be regarded as guides to design and not as NASA requirements,
except as may be specified in formal project specifications. It is expected, however, that
these documents, revised as experience may indicate to be desirable, eventually will provide
uniform design practices for NASA space vehicles.
This monograph, "Liquid Rocket Actuators and Operators," was prepared under the
direction of Howard W. Douglass, Chief, Design Criteria Office, Lewis Research Center;
project management was by M. Murray Bailey. The monograph was written by James G.
Absalom of Rocketdyne Division, Rockwell International Corporation, and was edited by
Russell B. Keller, Jr. of Lewis. To assure technical accuracy of this document, scientists and
engineers throughout the technical community participated in interviews, consultations, and
critical review of the text. In particular, Donald D. Laine of Systems Group, TRW, Inc.; D.
D. Price of Aerojet Liquid Rocket Company; and Eugene J. Cieslewicz and Ross G. Willoh
of the Lewis Research Center individually and collectively reviewed the text in detail.
Comments concerning the technical content of this monograph will be welcomed by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lewis Research Center (Design Criteria
Office), Cleveland, Ohio 44135.
May 1973
For sale by the National Technical Information Service
Springfield, Virginia 22151
Price - $4.751
GUIDE TO THE USE OF THIS MONOGRAPH
Tile purpose of this monograph is to organize and present, for effective use in design, the
significant experience and knowledge accumulated in development and operational
programs to date. It reviews and assesses current design practices, and from them establishes
firm guidance for achieving greater consistency in design, increased reliability ill the end
product, and greater efficiency ill the design effort. The monograph is organized into two
major sections that are preceded by a brief introduction and complemented by a set of
references.
The State of the Art, section 2, reviews and discusses the total design problem, and
identifies which design elements are involved in successful design. It describes succinctly the
current tecnnology pertaining to these elements. When detailed information is required, the
best available references are cited. This section serves as a survey of the subject that provides
background material and prepares a proper technological base for the Design Criteria and
Recommended Practices.
Tile Design Criter&, shown in italics in section 3, state clearly and briefly what rule, guide,
limitation, or standard must be imposed on each essential design element to assure
successful design. The Design Criteria can serve effectively as a checklist of rules for the
project manager to use in guiding a design or in assessing its adequacy.
The Recommended Practices, also in section 3, state how to satisfy each of the criteria.
Whenever possible, the best procedure is described; wl_en this cannot be done concisely,
appropriate references are provided. The Recommended Practices, in conjunction with the
Design Criteria, provide positive guidance to the practicing designer on how to achieve
successful design.
Both sections have been organized into decimally numbered subsections so that the subjects
within similarly numbered subsections correspond from section to section. The format for
the Contents displays this continuity of subject in such a way that a particular aspect of
design can be followed through both sections as a discrete subject.
The design criteria monograph is not intended to be a design handbook, a set of
specifications, or a design manual. It is a summary and a systematic ordering of the large and
loosely organized body of existing successful design techniques and practices. Its value and
its merit should be judged on how effectively it makes that material available to and useful
to the designer.
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LIQUID ROCKET
ACTUATORS AND OPERATORS
1. INTRODUCTION
The most numerous devices in rocket engine and spacecraft control systems are actuators
and their operators. An actuator is a device that converts hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical, or
potential energy into mechanical motion. An operator is a device that causes an actuator to
function. Actuators such as those used for thrust chamber gimballing are designed as
separate assemblies; most frequently, however, actuators are incorporated in assemblies of
shutoff valves, flow-metering valves, vent and relief valves, pressure regulators, and operators
for other actuators. Operators are designed as separate assemblies or subassemblies and as
integral components of larger assemblies.
This monograph treats all the types of actuators and associated operators used in booster,
upper stage, and spacecraft propulsion and reaction-control systems except for
chemical-explosive actuators and turbine actuators. Discussion of static and dynamic seals,
mechanical transmission of motion, and instrumentation is included to the extent that
actuator or operator design is affected.
Selection of the optimum actuator configuration for a specific application requires a
tradeoff study that considers all the relevant factors: available energy sources, load capacity,
stroke, speed of response, leakage limitations, environmental conditions, chemical
compatibility, storage life and conditions, size, weight, and cost. These factors are
interrelated with overall control-system design evaluations that are beyond the scope of this
monograph; however, literature references are cited for a detailed review of the general
considerations. The monograph is limited to flight hardware, but pertinent
advanced-state-of-the-art design concepts are surveyed briefly.
Technical literature on the subjects of actuators, operators, and their constituent elements
provides extensive coverage of design techniques and design details for general service.
General design practices, however, frequently have been inadequate in rocket engine and
spacecraft applications. The severe environmental and operational conditions associated
with space-flight service and the requirements for high reliability have necessitated the
evolution of a highly specialized technology directed toward the successful solution of
problems in the design of space-flight hardware.
The basic problems have been those involved in maintaining structural and functional
integrity of a design while achievingrequired dynamic performance. Dynamic sealsin
piston-cylinder actuatorshavebeendamaged,with consequentlossof sealingcapability and
shifts in actuator response,by metal particle contaminantsgeneratedby moving or vibrating
piston springs, by abrasion by contacting sliding surfaces,and by the effects of wide
temperature rangeson seal material properties. Diaphragmsand bellows have failed as a
result of installation mismatch,weldingheatdamage,overstressingduring assembly,interply
or interface contamination, interply pressurization, fluid-flow-impingement damage,
temperature-related shifts in reference spring forces, and vibration-induced fatigue.
Solenoid-actuator structural and performance inadequacies arising from mechanical
vibration, exposure to wide rangesof temperature,current-drain limitations, requirements
for fast and repeatable response, and exposure to reactive fluids have necessitated
development of advancedtechniques in construction and in the use of materials. The
extensive use of pneumatic actuators and operators has required development of
compensation techniques for accommodating fluid-compressibility effects and
fluid-temperatureeffectson dynamicresponse.
Becausesolutions to the primary problems in space-flightactuatorsand operators involve
the detail hardware design, the actuator and operator categoriesin the monograph are
established on the basis of salient features of design configuration. The monograph
emphasizesexperience with particular detail problemsand with demonstratedsuccessful
solutions. It is concernedwith hardwarerather than with proceduresand concentrateson
the specific configuration features that are critical in successfuldesign.It recognizesthat
many problems (e.g., seal damageby flushing solvents and test fluids) are not strictly
component designproblems but that their severity often can be lessenedby a designthat
anticipatespotential hazards.The monographconsiderscompleteand detailedspecification
of processing,ihstallation, test, andservicingproceduresasan integral part of designactivity
for control of design-associatedproblems.
• !
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2. STATE OF THE ART
The technology for space-flight actuation systems has evolved from an extensive background
of general machine design experience. More specifically, the most modern hardware
technology, as demonstrated in the Apollo flights, was derived from experience with
hardware for earlier space-flight and ballistic-missile programs that in turn were heavily
influenced by design practices for aircraft engines and vehicles.
The most commonly used actuator configurations for space-flight service are the
linear-motion piston, diaphragm, bellows, and solenoid. These configurations minimi_e
problems associated with fluid leakage, fluid chemical compatibility, large temperature
excursions, severe vibration environments, and control of dynamic response. The extensive
use of these kinds of actuators has resulted in a highly developed and sophisticated state of
the art in the design of the critical features.
A variety of electric rotary-motor types and configurations, designed especially for rocket
engine and spacecraft systems, has been developed successfully for reliable operation.
Leakage-control problems and inefficient use of actuation fluid have restricted the _se of
hydraulic and pneumatic rotary actuators.
The use of nutating actuators and actuators with digital or with fluidic-logic inputs has been
limited to advanced-state-of-the-art experimental applications or study programs.
The most commonly used operators for actuators are the various configurations of pilot
valves, servovalves, and pressure-divider circuits. As operators also require actuators, the
state of the art in operator design is an extension or specialized application of the current
knowledge applicable to all designs requiring actuation concepts.
The wide range of environmental and operational conditions for space-flight actuators and
operators has resulted in development of an extensive array of concepts and devices for
static and dynamic seals. Techniques for welded joints have been developed to eliminate
static seals at hardware joints and at interfaces where leakage is critical or where chemical
compatibility or severe vibration presents design problems. Considerable effort has been
expended in research and development programs investigating metal-to-metal sealing
surfaces and fundamental seal leakage phenomena.
Design concepts for the mechanical transmission of actuator power are derived from general
machine design experience, with refinements in the use of materials and fasteners to
accommodate high vibration levels, exposure to reactive fluids and, in many applications,
nonlubricated sliding contact.
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Instrumentation for actuatorsand operatorsincludeselectricalposition-indicatingswitches,
potentiometers, and transducersand pressure-indicatingswitchesand transducers.Designs
for these devicesreflect the needs arising from the requirement for exposure to severe
environmentaland operationalconditions.
Progressin the designof the most modern space-flightactuatorsand operatorshasresulted
from intensive developmentand refinement of both materialsapplicationsand the design
details of fundamental actuation concepts.This flight,hardware experience,supplemented
with information resulting from advanced-state-of-the-artprograms,providesa sound basis
for the designof new space-flighthardware..._
2.1 ACTUATOR CONFIGURATIONS
Actuators are classified as on-off types for two-position control, or as modulating types for
variable-position control. Also, they are classified as direct-acting when they respond
directly to system inputs, or as operator-controlled when their response is controlled by an
intermediate device, an operator, that responds to system inputs. Additionally, actuators are
classified according to salient physical features of the design configuration.
The factors involved in selecting the optimum actuator configuration for a specific
application are interrelated with overall control system design considerations beyond the
scope of this monograph. However, references 1 through 8 and other technical literature
referenced throughout the monograph review the general considerations leading to selection
of specific actuator and operator configurations.
In selecting a specific actuator configuration, the first consideration is the energy source,
which is determined by overall system considerations. In control systems for rocket engines
using kerosene-type fuels, hydraulic actuation subsystems that use engine fuel as the
working fluid usually are selected. In storable-propellant systems, propellants have been
used for actuation. In control systems for rocket engines using both fuel and oxidizer at
cryogenic temperatures, pneumatic-actuation subsystems sometimes have been selected;
these systems use a stored supply of helium gas as a working fluid suitable for operation in
an extreme range of environmental temperatures. The high force levels required for
large-engine gimbal actuators (e.g., those for the S-IC, S-II, and S-IVB boosters) have
resulted in the choice of high-pressure hydraulic subsystems with independent
electric-motor pump actuators and fluid-temperature control, as described in references 9
through 1 1. Electrically powered solenoid actuators, torque motors, and rotating motors are
in common use for applications requiring response to electrical signals from guidance or
logic circuits. The relatively low force levels required for valve actuation in small
reaction-control rocket engine subsystems permit direct use of solenoids as valve actuators.
High-force-level devices that respond to electrical signals have been obtained with
4
electrically powered operatorscontrolling hydraulic•or pneumaticactuators..(By defin'ition,
the term "hydraulic" appliesto any liquid, andthe :term"pneumatic"_appliesto ai]y 'gas).
,? i! :
2.1.1 Piston Actuators
Linear-motion piston-cylinder actuators are' categorized as hydraulic or pneumatic; and as
single-acting or double-acting. Piston-cylinder actuators are designed as Sepafateiy rfldunted
assemblies for thrust-chamber gimballing. Frequently, these actuators' are included in _valve
assemblies for direct positioning of poppet valves, or with rack-and-pinion or bellcrank
linear-to-rotary motion transmissions for angular positioning of butterfly and ball valves.
Basic configurations for piston-cylinder actuators are illustrated in t;_gure :ti Sy/nbots u'sed
therein and elsewhere in the monograph are defined in the Glossary.
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.: Figure 1. - Schematics of basic configurations for piston actuators.
The•ram actuator (fig. l(a)) appears most often as one end of a pressure=actuated spOol V_lve
with return forces applied at the opposing _nd: Th'e single-acting spring-return piston
actuator (fig. l(b)) frequently isselectedasa valveactuator whenspringforcesareadequate
for deactuation.D0uble-actingpiston actuators(fig. l(c)) areusedwhen forcesrequiredfor
deactuation result in excessive size for an equivalent single-acting spring-return
configuration. Helical springsare included in somedouble-actingpiston actuators(fig. l(d))
for maintaining a preferred position prior to application of pressures.Double-acting
double-rod configurations(fig. 1(e)) areusedwhen dynamicresponseconsiderationsrequire
equalpiston areasand equalvolumetric displacementson both sidesof apiston. Multipiston
actuators (fig. l(f)) are usedin applicationswherein there is a time delay betweenpartial
actuation and full-stroke actuation. Suchadelay is required, for example,for the J-2engine
main oxfdizer valveduring anengine-startsequenceof operations.
The m6st commonly usedoperator for a single-actingpiston actuator is a three-wayvalve
that can apply systemsupply pressureto the actuatoror vent the actuator to systemreturn
pressure.The double-actingconfiguration requiresa four-way valvefor controlling pressures
on both sidesof the piston. The choicebetweenasingle-actingspring-returnactuator and a
dOubleiacting actuator requires evaluation of the required force levels and attendant
actt)ator sizes, operator complexity, and system plumbing. Selection of a spring-return
actuatormay bebasedon requirementsfor fail-safeclosingor fail-safeopeningof avalve.
Piston actuatorswith dynamic sealsto limit piston and piston-rod leakagearecharacterized
by long working strokes, high force levels, and simple design. In applications requiring
complete isolation of actuator working fluids, as in the caseof piston-actuatedvalvesfor
reactive fluids, bellows elementssometimesare used aspiston-rod dynamic seals.Whena
bellows seal is impractical because of space or mechanical limitations, a double
sliding-c0ntactsealwith an intermediateventedisolatingcavity sometimesisused.
In applications wherein dynamic-seal friction forces are undesirable,as in actuators for
pressure-sensingoperatorsthat must actuateat aprecisesensed-pressurel vel,diaphragmor
bellows actuators are used in place of piston actuators,as discussedin sections2.1.2 and
2.1.3.
2.1.1.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
2.1.1.1.1 Pneumatic Modulating Control Dynamics
Most space-flight actuators and actuation systems have been designed for nonmodulating
on-off control of shutoff-valve position and velocity in response to discrete system inputs.
Actuators for variable-position modulating control in response to continuous system inputs,
as in engine-gimbal actuation systems or in throttle-valve systems, usually are operated with
hydraulic fluids to minimize fluid-compressibility effects. Pneumatic modulating actuators
are used most frequently for positioning valves in pneumatic pressure-regulating systems
that reduce supply pressure or relieve controlled pressure.
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As a result of compressibility of the actuation fluid, modulating servovalve-controlled
pneumaticactuators frequently exhibit an inherent tendencytoward hunting, or oscillation,
when they respond to changesin servovalveposition or to load changes.This tendency
becomesmore pronounced when fast responseis required and servovalveflow capacity is
increased or when sudden load changes must be accommodated and servovalve
pressure-changecapacity is increased.To achieve a successful design with minimum
laboratory effort, an effective dynamic analysis of servovalveand actuator operating
characteristicsis essential.
Section 2.2.2 and references12 and 13 discussthe designof servovalveswith non:linear
flow-gain and pressure-gaincharacteristicscontoured to contribute to actuator dynamic
stability and load-stiffness while satisfying speed of-response requirements. Static and
dynamic friction forces, variable and reversible load forces, subsonicpneumatic flow,
servovalve saturation, and actuator position limits introduce nonlinearities and
discontinuities that must beevaluated.The useof linearizedanalytic techniquescontributes
to an understandingof the inherent problemsbut generally is ineffective in establishing
quantitative designcriteria for successfuldesignof dynamic nonlinearvalve and actuator
systems.
Reference14 presentsa detailed discussionof the characteristicsof pneumaticservovalve
and actuator systemsand a description of analogcomputer circuits for dynamic analysis.
Also describedis a techniquefor the useof plenumvolumes,separatedfrom piston-cylinder
actuator volumesby flow restrictors,to add compensationto apneumaticactuation system.
This is an effective way to achievedynamic stability and smooth steady-stateoperation.A
controlled leakagethrough a double-actingpiston canbe usedfor addingdynamicdamping
to a pneumatic actuation system.In the mechanicaldesignof piston actuators,aminimum
piston skirt length usually is dictated by overall actuator designconsiderations.With little
addition to the moving massof the piston, and with little or no increasein piston Skirt
length, compensatingplenumscan be included in a pneumaticactuator design,asshownin
figure 2.
Plenum volume_
_/w///W//_.,Y////_,
I'Orifice_ /
• derCyhn -,
_////////////////////
7 Piston
/
/ /-Plenum volume
-,_x,,_-_-_ //- 0 r i fi ce
")')'/,__////////////2 ",'/////////////
Figure 2. - Schematic of piston actuator with compensating plenum volumes.
Reference 15 presents an introductory description of digital-computer techniques for the
design analysis of pneumatic piston actuators. Reference 16 describes a general-purpose
digital-computer program used for the design analysis of mechanical-hydraulic,pneumatic
control systems and components with nonlinear and discontinuous describing functions.
This program originally was developed for dynamic analysis of the complete J-2-engine
pneumatic control system and its components. It has been expanded for application to
other control systems and components as an effective means for establishing quantitative
design requirements.
2,1.1,1,2 Hydraulic Modulating Control Dynamics
The:dynamics problems associated with modulating hydraulic actuators designed for
servovalve control differ from the dynamics problems with their pneumatic counterparts in
that fluid-compressibility effects can be minimized by including self-priming features in the
actuators. Actuator seals and guides designed for controlled static and dynamic friction
.provide Coulomb damping; excessive friction, however, can result in excessive response
deadband. The characteristics and critical design features of hydraulic servovalve and
actuator systems are discussed in detail in references 17 through 32. To minimize laboratory
effort in shaping the characteristics of the closed-loop system and in determining the need
for system compensation, a computer program (e.g., ref. 16 ) is used to analyze the
nonlinear and discontinuous characteristics of hydraulic servovalves and actuators.
2.1,1.1.3 On-Off Control Dynamics
In a primed hydraulic system, control of the transient response of an actuator requires
accommodation of any difference in the volumetric displacements on either side of the
piston as it moves. Figure 3 illustrates a double-acting piston-cylinder actuator in which
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Figure 3. - Schematic of piston actuator with dissimilar active areas and volumes.
there are appreciable differences in the piston effective areas (A1 and A2), in the initial
volumes (V1 and V2), and in the swept volumes on each side of the piston face. Actuators
of this configuration frequently are controlled by on-off pilot valves; flow restrictors
(orifices) of different size for each side of the piston accommodate differences in flowrates.
When a servo-operated, symmetrical, four-way valve is required to provide modulating
control, significant differences in piston effective areas may result in directional differences
in speed of response.
In on-off pneumatic systems, the time required for actuator internal pressures to increase or
decay to the levels at which motion commences is additive to the time required for
displacement. On each side of the piston, the pressure response time is a function of the
flow-restrictor size and the actuator volume: Flow restrictors sized for the desired motion
timing may result in an undesired initial pressurization time for breakaway. The time for
motion start as well as the time for full-stroke displacement may be different in each
direction of motion. Successful design of actuators shown in figure 3 requires sizing of the
volume, the piston area, and the flow restrictor on each side of the piston so that the
required breakaway time and motion time can be obtained in each direction. Section 2.2.1.3
discusses response problems associated with actuators in which a signal pressure is applied to
opposing surfaces to produce a net actuation force that may vary with operating conditions.
2.1.1.1.4 Hydraulic-Actuator Priming
In an hydraulic actuator, any air, other gas, or vapors entrapped in internal cavities or in
actuator plumbing may affect repeatable response or actuation system stiffness. The time
required for the hydraulic fluid to compress any trapped gas and then fill the volumes
initially occupied by the gas is additive to the response time of a fully primed system;
uncontrolled variable volumes of residual gas thus result in variations in response time. In
modulating hydraulic actuation systems, the presence of compressible fluids has resulted in
oscillatory or dynamically unstable operation. Hydraulic actuators frequently are provided
with controlled leakage or circulation flow paths to ensure removal of gases or vapors and to
maintain a fully primed condition for operation .....
2.1.1.1.5 Hydraulic-Fluid Temperature Control
It is essential that heat transfer under operating conditions does not change the actuator
fluid temperature beyond its allowable limits. For repeatable speed of response, the
actuation-fluid temperature must remain between limits established by the
temperature-related effects of fluid viscosity and fluid density on fluid flow and
consequently on actuator dynamics. When elastomeric or plastic materials are used in an
actuator, the fluid temperature must remain within the allowable temperature limits for
these materials.
Figure 4 is a schematic of an hydraulic on-off piston actuator with response timing
controlled by flow restrictors at the two control ports. With the piston in the position
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Figure4. - Flowpathsfor primingandfor fluid-temperaturecontrolin a pistonactuator.
shown, and with pressure P2 greater than pressure P1, an orifice through the piston controls
bleed flow from P2 to P1 for actuator priming. Multiple restricted heat-exchanger passages
in the housing permit circulation flow from P2 to P1 for control of actuator and fluid
temperatures. In the actuated condition, with pressure P1 greater than pressure P2, bleed
flow and circulation flow is obtained with flow from P1 to P2. The illustrated concept
requires fluid flow from a temperature-controlled source.
2.1.1.1.6 Safety Requirements for Test and Operation
Proof-pressure tests of each actuator and operator assembly and burst-pressure tests of
sample specimens are performed to verify structural integrity and to safeguard personnel
during subsequent checkouts, tests, and operation. Proof pressures usually are one and
one-half to two times the maximum normal operating pressure, and burst pressures usually
exceed two to four times the maximum normal operating pressure, the factor depending on
the safety-factor policy established for specific systems. In addition, a safe operating
pressure, defined as the maximum allowable pressure without shielding for personnel safety,
frequently is established for each system or component.
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Adequateleakagetestssometimeshavebeenprecludedwhencomponentsweredesignedto
comply with specifiedproof-pressureand burst-pressurerequirementsbut werenot designed
for safe operating pressuresthat permitted nonshielded testing under normal system
operating conditions. Systemleakagetests requiring the closepresenceof personnelcannot
be conductedat normal operating pressureif a component in that systemhasa lower safe
operatingpressure.
Componentshaveleakedor failed structurally when marginally defectivecomponentswere
not detectedin testswith a singleapplicationof proof pressure.Typically, a seal-weldcrack
may require repeatedpressurizingcyclesbefore it propagatessufficiently for a detectable
leak, and asolid-particlecontaminantin contact with a diaphragmor bellowsmay not cause
a puncture the first few times that pressureis applied. Whena componenthasbeensetup
for proof-pressuretesting, repeating the test a limited number of times doesp.otimpose
testingproblemsand doesprovidegreaterconfidencein the test results.Fracture-mechanics
criteria, asestablishedfor eachdesignprogram,areconsideredin hardwaredesignandiv the
specificationof proof pressuresand the numberof test cycles.
Mechanicalspringsin actuatorsoften presentpersonnelsafetyhazardsduringassemblyand
disassemblyprocedures.When such hazardsexist, a metal warning tag is fastenedto an
actuator in a prominent location to identify the hazard.Ordinarily, thesehazardsarenot
presentwhen anactuator is designedsothat all springswith significant forcesreturn to their
free lengthswith the restrainingfastenersstill engaged.
2.1.1.2 FLOW RESTRICTORS
2.1.1.2.1 Flow Control
Response of hydraulic and pneumatic on-off actuators usually is controlled by an adjustable
or replaceable flow restrictor. This restrictor may be a small needle valve or, more.
commonly, an orifice. Replacement of orifices in a "cut-and-try" approach is an established
method of adjusting actuator response times in control systems, but it is a time-consuming
and expensive process. The use of orifices often introduces difficulties in obtaining
repeatable response among nominally identical control systems. This lack of repeatability
has been associated with variations in leakage flow paths in parallel with an orifice and with
variations in orifice effective flow area as a result of manufacturing tolerances.
The pneumatic control system for the J-2 engine used precision orifices to control actuator
response; this practice achieved the design objective that 9 out of 10 production engines
satisfy all timing requirements during the first control-system checkout without orifice
replacements. Each orifice is designed for installation with essentially no leakage in parallel
with its size-controlled flow path. The effective flow areas of fixed orifices are controlled by
the use of precise dimensions, tolerances, and surface finishes. Component-level flow testing
of these precision orifices is not required.
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Manufacturing costsincurred in obtainingprecisecritical dimensionsandsurfacefinishesare
justified by elimination of flow-test costsand by minimizing the costsof checkoutsof the
enginecontrol system.References33 through 42 presentbasic information for sizingflow
restrictors.
2.1.1.2.2 Temperature-Effect Compensation
Changes in the rate of flow through a flow restrictor as a result of changes in fluid
temperature have produced excessive variations in actuator response. This kind of response
problem is particularly acute in pneumatic open-loop actuation systems designed for
checkout at standard sea-level atmospheric temperature (288 K) and for subsequent
operation with high-temperature or low-temperature gases. The reason is that volumetric
flow, and consequently actuator response, varies with the square root of the gas absolute
temperature when flow is controlled by a fixed flow restrictor.
Figure 5 illustrates a flow restrictor with temperature-effect compensation that was
Gas flow to
valve actuator
variable restrictor
bimeta llic _////////./_
elements
Figure 5. - Schematic of flow restrictor with temperature-effect compensation.
developed for the pneumatic actuators for the J-2 engine main propellant.valve. The
restrictor is attached to an actuator housing and assumes a temperature approximately equal
to the temperature of the actuator. Under system operating conditions, the helium gas
actuation-fluid temperature as a result of heat transfer is nearly equal to the actuator
temperature. The restrictor effective flow area is thereby automatically preset by actuator
temperature when actuation occurs. The restrictor presents parallel flow paths, one through
a fixed orifice and one through a clearance controlled by bimetallic elements so that it varies
with temperature. The restrictor is designed so that the total effective flow area at 210°R
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(117 K) 1 is (530/210)1/2 times the area at 530°R (294 K)_ With a regulated supply
pressure,gasvolumetric flowrate and actuator responsetime at 210°R_(1i7 K) is nominally
equal to gas volumetric floWrate and actuator responsetime at 530°R (294 K). The
combination of a fixed flow resistanceand a flow resistancethat varies linearly with
temperatureprovidesapproximatecompensationat intermediate temperatures.
2.1.1.2.3 Contamination : :
Partial blocking of a response-control flow restrictor by contaminants can alter its flow
resistance and thereby change actuator i response. The sensitivity of a small orifice to
contamination occasionally has been reduced by the use of a number of iarger orifices_in
series having the same overall flow resistance as a single smaller orifice. _ :
If a flow restrictor has its own filter element, accumulation of contaminant's at the filter
element can alter the flow resistance of the filter/restrictor combination and produc e a
change in actuator responlse. A minute amount of moisture in a small filter on occasion has
spread through the filter element and, when frczen, has changed the filter flow resistance.
Freezing temperatures can occur in a pneumatic system in a sea-level room-temperature
environment as a result of gas expansion from a high-pressure source to the pressure level at
a system flow restrictor. Despite both precautions intended to prevent entry of moisture
into a pneumatic system and procedures for removing moisture, small filters tend to
accumulate and retain moisture, and their use in some instances has detracted from, rather
than enhanced, the reliability of a flow restrictor.
Hydraulic systems occasionally have been contaminated by particles from filter elements
when filters located near flow restrictors were damaged by impingement of high-velocity
fluid jets issuing from the flow restrictors. Filters themselves have been a major source of
contamination. Filter elements are difficult to clean, and cleaning an element after it has
been welded to a casing is even more difficult. Contamihants lodged in filters and fragments
of filter elements have migrated during system operation, and created problems they were
intended to prevent. The design of filter elements and assemblies is covered in reference 43.
Protection of flow restrictors from contamination requires that overall system cleanliness be
maintained and that large-capacity filters be used at strategic locations in the system.
Protection against inadvertent introduction of contaminants when components are installed
or replaced in a system is a primary concern, as are contamihants that are dislodged or
generated in system components during operation. Contamination control during
componeflt test usually is achieved when formal specification of requirements for
component and test-setup cleanliness and filtration are supplemented by quality controlf
practices for clean test environments.
1Parenthetical units are in the International System of Units (SI units). See Mechtly, E.A.: The International System-of
Units. Physical Constants and Conversion Factors, Revised. NASA SP-7012, 1969.
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Current general specifications for space-flight hydraulic systems (refs. 44 through 46)
require the useof a strainer with grid openingsof 0.008 to 0.012 in. (0.203 to 0.305 mm)
for each hydraulic-systemorifice with a diameter of 0.070 in. (1.78 mm) or smaller. In
practice, filters frequently are used in place of the specified strainers to obtain finer
filtration. Thesegeneralspecificationsare interpreted as being applicable only to critical
orifices, such as response-control orifices, and not to orifices used for bleed flow or
circulation flow.
2.1.1.3 SPRINGS
2,1.1.3.1 General Requirements
Hydraulic and pneumatic piston actuator assemblies are designed both with and without
mechanical springs that provide an internal or external force bias. The most common spring
form in actuators is the round-wire, helical-coil compression spring. Despite their mechanical
simplicity, these springs and their installation present major design problems because of the
temperature ranges and vibration environments to which space-flight hardware is exposed.
In many piston-actuator applications, spring problems are avoided when an objective and
critical analysis of system and component requirements reveals that a force-bias spring is not
necessary. This is often the case when the actuator is double-acting or when dynamic-seal
friction forces are large. In some cases, assemblies can be designed so that actuator load
forces can be used to eliminate the need for mechanical springs.
When mechanical springs are required, the general design practices for springs and their
installation (refs. 47 through 63) must be supplemented as discussed in the following
sections. The extent and specialized nature of the published literature on the subject of
mechanical springs are evidence of the emphasis that this element requires in successful
design.
2.1.1.3.2 Generation of Metal Particles
In the acceleration and vibration environments associated with space-flight hardware,
mechanical-spring deflection and vibration have generated metal particle contaminants that
have damaged dynamic seals and sealing surfaces, partially blocked response-control flow
restrictors, or damaged other system components to which the particles migrated. Cyclic
relative motion between helical-spring end coils and their retainers, within the constraints of
the guide clearances provided for assembly, is an inherent producer of fine metal particles.
Thin sections and feather edges resulting from fiat grinding of helical-spring end coils
provide sources for the breakout of relatively large particles. Metal particles also have been
generated by scrubbing contact between helical-spring coils and adjacent parts as a result of
vibration-induced lateral deflections of the springs. This problem is compounded when
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helical springsare installed concentrically, one within another,with envelopelimitations on
radial clearancesbetweencoils.The designof spring-loadedassembliesthat will not generate
metal particles requires specific emphasison clearances,end-coil design,and end-coil
retention features.
2.1.1.3.3 Helical-Spring Rotation
In the design of linear-motion piston actuators with helical springs, it is necessary to
consider the effects of the coil rotation that accompanies spring axial compression (ref. 48,
pp. 247-254). If a helical spring is compressed with end-coil rotation restrained, the coil
rotation about the spring axis must result in angular displacement of one or both end coils
or in distortion of the spring. When rotational forces are stored in a distorted spring,
actuator operation or exposure to shock or vibration may result in end-coil rotational
slippage. This slippage changes the spring installed load. This design consideration is
especially significant in devices that are preset to actuate at a specified pressure level. In
addition, end-coil rotation and sliding contact with end-coil retainers, during installation or
during operation, can generate metal particle contaminants. Low-friction ball, roller, or
needle thrust bearings frequently are installed in compression at spring end coils so that the
coil can rotate with negligible angular restraint and with rolling rather than sliding relative
motion.
2.1.1.4 MATERIALS
2.1.1.4.1 General
The most common problems with materials in space-flight actuators have been related to
corrosion, chemical compatibility, hydrogen embrittlement, welding effects, fatigue of
flexing elements, cracking failures in castings, porosity, impact sensitivity, and abrasion or
wear at bearing and dynamic-seal contact surfaces.
In most applications, adequate corrosion resistance and chemical compatibility are obtained
by the use of aluminum alloys, 300-series CRES alloys, nickel alloys, nonreactive plastics,
and corrosion-resistant platings on vulnerable metals. The most severe corrosion and
compatibility problems occur in actuators with ferromagnetic materials or materials exposed
to reactive fluids. Materials problems and practices associated with specific types of actuator
and operator elements are discussed in separate sections throughout this monograph.
Aluminum alloys for general use are chromic-acid anodized to enhance corrosion resistance.
Surfaces exposed to dynamic contact sometimes are hard anodized. Complete parts, such as
housings, frequently are sulphuric-acid anodized when wear resistance at a dynamic contact
surface is required.
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The corrosion resistanceof metal alloys is affected significantly by the smoothnessof
surfacefinishes. A 125 /ain. (3.18 /am) AA finish, carried over from industrial practice, has
not beeti adequate iX obtaining good corrosion resistance in the environmental conditions to
which space-flight hardware is exposed. Salt-spray tests, sand and dust tests, reactive fluids,
and moisture in operating fluids have resulted in a requirement for a 63/a in. (1.60/am) AA
finish, or smoother, for all machined surfaces.
Material cracking failures attributed to long-term stress corrosion have occurred in certain
alloys subjected to sustained stress. As a result, these alloys are now in disfavor for use in
space-flight hardware. Table I lists alloys with known susceptibility to stress-corrosion
cracking.
Hydrogen embrittlement of flexing elements is discussed in sections 2.1.2.4 and 2.1.3.4.
These sections also review nonmetallic materials for diaphragms, welding problems
associated With bellows; and fatigue of flexing elements.
To minimize machining costs, actuator housings often are made from castings. The complex
configurations obtainable with castings introduce potential cracking problems associated
with changes in cross section, casting defects, external loads, vibration, and thermal stresses.
Solutions to cracking problems have included changes in casting design, changes in the
design of mounting and support brackets, and changes in the plumbing system to reduce
applied loads or vibration loads.
Leakage attributable to porous or defective materials has not been limited to castings.
Leakage through titanium-carbide inclusions in 321 CRES bar stock has occurred in helium
systems. To minimize the presence of inclusions in thin-wall actuators,
consumable-electrode-melted 321 CRES, designated as a vacuum-melted alloy, often is
specified.
Material deformation or fracture resulting from impact loads and material abrasion or wear
at bearing and dynamic-seal contact surfaces are discussed in sections 2.3 and 2.4.
2.1.1.4.2 Helical-Spring Material
Helical-spring materials for space-flight service generally are limited to the
corrosion-resistant metal alloys. The most often used are 321 CRES, Inconel X, Inconel
718, and Elgiloy. Rene 41, A286, and Refractaloy 26 have been used in components
exposed to elevated temperatures. Precipitation-hardening stainless steels 17-4PH and
17-7PH have been used extensively, but are subject to long-term stress corrosion in the
conditions noted in table I.
In assemblies wherein spring compression is adjusted to provide a reference force having
narrow limits, thermal effects can be critical. The design of helical springs for these
assemblies frequently requires use of a metal alloy such as Ni-Span-C so that there is little
temperature-related variation in mechanical spring rate and consequently in installed force.
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TABLE I. - Susceptibility of Various Metals to Stress-Corrosion Cracking
A. Aluminum alloys with low resistance to stress-corrosion cracking 1
Wrought Cas.____t
Allo__._._y Temper Alloy
2014 All tempers
2024 T3,T351 ,T36,T4
2219 T31 ,T351 ,T37
7001 T6,T651
7075 T6,T651
7079 T6,T651
7178 T6,T651
195,B195 T6
220 T4
Ternalloy 7 T6
40E As cast
B. Steels with moderate resistance to stress-corrosion cracking 2
Alloy Temper
Low-alloy
Maraging
400 series
PH14-8 Mo
PH13-8 Mo
15-5PH
17-4PH
AM 355
150 to 180 ksi 3 yield strength
<200 ksi 4 yield strength
All tempers
SRH950 to 1050
H900 to 1000
H900 to 1000
H900 to 1000
>SCT900
C. Steels with very low resistance to stress-corrosion cracking
Ano__.LY
17-7PH All except CH900
PH15-_/Mo All except CH900
AM 355 <SCT900
H-11 All tempers
Vascojet 1000 All tempers
Low-alloy >180 ksi yield strength
18 Ni maraging >200 ksi yield strength
1 Use of material listed is permissible if sheet material, unmachined extrusions, or unmachined
plate material is required.
2 Alloys and heat treatments listed may be used if it can be shown that there are no sustained
tensile stresses (residual or imposed).
a 1034 to 1241 MN/m 2
4 < 1379 MN/m 2
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This kind of alloy can be heat treated to obtain a thermoelastic coefficient that is essentially
zero (Le., spring rate does not change with temperature). The thermoelastic coefficient
includes the effects of temperature-related changes in spring geometry and in the torsional
modulus of elasticity. Because temperature-dependent variations in torsionai modulus of
elasticity are the predominant effects, alloys like Ni-Span-C often are referred to as
constant-modulus materials. The design of actuators for temperature-effect compensation is
reviewed in section 2.1.2.3.2.
As a general practice, safety factors are applied to the nominal values of material yield
strength to. allow for variations in material properties, for the effects of forming, and for the
jeffects of dynamic loading. Stress relaxation, resulting in reduced installed force, has
occurred in Ni-Span-C springs under vibration conditions; this behavior indicates a need for
more conservative factors of safety for this material than for other spring alloys.
Satisfactory performance of Ni-Span-C springs has been obtained when the solid-height
maximum fiber stress was limited to the range of 60,000 to 80,000 psi (414 to 552
MN/m 2 ), with 60,000 psi (414 MN/m 2) as the limit in applications wherein spring vibration
is anticipated. Temperature-effect compensation with Ni-Span-C springs has not been
achieved when heat treatment failed to produce the desired constant-spring-rate
characteristic. Spring-rate tests of samples from each production lot of springs, performed at
several specified temperatures, sometimes are specified to supplement conventional
room-temperature inspection procedures.
2.1.2 Diaphragm Actuators
Linear-displacement diaphragm actuators are piston actuators with flexing rather than
sliding dynamic seals and are used primarily as pressure-sensing elements with small working
displacements (usually less than 0.06 in. (1.52 mm)). Diaphragms may be multiple-ply or
single-ply, metal or nonmetal, preformed or formed in place. Flat diaphragms and
diaphragms with a single annular convolution are the favored configurations because they
are the simplest to fabricate and are the most predictable in performance. Diaphragm
actuators offer the advantages of leak-tight frictionless sealing. When these advantages are
desired in an actuator with working stroke requirements that exceed the displacement
limitations of diaphragm elements, then bellows actuators are selected (sec. 2.1.3).
2.1.2.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
2.1.2.1.1 Fluid Inflow Effects
Reliable operation of diaphragm actuators is achieved only when the design provides for
protection of the thin diaphragm elements. High-velocity fluid jets impinging on diaphragm
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elementshave causedimpact and erosion damage.In pneumaticsystems,actuator inflow
during initial pressurizationor during a displacementtransient may teach sonicvelocity.
Under this condition, diaphragms have been ruptured by the impact of solid-particle
contaminants.
In actuators with small clearancesbetweena movablediaphragmand fixed surfaces,fluid
inflow has deposited solid-particle contaminants in the clearances.Subsequentclearance
changesaccompanying diaphragmflexing have resulted in diaphragmdamageor rupture
when contaminants were imbedded in thin diaphragms.Inadvertent formation _of ice in
small-clearancediaphragm actuators has had the samedamagingeffects as an/inflow of
solid-particlecontaminants.
Diaphragm actuators frequently are designedwith flow passageslarge enough to ensure
low-velocity inflow under all initial-pressurizingand operatingconditions.The flow through
restrictors often is directed against actuator walls. Close clearanceor contact_between
movablediaphragmsurfacesandfixed surfacesis avoidedwheneverfeasible.
2.1.2.1.2 Vibration
Diaphragm structural failures attributed to an excessive number of flexure cycles have
occurred most frequently in modulating diaphragm actuators. In these actuators,
unimpaired fatigue life is essential, but the number of deflection cycles or partial cycles that
must be endured may be unpredictable. Diaphragms in modulating actuators are especially
sensitive to dimensional control of the corner radii on the clamping parts and to
contamination. Resonance of reference springs under operating conditions occasionally has
required a change in spring rate or in the masses of moving elements or both in order to alter
the resonant frequencies. Diaphragm pressurizing cavities often are designed with orificed
porting for snubbing of pressure transients and for dashpot damping of diaphragm
oscillations. Extensive vibration testing during development of actuators is necessary to
ensure adequate endurance capabilities.
2.1.2.1.3 Installation Mismatch
When a diaphragm is installed in an actuator assembly, correct positioning of the diaphragm
with respect to contacting parts is essential for reliable operation. The assembly problem is
compounded when the diaphragm has a center hole and clamping of both inner and outer
edges is required.
The primary problem resulting from diaphragm mismatch is a reduction in cycle-life
capability. Diaphragm convolutions have been damaged mechanically by improper fit with
retainers. Diaphragms have been damaged by applied pressures that partially reformed
previously formed convolutions. Eccentric installation has resulted in nonuniform
diaphragm stress distributions. Flexing contact between diaphragm convolutions and
retainers has resulted in abrasion failures.
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When preformed metal diaphragmsareused, the rigidity of the rnaterlal assistsin aligning
inner and outer clampingsurfaces.Whenpreformed pliable nonmetal diaphragmsareused,
greatercarein assemblyis required to preventmismatch.Assemblymismatchproblemswith
these diaphragms frequently are circumvented by the use of diaphragmsthat are flat
initially, the convolutions being formed in placeby the application of controlled pressures
following installation.
Dimensionand tolerancestackupdrawings,often 10-timesactualsizeor greater,areusedto
evaluateall conditions that affect matching either a metal or nonmetal diaphragmto its
adjacentparts.
2.1.2.1.4 Interply Pressures
When multiple-ply diaphragm elements are used, the interply voids must be protected from
exposure to applied pressures, especially when one of the plies is not capable of
withstanding the maximum pressure differential that may be encountered. Leakage of
actuation pressure into interply voids may result in loss of redundancy or in possible rupture
of a diaphragm ply. Such leakage may be trapped between the plies when actuation pressure
is removed, the result being distortion of the diaphragm and loss of the intended diaphragm
configuration. Figure 6 presents two approaches for avoiding this problem.
r-Multiple
/ plies
/
P1 _ _--Multiple
plies
Pamb
_'-,_'x_ K'_'_x'-_ _'_1 _,_'_'-- Mu Itiple
(a) Periphery vented. (b) Peripheries and center holes vented.
Figure 6. - Schematics of multiple-ply diaphragms with exposed edges vented to ambient pressure.
Figure 6(a) illustrates a design concept that utilizes a multiple-ply diaphragm as a static seal,
the periphery of the diaphragm being exposed to ambient reference pressure Pamb only.
Figure 6(b) illustrates a design concept in which multiple-ply diaphragm elements
(back-to-back configuration) are exposed to opposing appl!ed pressures P1 and P2. Surfaces
near the outer diameters of the diaphragms are used for static sealing, with the outer edges
exposed to ambient pressure only. Surfaces near the diaphragm center holes are used for
static sealing, with an intermediate spacer designed to vent the inner edges.
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2.1.2.1.5 Convolution Reversals
Formed diaphragms, or diaphragms in which some forming may occur during test and
operation, may be damaged or reduced in cycle-life capability if differential-pressure
reversals result in deformation of diaphragm convolutions. The rigidity of metal diaphragms
permits limited pressure reversals without damaging deformation; formed nonmetal
diaphragms, however, will be distorted with very little pressure reversal. The back-to-back
diaphragm configuration (fig. 6(b)), with a vented intermediate space, frequently is used to
preclude convolution reversals.
2.1.2.1.60verstroking
If axial displacement of a diaphragm exceeds its maximum allowable displacement, the
diaphragm may be distorted or its cycle-life capability may be reduced. Although diaphragm
axial displacement may be limited by the actuation mechanism in a completed assembly,
inadvertent overstroking frequently occurs in partially completed assemblies. Diaphragm
subassemblies, therefore, sometimes are designed with stroke-limiting stops that protect the
diaphragm when the subassembly is separated from stroke-limiting features in a complete
assembly.
2.1.2.2 DIAPHRAGM ELEMENTS
2.1.2.2.1 General Requirements
The various diaphragm configurations and the general design practices related to their
applications are illustrated and discussed in handbooks and design manuals such as reference
3. For pliable nonmetal diaphragms, in comparison with metal, mechanical spring rates are
low, flexure stresses resulting from actuator displacement are low, and the most significant
stresses are the clamping and applied-pressure stresses. For metal diaphragms, mechanical
spring rates and the flexure stresses accompanying displacement are significantly high, and
combined stresses resulting from installation displacement, working-stroke displacement,
and applied pressures must be considered.
References 64 through 72 describe analysis, design, fabrication, and installation techniques
that have been developed for flat and single-convolution metal and nonmetal diaphragms.
Localized changes in diaphragm material properties and material deformations resulting
from the forming of convolutions that are deep, relative to the material thickness, greatly
affect the accuracy of an analysis, For practical design purposes, there is heavy reliance on
empirical data, experience with existing similar designs, and testing of alternate
configurations.
Figure 7 (ref. 73) illustrates some basic and recurrent problems in design of
single-convolution diaphragms and their retainers. In figure 7(a), overly generous retainer
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Figure 7. - Sketches of basic problems in design of single-convolution diaphragms (ref. 73).
radii interfere with diaphragm flexing to the extent that diaphragm axial working deflection
is accompanied by scuffing contact with retainer radii. As shown in figure 7(b), sharp
corners or too-small retainer radii can produce stress concentrations and diaphragm cutting
at the sharp edges, and can result in premature fatigue failures. As shown in figure 7(c),
excessive diaphragm material thickness can result in wrinkling. Figure 7(d) illustrates
housing interference with full-stroke diaphragm deflection. These problems can be avoided
through design review of large-scale drawings that show a diaphragm actuator in its extreme
displacement positions (allowing for fabrication tolerances).
2.1.2.2.2 Interply and Interface Contamination
When multiple-ply diaphragm elements are used, interply contaminants may produce
abrasion or rupture when a diaphragm is exposed to pressure, displacement, or vibration.
Nonmetal diaphragm materials frequently are used in multiple-ply configurations for greater
strength. They are, however, more susceptible to damage by contamination than are the
more abrasion-resistant and puncture-resistant metals. Contamination at the interfaces with
retaining parts has occurred with single-ply as well as with multiple-ply diaphragms. Metal
diaphragms that are welded to retainers are especially susceptible to contamination because
of the potential for trapping weld spatter or other contaminants that are not detectable by
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visual inspection. Formal proceduresfor forming, processing,andinstalling diaphragmsare
often specifiedasadesigncontribution to effectivecleanlinesscontrol.
2.1.2.2.3 Diaphragm Forming
2.1.2. 2. 3.1 Die Forming
Control of critical dimensions and of performance characteristics of a preformed diaphragm
is dependent on the configuration of the forming dies, the diaphragm material and its
processing, and the forming procedure. Changes in tooling, materials, material processing, or
forming procedures have reduced diaphragm endurance capabilities or have altered
diaphragm effective area and spring rate. A change in die geometry or surface finish, or a
change in forming procedure, can affect diaphragm critical dimensions, especially in the
vicinity of small radii. Material substitutions, such as the use of ground stock when rolled
stock is specified, or the use of cold-worked material when fully annealed material is
specified, can affect diaphragm structural and functional characteristics.
References 64 and 65 present an illustrated discussion Qf metal-diaphragm hydroforming
techniques. Testing of representative samples Of preformed diaphragms, in prototype
hardware as well as in fixtures, is customary in supplementing thorough inspection in
proving the adequacy Of a particular set of dies.
Formally specified fabrication and quality control procedures are implemented to maintain
proven dies and ensure consistent production. Diaphragm dimensional variations can be
detected by physical inspection. Variations in localized material properties can be detected
only by destructive testing of sample diaphragms from each production lot.
2.1.2. 2. 3. 2 Forming in Place
Convolution damage resulting from mismatch between preformed diaphragms and their
clamping surfaces sometimes can be precluded by the use of initially flat diaphragms that
are formed subsequent to installation. The actuator assembly is used as the diaphragm
forming fixture. Minor misalignment of inner and outer peripheral clamps is accommodated
by forming a nonuniform convolution that is matched to the assembly. The diaphragm is
formed by applying actuation pressure so that both pressure and actuator stroke contribute
to forming the diaphragm. This forming method is especially applicable when plastic
diaphragm materials are used. However, when proof or repeated operational pressure is
applied, a preformed plastic diaphragm may partially reform to match the assembly, with
consequent convolution damage. Diaphragm damage also has occurred when surge pressures
exceeded the forming pressure. Consequently, the use of formed-in-place diaphragms is
confined to those applications wherein the maximum predicted pressure is well below the
forming pressure.
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2.1.2.3 SPRINGS
2,1.2.3.1 Spring-Force Control ......
Springs that apply lateral forces or nonuniformly distributed axial forces to a diaphragm
have produced excessive friction and hysteresis in an assembly. They also have distorted
diaphragms and reduced cycle-life capability. These problems usually hate been associated
with springs that were inadequately guided, or with springs that did not retain end-coil
squareness when compressed to installed height. Corrective action in such cases has been to
fabricate a spring for end-coil squareness with the axis at the installed height, with no
_specification for free-length squareness.
Reference 74 is a specification that supplements drawings for helical compression springs in
establishing detailed design and quality control requirements. Each spring is identified by its
drawing as a Class A, Class B, or Class C spring. Class A and Class B spring end coils are
ground flat,within 0.005 in./in. (0.127 mm/mm) of spring outside diameter; Class C sPring
end coils are ground flat within 0.010 in./in. (0.254 mm/mm). Spring end coils must be
square with the spring axis within 1[2 ° at installed height for Class A springs, within 1 ° at
installed height for Class B springs, and within 3 ° at free length for Class C springs. The
flat-ground end-coil area must encompass 270 ° to 300 ° for Class A and Class B springs,
whereas 250 ° to 300 ° is allowed for Class C springs. Reference 74 also includes detailed
requirements for (1) finish on end-coil tips so that tip structural integrity is maintained, (2)
deburring, (3) uniformity of coil pitch, (4) spring straightness and coil concentricity, and (5)
general quality control. A single specification document, supplementing all drawings for
helical compression springs, permits greater detail in specifying design features and quality
control procedures than is feasible on individual drawings and' ensures uniformity in spring
specifications.
Machined springs or flexures in a variety of configurations have been used for precision
reference springs in unique situations, usually in actuators for operators or for
instrumentation. Precision springs, machined or formed, may require measurement of
geometric and functional parameters such as end-coil squareness and spring rate at specified
increments of deflection throughout the operating range.
Belleville springs designed and installed for operation with negative mechanical spring rates
are discussed in section 2.1.5.2
2.1.2.3.2 Temperature-Effect Compensation
The effects of actuator temperatures and temperature distributions on mechanical spring
forces and spring rates are discussed in section 2.1,1.4.2. Compensation for temperature
effects in helical springs is simplified by the availability of spring materials with spring rates
that are nearly constant throughout a wide temperature range. Unfortunately, materials
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available for forming metal diaphragmshave significant temperature-relatedvariations in
moduli of elasticity. Consequently, metal diaphragms have corresponding significant
variations in spring rates. This variability can result in significant changesin diaphragm
installedforce and deflection force.
References 64 and 65 describe temperature-effectcompensationin an assemblyin which
positive spring rates of a metal diaphragmand a helical spring areoffset by the negative
spring rate of a Belleville spring. The Belleville spring canbe adjustedfor operation in the
deflection region in which its spring rate is variable, and thus provide an adjustable
combined spring rate to compensatefor spring-rate tolerancesas well asfor temperature
effects. Section 2.1.5.2 describesand illustratesthe useof negative-rateBelleville springsfor
actuators with adjustable spring rates. Reference 75 reviews a design concept to
accommodate temperature transients and to provide compensationadjustability in each
assemblyin allowing for positivespring-ratetolerances.
Figure 8 presentsa simple designconceptused to compensatefor temperatureeffects by
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Figure 8. - Schematic of temperature-effect compensation of reference spring.
minimizing variations in diaphragm-actuator mechanical spring forces under transient
thermal conditions over a wide temperature range. The figure illustrates the physical
arrangement of the parts - the design depends for its effectiveness on the special properties
of the materials identified in the figure.
The metal diaphragm is installed in its nominally neutral position so that it contributes little
or no mechanical spring force. A helical spring made from Ni-Span-C spring material, heat
treated for a nearly constant spring rate throughout the operating temperature range,
provides the actuator reference force. The spring guide and spring retainer are made from
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440C that is heat treated for hardnessand has a thermal coefficient of expansionnearly
identical to the coefficient for Ni-Span-C.The spring retainer is designedwith perforations
and cutout sectionsso that its transient-temperatureresponseis comparableto that of the
helical spring. The springandits retaineraredesignedto maintain nearlyequaltemperatures
and to expand and contract together under all service conditions, independently of the
housingtemperaturedistribution.
r .
2.1.2.4 MATERIALS
Diaphragm material, either metal or nonmetal, is selected on the bases of (1) compatibility
with the fluids to which it may be exposed, (2) strength and fatigue properties throughout
the expected temperature range, (3) mechanical spring rate, (4) forming properties, and (5)
welding properties when welding is required.
For metal diaphragms, the most commonly used materials are 321 and 347 CRES.
Diaphragms have been formed with 17-7PH, but the use of this material is now in disfavor as
a result of its susceptibility to long-term stress corrosion. Diaphragms made from 17-7PH
and exposed to hydrogen have exhibited drastic reductions in cycle life as a result of
hydrogen embrittlement. Inconel 718 diaphragms have been used successfully with
hydrogen exposure. The use of Inconel 718 as a diaphragm material is increasing as a result
of its good forming and welding properties, its compatibility with reactive fluids, and its
relatively high strength and fatigue resistance.
The most commonly used nonmetal diaphragm materials for space-flight service are Mylar,
Teflon, and Kel-F. Mylar is especially suitable for cryogenic applications, and it has been
used extensively for diaphragms with low spring rates at temperatures as low as -320°F (78
K). Although Mylar has been used successfully in lip seals exposed to liquid hydrogen at
temperatures in the vicinity of -420°F (22 K), its reliability for use as a diaphragm material
with adequate cycle life at such low temperatures has not been verified. Diaphragms in
which plastics or elastomers are bonded to a reinforcing material such as fiberglass have been
subject to failures resulting from localized separation into plies and from pinhole leaks that
led to internal pressurization of layered material.
2.1.3 Bellows Actuators
2.1.3.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Bellows in space-flight actuator assemblies are used primarily as pressure-sensing elements
for pressure-actuated valves or instruments and as piston-rod dynamic seals. A
linear-displacement bellows actuator is a piston actuator with a flexing rather than a sliding
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dynamic seal.Bellows are used in place of diaphragmswhen the _requiredworking stroke
exceedsthe displacementlimitations of diaphragms,or when mechanicalspringrateslower
than those of metal diaphragmsare desired. Only metal bellows elements are used in
space-flighthardware.
2.1.3.1.1 Fluid Inflow Effects
As discussed in section 2.1.2.1.1, thin-wall elements such as diaphragms and bellows require
protection against direct impingement of fluid inflow during initial pressurization and
during displacement transients. In bellows applications wherein installation or stroking
results in small clearances between convolutions, failures have resulted from an inflow of
solid-particle contaminants and, in some cases, from the formation of ice. Protective
measures employed are similar to those used for diaphragms.
2.1.3.1.2 Fluid-Flow Dynamic Forces
Bellows have failed from fatigue when bellows elements were exposed to continuing
fluid-flow dynamic forces. This condition can occur in a pressure-aCtuated valve assembly
when the bellows separates the actuator cavity from the valve effluent and v_hen the bellows
is exposed to turbulent flow through the valve. This condition also can occur when a
pressure-sensing bellows in an actuator operator is exposed to turbulent flow or to
oscillatory fluid pressures. Fatigue failures under these conditions result from the cyclic
deflection of convolutions in response to driving forces. Bellows have failed when surge or
water-hammer pressures and accompanying transient stresses have been greater than
anticipated and have stressed the material beyond yield. Bellows elements sometimes are
enclosed in protective cylindrical sleeves with orifices for snubbing pressure transients.
2.1.3.1.3 Fatigue Life
The design requirements for an actuator usually specify a minimum number of full-stroke
cycles and a schedule of vibration inputs for which endurance capability must be
demonstrated. A bellows often is designed so that its resonant frequencies are above the
range of driving frequencies with significant energy. In cases wherein a bellows is exposed to
a liquid, the mass of the liquid in the convolutions is additive to the bellows mass in the
computation of axial natural frequencies, and the total liquid mass contained by the bellows
is additive to the bellows mass in the computation of transverse natural frequencies.
Bellows fatigue failures resulting from vibration have been eliminated by the addition of
damping vanes or articulated bellows guides designed for dashpot damping. Hysteresis and
deadband in force-displacement characteristics accompanying bellows guide friction have
been minimized by the use of Teflon bushings or film lubrication at guide contact surfaces.
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Bellowswith corrugationsweldedto eachother exhibit muchgreatervariation in fatiguelife
than do formed bellows,and formed bellowsthereforegenerallyaremore reliable.
2.1.3.1.40verstroking
If displacement of a bellows exceeds the maximum displacement for which it was designed,
the bellows may be distorted, cycle-life capability thereby being reduced. Although bellows
axial displacement may be limited by the actuation mechanism in a completed assembly,
inadvertent overstroking frequently is possible in a partially completed assembly. Bellows
element subassemblies often are designed with stroke-limiting stops in the subassembly to
preclude overstroking prior to installation. Otherwise, careful handling and installation
procedures are required. Differences in displacement capabilities of formed and welded
bellows are discussed in section 2.1.3.2.3.
2.1.3.2 BELLOWS ELEMENTS
2.1.3.2.1 General Requirements
Design configurations for metal bellows are illustrated and discussed in handbooks and
design manuals such as reference 3. Analytic techniques and design practices reviewed in
references 69, 70, and 76 through 78 generally are applicable when supplemented by the
results of experience with space-flight hardware.
The least predictable aspect of bellows design is operational cycle-life endurance capability.
This difficulty exists primarily because the influence of resonant or forced vibration is not
exactly predictable. Obtaining structural properties in metal bellows that are consistent with
the functional and reliability requirements of a specific application frequently requires
iterative design and development effort.
2.1.3.2.2 Interply Contamination
Both single-ply and multiple-ply metal bellows are in common use. Multiple-ply bellows
elements are rated for higher allowable pressures than are single-ply elements with the same
mechanical spring rate. Multiple-ply bellows elements have been used to satisfy redundancy
requirements in critical applications. However, the theoretical advantages of multiple-ply
elements over single-ply elements in obtaining smaller envelope size or greater reliability are
offset by physical disadvantages. The major problem with multiple-ply elements is the
difficulty in obtaining and maintaining the required degree of interply cleanliness
throughout the processes of fabricating the elements and welding the elements to their end
fittings. Interply contaminants can result in abrasion and rupture of bellows elements during
operation or exposure to vibration (refs. 79 through 81).
The use of cleaning procedures originally specified for parts that will be exposed to liquid
oxygen has been beneficial in obtaining the type and level of cleanliness required for
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successful'bellows fabrication. These procedures are followed as generalpractice _turing
fabrication, although other cleaningproceduresmay be specifiedfor the finishedproduct.
Recleaning of bellows assembly parts is required whenever handling may introduce
contamination.
2.1.3.2.3 Fabrication Effects _ _ '_
Metal bellows elements are fabricated in any one of several different ways: (1)mechanical
or hydraulic die-for_ning, (2) machining, (3)deposition, or (4) welding of individual
corrugations to each other. '
For a given application, bellows with welded corrugations exhibit lower mechanical spring
rates, have greater allowable working strokes, and are more compact :than formed bellows.
The welded types, however, are difficult to clean and inspect; they are subject to failures
resulting from weld spatter, weld slag, or other contaminants lodged between closely nested
corrugations; and they are subject to failures resulting from stress concentrations at the
notches of the weld beads. Changes in material properties in the weld-heat-affected zones of
bellows, as well as improper heat treatment, have resulted in premature _ fatigue failures.
Automatically controlled welding equipment is required for adequate control of the welding
process and the convolution-edge weld geometry. Bellows elements ha_e been welded
directly to actuator housings and other actuator elements but frequently are wel'ded to end
fittings for subsequent welding or fastening.
Formed bellows frequently are installed in an actuator so that for a full stroke of the piston
approximately one-half the bellows deflection will be in compression and one-half in
extension. This installation results in little or no impairment of fatigue life, and a formed
bellows with axial length shorter than that of a bellows in compression only can be used.
The fatigue life of welded bellows, however, is reduced drastically (ref: 70, Appendix n)
when the bellows is deflected in extension. Nominally identical welded bellows also exhibit
great variation in fatigue life as a result of variations in the welding process and variations in
welding effects on materials properties. Tests indicate that increasing the internal pressure
will decrease the fatigue life of welded bellows. Internal pressures, within limits that
preclude bellows squirm (sec. 2.1.3.2.4), have negligible effect on the fatigue life of formed
bellows.
Bellows 'elements have been corroded when strict cleanliness controls were not maintained
before, during, and immediately subsequent to welding. Crevices at slip-on joints at efid
fittings require particular attention because they can trap contaminants or operating fluids
that promote Chemical or galvanic corrosion.
Brazing and soldering are seldom used in fabricating space-flight bellows because the
required flux materials can cause corrosion if not completely removed.
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2.1.3.2.4 Bellows Squirm
Bellows elements in actuator assemblies tend to be distorted by an internal pressure greater
than the external pressure; this distortion is called squirm. For typical actuator bellows, the
allowable pressure difference with internal pressure higher, as limited by squirming, is
drastically less than the allowable pressure difference with external pressure higher. The
problem of squirm is similar to the column-buckling problems encountered with long,
slender bellows elements. In applications wherein internally applied pressures may result in
squirm failures of simple bellows elements, or when buckling is a potential problem, the use
of segmented elements with guides (articulated bellows) may be required. Figure 9
illustrates a typical articulated bellows in an actuator assembly.
f _ Piston '-- Bellows
/--Cylinder
Figure 9. - Sketch of articulated bellows in actuator.
2.1.3.2.5 Quality Control
The thin sheet stock sizes used for bellows fabrication introduce functional sensitivity to
minor surface irregularities and to corrosion. A 0.001-in. (0.025 mm)-deep scratch in a
0.005-in. (0.127 mm)-thick bellows element has the effect of a deep notch. Shallow
scratches, dents, die marks, asperities, and corrosion spots can concentrate cyclic stresses
and initiate structural failures. Bellows corrosion has resulted from failure to remove
forming oils, soap, or detergent solutions and other fluids used during fabrication and
testing. Fingerprint corrosion frequently occurs on high quality surfaces. Inadequate
cleanliness control prior to, during, and subsequent to welding operations and heat
treatment has resulted in rust pinholes and other forms of corrosion. Inadequate packaging,
handling, and installation procedures have been a frequent cause of bellows distortion and
other mechanical damage.
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Formed bellows usually are subjectedto visual inspection, leak tests, deflection tests,and
proof pressuretestsso that the quality of eachunit may be verified. Theselimited checks
are inadequate for bellows with welded convolutions. Visual inspection has been
supplementedby dye-penetranttestsbut, to preventcorrosion,all tracesof penetrantsmust
be removed prior to heat treatment or subsequentwelding operations. Radiography has
beenused,but sensitivity in detectingsmall flaws in circumferential weld seamsis limited.
Inspection proceduresusually include verification of bellows material and heat-treatment
certifications. Adequacy of welding procedures is assessedby examining _samples.
cross-sectionedfrom a production run in which all units are fabricated under the same
controlled conditions.
2.1.3.3 B'ELLOWS SPRING CHARACTERISTICS
The discussion in section 2.1.1.4.2 on temperature-related variations in mechanical spring
forces and spring rates of helical springs is generally applicable to metal bellows. Section
2.1.2.3.2 on compensation for temperature effects also is applicable.
2.1.3.4 BELLOWS MATERIALS
The bellows material for a given application is selected for compatibility with the fluids to
which it may be exposed, strength and fatigue life throughout the temperature range, and
good forming and welding properties. For space-flight applications, acceptable materials are
limited to the metal alloys with good corrosion resistance. Cold working during forming
increases the strength of some materials such as the 300-series CRES alloys; but annealed
stress-relieved bellows have more-nearly-linear mechanical spring rates, lower hysteresis,
greater fatigue life, and greater thermal stability. The most commonly used materials for
space-flight Service are 321 and 347 CRES, 17-7PH, A286, AM355, Inconel X, 'Inconel 718,
and beryllium copper. As noted previously, 17-7PH is subject to long-term stress corrosion
and to hydrogen embrittlement. 321 and 347 CRES are the most commonly used bellows
materials for applications within their stress limitations, oInconel 718 bellows are compatible
with hydrogen and with most reactive fluids, including fluorine (refs. 79 and 80). As in the
case of diaphragms, the use of Inconel 718 is increasing as a result of its good forming and
welding properties, its strength and fatigue resistance, and its corrosion resistance.
2.1.4 Solenoid .and Torque-Motor Actuators
Solenoid actuators are devices that contain a magnetic flux path, a movable armature with
on-off full-stroke displacement, and one or more coils of wire for conducting electricity and
exciting a magnetic field. These devices convert an electrical-energy input into a
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mechanical-motionoutput. Only direct-current solenoid actuators areusedin space,flight
hardware. Solenoid actuators appearmost frequently in single-coil configurations with a
linear-motion plunger armature o_ a flat-plate armature. Many special-purposesolenoid
actuator configurations have been developed,including multiple windings in a singlecoil,
multiple coils, and a combination of coils and permanentmagnets;sometypes havehad
mechanical latching features. Reference3 illustrates and describesa variety of typical
configurations• References 82 through 93 present fundamentals of electromagnetic
materials,circuits, and designprocedures.
Torquemotors, in which the interaction of magneticfields is controlled to apply amagnetic
torque to an armature with a limited angular displacement,were originally developedas
small servovalve:actuators. Larger versions of this actuator concept (ref. 94) have been
developedfor direct actuation of fast-responseflow-control valves,including mechanically
linked bipropeltant valves.Although torque motors differ in mechanicalconfigurationfrom
conventional solenoidactuators, both have the sameproblemsin Coildesign,coil enclosure,
electrical connector, and materials. The samefeatures that are critical in the successful
designof solenoidactuatorsare,in general,alsoapplicableto torque motorsl
2.1.4.1 ELECTROMAGNETIC CIRCUITS
2'1.4,1,1 Materials
The materials for external surfaces of an electromagnetic actuator must be sufficiently
corrosion resistant to satisfy space-flight hardware requirements for salt-spray qualification
testing. Internal or external materials must be compatible with reactive fluids or vapors.
Corrosion resistance in the presence of contaminants, including water or water vapor,-is
essential in satisfying the high-reliability requirements of space-flight service.
• I . , ,
Corrosion-resistant surface platings on ferromagnetic materials that are not inherently
corrosion resistant have failed to provide protection when an accidental scratch penetrated
the pkiting and resulted in loss of Corrosion resistance. Nonuniform plating thickness at
corners or other surface discontinuities has resulted in inadequate corrosion resistance or in
mechanical interference between close-fitting parts.
Space-flight solenoid actuators usually are designed to use ferromagnetic materials such as
446, 430, or 430F CRES that do not requir e plating for corrosion resistanceJwhen exposed
surfaces are machined for smooth finishes. Sl_rface finishes of 16 g_in. (0.406 btm) AA, or
smoother, usually are specified for critical surfaces exposed to reactive fluids. Because the
magnetic properties of materials are altered significantly by cold working, it is common
practice to anneal all machined parts subsequent to rough machining and prior: to finish
machining, care being taken to ensure that the finishing removes very little material.
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2.1.4.1.2 Eddy Currents
Induced eddy currents frequently introduce a time lag between a change in coil field
strength and the resulting change in working airgap flux; this effect limits high-speed
response. When ferromagnetic materials with high electrical resistivity are used to minimize
induced eddy currents, the exposed surfaces must be plated for corrosion resistance. The use
of machined slots in ferromagnetic materials in the flux circuit, analogous to the use of
laminated materials, has proven to be an effective means of increasing the electrical
resistance to eddy currents; the accompanying loss of magnetic permeability is minor.
Locating the center of an electromagnetic coil as close to a working airgap as is structurally
feasible minimizes the energize and deenergize time lags that result from induced eddy
currents in the flux path between the coil and the airgap_. Computation of eddy current
effects in actuator magnetic circuit configurations is complex and inexact, and the present
state of the art requires reliance on experience with similar configurations and on
cut-and-try techniques. References 91 through 93, and the bibliographies therein, are typical
of the literature on this topic. The literature provides insight into eddy-current problems,
but practical solutions remain empirical when high-speed response is required.
2.1.4.1.3 Residual Magnetism
Solenoid actuators for space-flight service are required to operate with electrical signal
circuits in which there may be a leakage current when the circuit is in its deenergized mode.
This requirement evolves from the use of solid-state switching circuits with allowable
leakage currents and from the use of test circuits in which not all ground connections are
made to a common ground potential. Deenergized-mode leakage current in a solenoid
actuator coil excites a residual electromagnetic field that supplements the residual
ferromagnetic field of the magnetic circuit materials. When a signal circuit is deenergized
subsequent to actuation of a solenoid actuator, the residual magnetic forces act in the
direction of holding the actuator in its actuated position, and consequently oppose
deactuation. In many applications, positive deactuation must be obtained without the
assistance of actuator working-load forces acting in the deactuation direction. Such is the
case in a normally closed solenoid valve that must close subsequent to each test or checkout
prior to application of fluid pressure. In many electromagnetic actuators, residual magnetic
forces are opposed by return-spring forces that also oppose actuation. Residual magnetic
forces can be reduced significantly by increasing the size of one or more air gaps in the
magnetic circuit, with a consequent reduction in actuation force. A nonmagnetic spacer
installed in a working air gap does not affect actuation force but does reduce residual
magnetic force at the expense of actuator stroke. Residual magnetism has retarded solenoid
deactuation when presumably nonmagnetic materials used as shims or spacers in an air gap
were actually ferromagnetic in behavior (e.g., rolled 302 CRES shim stock that was not
annealed subsequent to rolling).
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2.1.4.1.4 External Magnetic Fields
Design requirements limiting the magnetic field surrounding electromagnetic actuators have
not been imposed in most rocket engine and vehicle applications. Such requirements,
however, may become more common in future spacecraft programs. For example, for the
Pioneer F and G spacecraft thruster, solenoid-valve specifications require an overall magnetic
field strength of less than 50 gamma (50x10 -9 teslas) while energized and less than 10
gamma (10xl0 -9 teslas) while deenergized, at a distance of 1 foot (30.48 cm) in all
directions. Other component magnetic field strengths are limited to 3 gamma (3xl 0-9 teslas)
at a 1-ft (30.48 cm) distance to allow proper operation of onboard magnetometer
experiments.
Calculation of the permeance: of leakage flux paths and mapping of the magnetic field
surrounding an actuator: require simplifying approximations for practical computations.
Although not precise, analysis is used to predetermine the effects of voltage transients and
the distribution of ferromagnetic materials on leakage flux. Correlations between
experimental and theoretical information for existing configurations are made to establish
confidence levels for new designs.
2.1.4.2 ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS
2.1.4.2.1 Voltage Surge Suppression
Insulation breakdown has occurred in electrical systems as a result of the voltage surge that
can be generated by the sudden collapse of the magnetic field in a solenoid actuator when
the solenoid is deenergized. It is common practice to design solenoids to withstand
insulation tests.at 1000 volts, because surges of this magnitude can be generated. When
solenoids are designed to withstand the maximum anticipated voltage transient, deenergize
surges are not a problem within a solenoid actuator as a system component; but these surges
can be a problem elsewhere in the system, particularly in the switching elements.
As an alternate to designing all circuit elements to withstand the anticipated voltage surges,
voltage surges can be suppressed in the electrical circuit external to a solenoid actuator, or
they may be suppressed within a solenoid actuator assembly. Reference 95 discusses various
circuit designs for voltage-surge suppression within a solenoid-actuator assembly. These
include combinations of resistors, capacitors, and diodes shunted across a coil; the use of
slugs, sleeves, and concentric coils; and the use of bifilar coil windings,q.e., two wires wound
together to form two closely coupled coils in one subassembly, one coil:for actuation and
one coil short-circuited to suppress voltage transients,
Hermetically sealed coils for space-flight applications usually are baked to remove moisture
and coil-entrained gases, cure the coil varnish, and anneal the insulation materials. Processing
temperatures, and coil temperatures when a solenoid actuator is energized, limit the use of
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resistors, capacitors, and diodes as integral parts of a coil assembly.Slugs,sleeves,and
concentric coils are not as closely coupled to the actuation coil as a bifilar coil, and
consequently are not as effective. Some surge-suppressioncircuits with diodes require a
polarity-sensitive coil assembly, with consequent hazard of installation error. All
surge-suppressiondeviceswithin an actuator assemblyadd to its size,and solenoidactuator
sizeand weight frequently areprimary designconsiderations.
Most significantly, any designapproach for suppressingdeenergizevoltage transientsthat
can in any way also suppressenergize voltage transients complicates the problem of
designing for fast and repeatable energize and deenergize response timing. When
repeatability in responsetiming is required or is desirablein solenoid-actuateddevices(e.g.,
two propellant valvesthat must actuatenearlysynchronously,or pilot valvesthat shouldbe
replaceablewithout alteration of the timing of a control system), repeatability often is
obtained by designing for fast response.With fast response,relatively large percentage
variations in responsetiming result in small variations in absolute timing. The need for
voltage-surge-suppressionfeaturesmay be in conflict with the responserequirements,and
solenoid designmust be coordinated with electrical systemdesignin accommodatingboth
needs.
2.1.4.2.2 Driving Circuits
The most simple driving circuit for a solenoid actuator is a power supply and a manually
operated mechanical switch, as frequently used in test or checkout setups. In space-flight
control systems, switching is in response to control system signals, and the switching
function usually is performed by circuits with solid-state elements. The driving circuits
frequently are designed with elements for suppressing radio frequencies and for
compensating or shaping transient response. Compensating features for protection of circuit
elements usually include devices for suppressing deenergize voltage surge. Response-shaping
networks occasionally are used for applying full supply voltage to a solenoid for actuation
and, following a time delay, applying a lower voltage to minimize solenoid steady-state
holding current.
When the design of a solenoid actuator and its driving circuit are closely Coordinated,
actuator speed of response and steady-state current drain characteristics can be optimized.
Driving-circuit design for response shaping may be a necessity when both fast response and
low steady-state current drain are required with large solenoid actuators. Problems in the
design of solenoid actuators and driving-circuits have resulted from insufficient design
coordination. The most common problem arises when the design specifications for a
solenoid actuator state or imply step inputs in applied voltage, as approximated by a
snap-action switch and a well-regulated power supply, when in fact the driving-circuit
transient response is appreciably different as a result of its transient-suppression and
response-shaping characteristics. (Although solenoid driving circuits may be physically
incorporated in an actuator assembly, a discussion of driving-circuit detail design is beyond
the scope of this monograph.)
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2.1.4.3 COl LS
2.1.4.3.1 Corrosion Protection
For space-flight service, solenoid-actuator coil spaces must be kept dry and chemically
neutral, because coil voltages in the presence of dilute acids promote destructive electrolysis.
The presence of contaminants and moisture can result in destructive arcing between
electrical connector pins. For these reasons, isolation and hermetic sealing_of coil spaces
have become standard practices. In some designs, coil protection is achieved by using static
seals, which permit disassembly, or by varnish-impregnation, encapsulation, or potting. The
term "hermetic sealing," however, usually implies a welded seal, with the coil space
carefully dried and purged with a dry inert gas prior to final sealing.
As noted previously, hermetically sealed coil windings usually are varnished and baked to
remove moisture and anneal the insulation materials; this action also provides secondary
protection against loss of hermetic sealing. The hermetic seal frequently has been lost when
glass insulation bonded to the electrical connector pins and to the connector shell has been
subjected to thermal transients during welding, testing, or operation. Corrosion has occurred
in hermetically sealed coils as a result of inadequate drying or from introduction of moisture
during purging prior to final sealing. Formal process control is essential in preventing such
failures.
2.1.4.3.2 Coil-Wire Insulation
2.1.4.3.2.1 Temperature Limitations
Both government (ref. 90) and industry standards have been established to specify a grade
of insulated wire known as "magnet wire." This wire is fabricated in American Wire Gage
(AWG) sizes specifically for use in electrical coils, and its quality is rigorously controlled.
Insulated magnet wire is classified according to its maximum rated operating temperature,
the type of insulation material, and the thickness of the insulation. The maximum hot-spot
temperature in a coil is the determining factor in selecting magnet-wire insulation with a
suitable temperature rating.
Various types of plastic-film insulation are in increasingly common use, and for space-flight
hardware the plastic insulations are used almost exclusively. These plastics are available with
temperature ratings of 105 °, 130 °, 155 °, 180 °, and 200°C (378,403,428,453, and 473 K).
Standards have not yet been established for magnet-wire insulations suitable for operation at
temperatures exceeding 200°C (473 K); various commercial insulations are available,
however, for operation in this temperature range.
Ceramic-film insulations overlaid on nickel-coated copper are usable at: temperatures above
500°C (773 K). At these temperatures, a migration of conductor material into the insulation
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results in a continuous increase in the wire resistanceand a decreasein the insulation
dielectric strength;the rate of migration increaseswith temperature.The number of hours at
which insulatedwires of thesetypescanbeexposedto agiventemperatureusually is limited
to the time requiredfor a 10-percentincreasein wire resistance.
Insulation in the form of sheetsor tapeto separatecoil layersfrom eachother or toseparate
coils from surroundingmaterials ismadefrom a greatervariety of materialsthan is available
for wire insulation. Most insulation materials have trade name designations, and
manufacturers' data should be consulted for complete listings and specific application
information.
2. 1.4.3. 2.2 Electrical R esistance and Dielectric Strength
Several factors are considered in selecting insulation thicknesses. Dielectric strength related
to insulation thickness must be adequate to withstand the maximum transien, t voltage that
will be encountered. Surges approaching 1000 volts frequently occur when a coil is
deenergized, either in service or during tests. Insulation thicknesses are limited by. coil size
limitations. The choice of wire insulation thickness for any wire size affects the number of
coil turns in a unit cross section of a coil and, therefore, affects coil size and the ratio of coil
turns to coil resistance (ref. 85).
Two separate tests of coil insulation are in general use for inspection purposes. One test
measures the resistance to direct current between the coil conductor and the housing
enclosing the coil; the other measures the dielectric strength of the coil insulation. The
direct-current test is an accurate quantitative test of limited scope; the dielectric-strength
test serves as a qualitative test to detect defective or marginal coils.
The direct-current resistance usually is measured with a "megger" that applies a differential
voltage (usually 500 or 600 volts dc) to the coil conductor and its housing and measures the
leakage current through the insulation. A microammeter in the megger is calibrated in units
of megohms resistance. The required insulation resistance to direct current from conductor
to housing will vary with specific applications but is generally 100 megohms or greater; In
well-designed and well-constructed coils, resistances of several thousand megohms are
achieved easily. For a coil with negligible capacitance and dielectric absorption, when 100
megohms has ;been specified as the minimum acceptable direct-current resistance for the coil
insulation, the corresponding maximum leakage current at 1000 volts dc is approximately
10 microamperes. A reasonable allowable current flow during a 1000 volts ac test would be
200° to 500 microamperes; this current level allows for equipment limitations, capacitance,
and dielectric absorption.
A dielectric-strength test is performed by measuring alternating-current leakage through the
insulation. This test is performed at a higher electric potential than the megger test and
usually is referred to as a "hi-pot" test. As a general practice, 1000 volts ac plus twicethe
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rated voltage is appliedasatest voltage.This practice,however,is adjustedto suit the needs
of specific component applications. For 28-volt dc solenoid coils, a test voltageof 1000
(+100,-0) volts acusually is specified.Torque motors in Circuitsthat do not experiencehigh
voltagesurgesfrequently are testedat 600 volts acor less.
Dielectric-strengthtest equipmentusuallyisdesignedto operate at 60 Hz with anadjustable
output voltage. Defectiveinsulation or too-closespacingof conductingmaterialswill result
in an abrupt increasein alternating-current flow as the test potential applied to a coil is
increased.The test equipmentis designedto limit the maximum current flow in the eventof
an insulation breakdown. In addition to measuringvery small insulation-leakagecurrents,
the test equipment also measurescurrent flow resulting from capacitanceand dielectric
absorption.
Dielectric-strengthtests tend to degradeinsulation properties, andcoils havebeendamaged
by repetitive tests. It is now common practice to limit thesetests in time duration and in
number, Limiting the number of tests requires careful review and monitoring of all
checkouts and tests to which a coil assembly is exposed throughout its fabrication,
acceptancetesting,and servicelife.
Although it is convenientfor applying high voltagesand for detecting insulation flaws not
detectable with a megger test, the dielectric-strengthtest does not provide for accurate
measurementof direct-current resistanceas an isolated parameter.A megger test and a
dielectric-strength test serve two different purposes;neither is adequatein itself, but in
properly related combination they provide for an adequateinspection of coil insulation
qualities.
2.1.4.3.3 Temperature-Effect Compensation
Although insulated copper magnet wire manufactured to government specifications (ref. 90)
is the most commonly used current conductor for solenoid and torque motor coils, other
metals and alloys are available in magnet quality wire form and frequently are useful in coil
designs for space-flight hardware. When a coil must operate over a wide range of
temperatures, the use of a wire material with a temperature coefficient of resistance much
lower than that of coppper is used to limit variations in coil resistance, and therefore in coil
current, resulting from temperature variations. Low temperature coefficients, however, are
accompanied by high resistivities, as shown in table II.
A coil that satisfies the requirements for ampere-turns and for minimum current variation
with coil temperature can be obtained with relatively few coil turns of a high-resistance,
low-temperature-coefficient wire (e.g., constantan) in series with a relatively large number of
coil turns of copper wire. With most of the coil resistance in a length of wire that has
negligible change of resistance with temperature, a change in overall coil resistance results
only from change in the low-resistance copper that provides the required number of coil
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TABLE II. Resistivity and Tern
Material
Silver ".
Copper
Aluminum
Radio alloy 30
Radio alloy 60
Radio alloy 90
Radio a31oy 180
Constantan
Composition
Ag
Cu
A1
2 Ni, 98 Cu
6 Ni, 94 Cu
32 Ni, 88 Cu
22 Ni, 78 Cu
45 Ni, 55 Cu
_erature Coefficient of Resistance for Typical Coil Wires
Resistivity at 20°C (293 K)
ohms/cir, mil. ft
9.79
10.37
16.10
30
60
90
180
294
I microhm-cm
3.63
3.73
2.68
5
30
15
30
49
Temperature Coefficient
a, K -1
0.0038
0.0039
0.0044
0.0013
0.0005
0.0004
0.00018
0.00004
wire length
Notes: (1) Resistance at 293 K = R293 = resistivity X (wire diam.) 2
(2) R T (T _ 293 K) = R293:[1 + a(T-293)]
turns. For example, consider a coil wound with 15 turns of constantan wire with a
resistance of 25 ohms in series with 985 turns of copper wire with a resistance of 5 ohms.
The coil has totals of 1000 turns and 30 ohms resistance. Because the constantan has a
negligible temperature coefficient of resistance, only 1/6 of the total coil resistance is
subject to significant variation with coil temperature, and coil current variations with
temperature will be only 1/6 as much as would occur in a 1000-turn, 30-ohm coil wound
entirely with copper wire of appropriate size and resistance.
Concentrating the coil resistance in relatively few coil turns also concentrates the conversion
of electrical energy to heat energy, and the coil must be designed to accommodate the
resulting hot spot. When a coil must operate at temperatures that promote rapid oxidation
of copper, nickel-clad copper wire frequently is used. For temperatures approaching the
melting point of copper, other metals or alloys must be used.
2.1.4.3.4 Coil-Wire Extensions
Extension wires between coils and their electrical connectors have failed because of
vibration-induced flexing of the extension wires. These fatigue failures usually have occurred
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at the soldered attachments to electrical connector pins. Failures also have resulted from
mechanical damage to coil-wire ends or to extension-wire ends when the insulation film was
stripped to expose the wire ends for soldering or welding; nicks, scratches, or thinningOf a
wire increase the susceptibility to failure from vibration and to failure from localized
excessive current density and overheating. When coil wires are small, it is common practice
to attach heavier extension wires to the coil wires and mechanically restrain the attachment
joints. The extension wires often must be flexible so that they can be nested easily,
subsequent to attachment to electrical connector pins, as the connector is maneuvered into
position for welding the connector to a coil housing. A combination of flexibility and
mechanical strength in coil extension wires is obtained by using multistrand wires.
Plastic-film insulation permits use of thermal techniques for stripping insulation at wire ends
to preclude potential damage resulting from mechanical stripping.
2.1.4.4 ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS
2.1.4.4.1 Construction and Materials
Electrical connectors for hermetically sealed coil enclosures include a connector
configuration that complies with electrical-system requirements for attachment of a mating
connector and an adapter section that accommodates a weld joint, as illustrated in figure 10.
/
0
\
\
\
_'---Pin
7_ _P0rientation-and-
___ Lock lug
_-Shell
t Connectorcon fig u ration
_ i pter
"--Weld joint
_--Olass insulation
Figure 10. - Sketch of electrical connector for hermetically sealed coil enclosure.
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The geometry of the connector configuration usually is established by system specifications
that standardize the type of connector to be used throughout the system. The design of
adapter sections for joining a connector to an actuator housing is an integral part of the
actuator design activity.
Damage to connector-pin insulation or to actuator-coil insulation occasionally has resulted
from excessive temperatures or temperature gradients during welding operations. For the
connector shown in figure 10, these thermal problems are minimized by machining the
connector shell from a single piece of bar stock and by locating the weld joint as far away
from the pin insulation as practical size limitations permit. Connector temperature rise
during welding is minimized by attaching a metal mass to the connector to act as a heat
sink. Carefully controlled, automatic-welding procedures are used to limit heat input.
Short circuits have occurred and pins have corroded in electrical connectors exposed to
external moisture or reactive propellants. Pin alloys with the lowest electrical resistance
require plating for corrosion resistance. Pin plating has been an unsuccessful corrosion
preventive, because the plating is discontinuous at the intersection with the bonded-glass pin
insulators. Nonplated 300-series-CRES pins are now in common use.
The most commonly used connector shell materials are the 321,347,304L, and 316L CRES
alloys. The same materials are used for corrosion-resistant pins.
Electrical circuits have been connected incorrectly when identical connectors were used for
various components in a system. To preclude cross-connection errors, connectors of
different sizes and connectors with different numbers of pins are employed in circuit
locations where the possibility for these errors exists.
Redundant connector pins have been used to provide parallel paths through conduit and
actuator mating connectors for greater assurance that reliable contact will be maintained
under operating conditions.
Electrical harness or cable connectors have loosened or detached under vibration and have
opened electrical circuits. This problem has been eliminated by lockwiring connectors to
actuator housings.
2.1.4.4.2 Connector Breakdown
Electrical breakdown between connector pins or between pins and a connector metal shell
has occurred during tests of coil insulation resistance and dielectric strength. When test
specifications are adequate for identifying solenoid-actuator assemblies with marginal or
deficient insulation resistance or dielectric strength, inadequate units are rejected during
tests prior to acceptance for flight service. In some instances, breakdown has resulted from
contaminated or improperly cleaned electrical connector insulation surfaces. Arcing has
resulted from improper drying, purging, and gas filling of hermetically sealed coil spaces.
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Hermetically sealedsolenoid coil enclosuresusually are designedwith one or more small
ports so that each enclosure can be pressurizedwith helium gas and the sealwelds then
tested with helium leak-detectingequipment.An acceptableenclosureis then purgedwith
dry nitrogen gas, and the ports are sealed to enclosea nitrogen-gasfill at atmospheric
pressureand nominal room temperature. Becausethe dielectric strength of helium is
significantly lower than the dielectric strength of nitrogen under these conditions,
connector-coil assembliesthat are acceptablewhen thoroughly purged with dry nitrogen
maybesusceptibleto arcingwhen substantialhelium is present.
Table III lists the relativedielectric strengthsof commongasesat standardsea-levelpressure
and temperature (760 mm Hg, 288K). In uniform electric fields, breakdownoccursat a
TABLE III. - RelativeDielectric Strengthsof CommonGases
at StandardSea-LevelPressureand Temperature
!i,
Gas
Nitrogen
Air
Oxygen
Hydrogen
Argon
Neon
Helium
Relative
dielectric strength
1.00
0.95
0.90
0.57
0.28
0.13
0.14
voltage that is a function of the gas pressure and the electrode spacing, as shown in figure 11
(Paschen's curves) for several gases at 20°C (293 K) (refs. 88 and 89). Dielectric strength
varies with gas temperature only as the latter affects gas density, and the data in figure 11
can be adjusted accordingly.
As indicated in figure 11, for a given electrode spacing, breakdown voltage decreases with
decreasing pressure to a minimum value. Further reduction in pressure results in an increase
in breakdown voltage; thus, hermetically sealed enclosures containing a hard vacuum have
been used to obtain high internal dielectric strength. The disadvantage of an enclosed
vacuum is that it is susceptible to undetected leakage from the external environment.
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Figure II. - Breakdown voltages of selected gases at 200 C (293 K) as a
function of electrode spacing d and pressure P (refs. 88 and 89).
The Apollo Lunar Module Descent Engine (LMDE) employs a hermetically sealed
torque-motor actuator for throttle-valve linkage. The sealed enclosure is filled with a
mixture of 10-percent helium, 90-percent nitrogen at 0.25 -+ 0.1 psia (1.72 -+ 0.70 kN/m2 ;
the helium is employed as a leak-test tracer. The system does not experience high voltage
surges, and internal dielectric strength is adequate. At the charge pressure, a snapover-disk
pressure indicator in the assembly is concave with sea-level ambient pressure. If a housing
leak develops and internal pressure increases to approximately 12 psia (82.7 kN/m2), the
indicator disk snaps into the convex position. !
i
Other materials and methods have proven effective in providing high pin-pin or pin-case
dielectric strength and insulation resistance when conditions permit. When the physical
spacing between adjacent pins or between pins and the connector metal shell is small, as in
miniature connectors, potting compounds have been used to fill the spaces between pins and
the connector shell. Increased resistance to electrical breakdown thereby is obtained with a
technique that also provides mechanical support of lead-wire attachments. External mating
connectors frequently are designed with compressible-elastomer insulating seals that provide
an increased dielectric path between adjacent pins and between the pins and the shell.
External mating connectors are visually inspected and blown clean with filtered dry nitrogen
gas immediately prior to making an attachment.
2.1.5 Snap-Action Actuators
:i
Snap-action actuators have the characteristic of nonlinear response to an input signal. When
a gradually changing input signal reaches a value at which actuation is initiated, the actuator
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responds by displacing rapidly to its full-stroke position. In hydraulic and pneumatic
actuators,nonlinear responsecan be obtained when initiation of motion, in responseto an
input signal pressure applied to a primary pressure-sensingeffective area, exposes a
secondarypressure-sensingareato fluid pressureto produceanunbalancedopeningforce. In
electromagneticactuatorsof the plunger-solenoidtype, plungerlinear motion decreasesthe
axial length of the working air gap, thereby increasing the air-gappermeance;and the
applied magnetic actuation force increasesexponentially as a function of plunger
displacementoncesufficient ampere-turnshavebeenappliedto initiate plungermotion.
In the preceding examples,snap action is obtained by applying actuation forces as a
function of actuator displacement to supplement an applied signal force once motion
commences.Alternatively, snapaction canbe obtained whenthe forcesopposingactuation
decreaseas a function of actuator displacementwhen a signal force sufficient to initiate
motion is applied andmaintained.This type of snap-actionactuatorusesmechanicalsprings
with negativespringrates.
Snap-actionconceptsaremost frequently employed in actuatorsfor on-off pilot valvesand
switchingdeviceswhenfast responseandpositiveactuation without chatter arerequired.
2.1.5.1 REGENERATIVE-FORCE ACTUATORS
A variety of pneumatic and hydraulic snap-action valve actuators have been developed to
utilize the valve effluent pressure for applying regenerative actuation forces as functions of
valve displacement following initiation of valve motion by a signal pressure. Figure 12
illustrates two design concepts for regenerative-force actuators.
In the design in figure 12(a), pneumatic inlet pressure forces applied to the stem of a
normally closed three-way valve :are balanced when :the valve is closed, because the
diaphragm exposed to inlet pressure has an effective area nominally equal to the
cross-sectional seating area of the inlet poppet. The signal-pressure level at which the poppet
starts to move from its normal position is controlled by a shim-adjustable helical-spring
reference force. When an increasing signal pressure is sufficient to unseat the inlet poppet,
pneumatic flow from inlet to outlet and from outlet to vent results in a pressure increase
acting as an unbalanced actuating force against the cross-sectional area of the poppet vent
seat. As the poppet displaces, the inlet flow area increases, the vent flow area decreases, the
unbalanced actuation pressure force increases exponentially, and snap-action results. It is
essential that the increase in unbalanced actuation force resulting from inlet flow as a
function of poppet displacement be greater than the increase in the opposing
reference-spring force resulting from mechanical spring rate. In this design, the
signal-pressure setting is a specified differential pressure above the vent-cavity pressure.
Figure 12(b) illustrates a design concept for a snap-action, hydraulic, four-way spool valve.
Linear motion from the normal position commences when a signal-pressure force acting
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(a) Normally closed three-way pnuematic valve with snap-action opening as a function of relative seat areas.
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(b) Snap-action hydraulic four-way spool valve.
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Figure 12 - Schematics of snap-action actuators utilizing regenerative forces.•
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against an actuator piston exceeds the opposing helical-spring reference force. A secondary
actuation surface, one end of the spool valve at signal pressure, is ported to system return
pressure when the valve is in its normal position. A small linear displacement of the spool
valve uncovers a port in the spool sleeve and admits flow from supply pressure to the cavity
at signal pressure. The resulting unbalanced actuation force produces snap-action, full-stroke
displacement. In this design, the signal pressure setting is a specified differential pressure
above system return pressure.
An inherent problem exists in all pressure-sensing snap-action devices when the device must
operate at sensed-pressure levels near the actuation-pressure setting. Acceleration force
inputs associated with vibration can induce full-stroke on-off cycling when the bandwidth
between the pressure levels required for actuation and for deactuation is small. Interaction
between sensed pressure and actuation of a snap-action device, as affected by acceleration
forces and bandwidth, requires system design analysis beyond the scope of component
design studies. A snap-action device that performs well in one system may exhibit on-off
cycling in a different system. Time lags in dynamic response in pressure-sensing lines and
passages require careful evaluation. Close coordination of system design and snap-action
component design is essential in achieving successful performance.
2.1.5.2 NEGATIVE-RATE-SPRING ACTUATORS
Snap-action design concepts using negative-rate Belleville springs have been developed for
on-off devices such as pressure switches, position-indicating switches, relief valves, pilot
valves, and on-off pressure regulators. Figure 13 is a schematic of a simple on-off, or
"bang-bang" pressure regulator that illustrates the basic actuator design factors.
Helical-spri ng Pamb
shims_ __ A _ / j i-- Helical spring
Belleville-spring shims --___7 .i i-- Belleville spring
_ _ Diaphragm
Inlet _
Figure 13. - Schematic of snap-action actuator with negative mechanical spring rate.
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The diaphragm actuator in figure 13 is biased in the valve-open direction by a helical spring
and by a Belleville spring designed and installed to operate in its negative-rate range of
deflection. The negative spring rate of the Belleville spring is numerically greater than the
sum of the positive spring rates of the helical spring and the diaphragm, so that the actuator
net spring rate is negative. When the sum of the inlet and outlet pressure forces applied to
the actuator exceeds the net installed spring force, as the actuator displaces from its normal
position and the actuator net spring force decreases with displacement, the pressure forces
that initiated displacement are greater than the opposing spring force, and the valve snaps
closed. The valve will remain closed until the outlet pressure decays sufficiently to initiate
displacement in the valve-opening direction. As the valve begins to open and the actuator
net spring force increases with displacement, the net spring force exceeds the pressure force,
and the valve snaps open.
Figure 14 illustrates the Belleville-spring force-vs-deflection characteristics. The_ mechanical
spring rate, the slope of the curve, is a function of the spring deflection from free height.
Point A in figure 14 is a typical point on the force-deflection curve in its negative-spring-rate
region. At point A, a decrease in spring force AF accompanies an increase in spring
deflection AX. If the spring is installed with a deflection from its free height that is greater
than the deflection at point A, the slope of the curve is steeper and the spring has a greater
negative spring rate.
t-
"--.J AF : Rate at point A
/_'_ ... AX
Deflec_ion_
Figure 14. - Belleville-spring force-vs-deflection characteristics.
In the regulator shown in figure 13, the shims for adjustment of the Belleville-spring
installed height provide for adjustment of the Belleville-spring rate to compensate for
fabrication tolerances affecting the spring rates of the helical spring, the diaphragm, and the
Belleville spring, and thus provide for adjustment of the actuator combined mechanical
spring rate. When the actuator net spring rate has been adjusted, the net installed spring
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fo{ce is adjusted by changingthe helical-springShim thickness.Net installed spring force
controls the outlet press'uresetting, and net springrate controls the bandwidth in regulated
outlet pressure.References3, 47, and48 presentbasicdesignproceduresand designdata for
Be!levil!esprings.References64 through 68, 96, and 97 discussproblemsin the application
of negative-rateBelleville springsin snap-actionactuatorsand presentproblemsolutions that
havebeendeveloped.
Differences between computed and actual negative-ratespring characteristicsfrequently
require iterative design and development effort when precision is required. Obtaining
repeatablespring characteristicsin production Belleville springs frequently entails a high
rejection rate. Static friction and sliding friction at spring inner- and outer-edgesupport
surfacesintroduce significant hysteresis,and thereby limit repeatability. References64, 65,
and 96 review'techniquesfor minimizing friction by the useof spacerringsat the inner and
outer edges,in the actuator of figure 13, friction is maintainedwithin acceptablelimits by
closecontrol of spring edgeradii and by the useof hardenedspringsupports with smooth
surfacefinishes.
2.1.6 Rotary Actuators
Hydraulic, pneumatic, and electric rotary actuators offer the advantage of compactness
when a rotary output motion is required and the actuator can be directly coupled to its
loading 'device. A rotary actuator with gearing may be more compact than an equivalent
linear actuator with a linear-to-rotary motion transmission. Rotary actuators with
rotary-to-linear motion drive mechanisms may offer size advantages when long-stroke
linear-motion output is required.
2.1.6.1 HYDRAULIC AND PNEUMATIC ACTUATORS
The primary disadvantages of hydraulic and pneumatic rotary actuators are associated with
rotor-to-stator dynamic seals and with actuation-fluid leakage. Relatively high leakage
flowrates and variations in leakage flowrates resulting from clearance changes as functions of
pressure, temperature, and angular displacement introduce problems in control of actuator
response and efficient use of operating fluids. In on-off applications with response time
controlled by orifices or other flow restrictions, the response time varies with changes in
actuator leakage. In modulating applications with actuator response controlled by a
servovalve, the actuation system response-time constants and system stiffness are both
affected by Variations in leakage. The on-off rotary actuator thus is limited to applications
in which timing control is not critical; the modulating rotary actuator may require a
closed-loop system design that compensates for variations in leakage. References 98 through
100 review the current state of the artin the analysis and design of hydraulic and pneumatic
rotary actuators.
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Hydraulic motor assemblies,with or without speed-controlfeatures,areusedextensivelyin
aircraft systemsand offer potential for usein rocket engineandspacecrafthydraulic control
systemsin which motor fluid canbe recoveredand recirculated.As discussedin reference
98, pneumatic motors have high gasconsumption rates, comparedwith piston actuators.
and offer little potential for usein space-flightstored-gassystems.The primary advantages
of all-metal pneumatic motors are tolerance for environmental extremesand operational
capability with hot gases.
2.1.6.2 ELECTRIC-MOTOR ACTUATORS
Electric motors are used in rocket engine control systems principally as valve actuators and
as drivers for hydraulic pumps. Electric motors are protected against exposure to
environmental conditions by isolating the motor assemblies in sealed enclosures with lip
seals as output shaft dynamic seals.
Motor assemblies used as valve actuators incorporate speed-reducing gears; tachometers:
position-limiting mechanical stops; and position-indicating switches, transducers, or
potentiometers in a common sealed enclosure. Units are purged and prefilled with dry inert
gas or are cooled by a recirculating dry inert gas so that a passive internal environment is
obtained. On-off position control usually is obtained with conventional direct-current
motors, whereas modulating position control usually is obtained with two-phase
alternating-current motors, direct-current torque motors, or direct-current stepping motors.
A variety of special motor designs is available for compliance with power supply, speed,
torque, and special servosystem requirements. References 5 and 101 through 105 review
electric motor designs and characteristics for control system applications. References 10 and
11 describe hydraulic-pump drive motors used in the Saturn II and Saturn S-[VB vehicles.
The intermittent and short-duration duty schedules for space-flight valve actuators and their
low power requirements permit the use of dry-film lubricants for motor shaft bearings and
for gears. Pump drive motors designed for many hours of operation at significant power
levels (4.5 hp (3.36 kW) for Saturn) require the use of grease-packed bearings.
Thorough analysis of system requirements and motor loading under transient as well as
steady-state conditions is the basis for defining the specific motor operational characteristics
that will provide adequate margin for reliable operation. Thorough analysis of heat-energy
inputs resulting from motor inefficiency and heat transfer to or from the environment and
the motor attachments is required in maintaining motor temperature distributions within
allowable limits. Acceleration and vibration inputs introduce structural and operational
problems associated with cyclic relative motion at shaft bearings, gear-teeth contact
surfaces, instrumentation contacts, and commutator brush contacts.
The discussions in section 2.1.4 on solenoid and torque-motor actuators are generally
applicable to electric motors, allowing for differences in configuration.
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2,.1.6.2.1 Redundant-E.lectric-Motor Actuators
Rotary-electric-motor actuator assemblies with screw-jack linear output motion have been
used as rocket engine valve positioners. Two or more motor rotors coupled to a common
jackscrew provide for motor and motor-circuit redundancy.
The actuator for the LMDE throttle valve is controlled by three electronic channels that
power three direct-current pancake motors mounted on a common shaft. The motor shaft
powers a ball-screw rotary-to-linear-motion transmission assembly. Five potentiometers are
geared to the motor shaft. Three of these potentiometers provide position-feedback
information to the three motor electronic channels, one for each channel; the other two
potentiometers provide actuator-position information for telemetry. This actuator
configuration permits circuit design so that actuator performance will remain within
specified limits in the event of a failure of any electrical system element.
Motors are designed to permit assembly prior to removal of magnetic keepers, and
nonmagnetic housings are used to preserve permanent-magnet field strength. Spacing
between motors is sufficient to prevent the magnets of one motor from affecting
performance of an adjacent motor. Output-shaft displacement is limited by nonjamming
mechanical stops.
Redundant-electric-motor actuators are reviewed in detail in references 106 through 108.
2.1.7 Advanced Concepts
There are currently available advanced-state-of-the-art actuators with potential applications
in space-flight control systems. These advanced concepts include nutating actuators, digital
actuators, and fluidic-logic actuators.
Nutating actuators. - Pneumatic actuators that convert the motion of a nutating disk into a
rotary output motion, have been developed as all-metal reversible-direction-of-rotation
motors for high-temperature and nuclear-radiation environments. Primary problems with
this design have been high leakage and scrubbing of the nutating disk against stationary parts
(ref. 109).
Digital actuators.- Digital actuators are positioning devices that respond to input signal
pulses or steps in producing discrete changes in controlled displacement. The electric
stepping motor, with multiple windings that are energized sequentially for discrete
increments in clockwise or counterclockwise rotation, is the most highly developed actuator
of the digital category. Design concepts have been developed in which a stepping motor is
used in an operator for a hydraulic or pneumatic actuator, thereby adapting a
high-force-level analog actuator for operation with digital input signals. Multiple-piston,
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hydraulic, linear-displacementactuation deviceshavebeendesignedto control output shaft
position incrementally in responseto the application or removalof sequencedinput pressure
signals(refs. 110 through 115).
Fluidic-Logic actuators. - Actuators in fluidic-logic systems are conventional hydranlic and
pneumatic actuators with fluidic-logic-element operators. References 116 through 125
provide a survey of the published literature.
2.2 OPERATOR CONFIGURATIONS
Operators are classified as on-off operators for two-position control or as modulating
operators for variable-position control. Operators reviewed in this monograph are pilot
valves, servovalves, pressure dividers, and advanced-concept operators such as stepping
motors and fluidic-logic devices. Switches used as actuator position indicators that.also may
be used in operator circuits are reviewed in section 2.5. Actuator and electrical-operator
assemblies have been designed with the operator driving circuitry included in the assembly.
The design of driving circuits, however, is beyond the scope of this monograph., Operator
valve design information in this monograph supplements more detailed information in
references 126 and 127.
2.2.1 Pilot Valves
A pilot valve is defined as an on-off operator that responds to a signal input for
two-position, open-loop control of actuator fluid flow or fluid pressure. The most common
types of pilot valves are solenoid valves, pressure-actuated valves, and position-actuated
valves in two-way, three-way, and four-way configurations. Pilot valves provide for on-off
control of large hydraulic or pneumatic actuation forces in response to relatively low power
signals. They are used where full-stroke actuation and deactuation is required, as in the case
of pilot-operated hydraulically or pneumatically actuated shutoff valves. Primary areas of
concern in the design of a pilot valve are effective flow area, positive actuation, satisfactory
response to pressure transients, control of stagnant-fluid temperature, and control of
contamination.
2.2.1.1 EFFECTIVE FLOW AREA
The effective area for actuation-fluid flow through a pilot valve usually is sized to preclude
excessive pressure drop through the pilot valve and its porting under the flow conditions
required for actuator displacement transients. Control of on-off actuator response timing is
obtained most easily when the primary flow resistance in a valve-and-actuator circuit is
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concentrated at a timing-control orifice. The Orifice can then be usedto compensatefor
differences in system flow resistancethat occur in different assembliesof nominally
identical systems. As discussed in section 2.1.1.2.1, an expensive, time-consuming,
cut-and-try orifice-replacementapproachto obtaining the required responsetiming for an
actuator canbe eliminatedby the useof precisionorifices.The cutland-try approachcannot
be avoided, however, if fabrication and assemblytolerancesfor pilot valvesand plumbing
introduce wide variations in systemflow resistancesamongdifferent assemblies.References
128 through 133 reviewproceduresanddata for sizingpilot valves.
2.2.1.2 POSITIVE ACTUATION
Erratic operation and dynamic instability of pressure-actuated pilot valves have resulted
from fluid-flow dynamic forces acting on the valves during actuation or deactuation
transients. Similar problems have occurred when the sensed pressure is also the source for
valve flow and when signal-pressure drops accompanying flow result in interaction between
the sensed pressure and valve actuation. Section 2.1.5 illustrates and discusses snap-action
actuators that ensure positive full-stroke actuation of pilot valves once actuation has been
initiated by a sensed signal pressure. References 3 and 17, and published documents cited
therein, present design-analysis procedures for predicting fluid-flow dynamic forces that
may contribute to valve chatter or dynamic instability, and describe design techniques for
minimizing or eliminating such forces.
2.2.1.3 RESPONSE TO PRESSURE TRANSI ENTS
Pressure-actuated pilot valves have failed to perform within actuation-pressure limits when
time lags in pressure sensing resulted in the valve responding both to rate of change in sensed
pressure and to the level of sensed pressure. Thus, a pilot valve that had been set to actuate
within a specified pressure range when sensed pressure was changed gradually during test has
actuated at a significantly different sensed-pressure level in operation when the sensed
pressure changed rapidly. Ideally, there should be no time lag in the response of pilot-valve
motive forces to sensed-pressure transients. In many pilot-valve applications, however,
fluid-compressibility effects and the presence of flow restrictions between the
sensed-pressure location and the actuation pressure within a pilot-valve assembly introduce
response time lags and consequent sensitivity to rate of change in sensed pressure. In the
case of a pilot valve situated remotely from the sensed-pressure location, time lags in
signal-pressure transmission can result in transient differences between sensed pressure and
valve actuator pressure. In hydraulic systems, fluid-compressibility effects resulting from
entrapped gases can introduce time lags in pressure response and problems in response to
rate of change in sensed pressure similar to those encountered in pneumatic systems.
Figure 15 shows two designs for porting arrangements that provide a pilot valve with the
desired transient response. Figure 15(a) illustrates a pneumatic pilot valve configuration in
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Figure 15. " Schematics of pilot valves with porting arranged to provide desired transient response.
which primary and secondary actuation pressures PA and PB act against a diaphragm in the
direction of valve actuation and also against the valve cross section to oppose actuation. The
spring-cavity volume and the restriction of the flow passage for that volume result in
significant lag in the dynamic response of pressure PB to transients in pressure PA. If the
actuation pressure setting is adjusted with PA changing gradually, and with PB nearly equal
to PA, the valve will actuate at a significantly lower applied pressure when PA is changing
rapidly and the transient in PB is lagging the transient in PA. The sensitivity to rate of
change in PA can be reduced by minimizing the volume associated with PB and by enlarging
the flow passage for that volume.
In figure 15(b), the volume and the flow restriction associated with primary actuation
pressure PA are designed to have the same time constant as the volume and flow restriction
associated with secondary actuation pressure PB. As a result, pressures PA and PB have
identical transient response to externally applied pressure Psig. The extent to which
pressures PA and PB both lag fast transients in the externally applied pressure, and the
consequent sensitivity to rate of change in applied pressure, is a function of the size of the
pressurized volumes and flow passages.
2.2.1.4 STAGNANT-FLUID TEMPERATURE
Stagnant fluids in flow passages of tight-shutoff pilot valves or in pressure-sensing cavities of
pressure-actuated pilot valves are susceptible to thermal-environment effects. Variations in
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liquid viscosity or in gas temperature, related to variations in localized environmental
temperatures,canaffect,actu,ation systemresponse.Freezingof liquids in low-temperature
environmentscan result in responsefailures. Elevatedenvironmentaltemperaturesand heat
soakbackduring or subsequent,to an enginefiring can result in liquid vaporization and in
overheatingo,fnonflowing pilot valves.Solutions to theseproblemshaveincludedrelocation
of valves,the useof thermal insulation, and the designof flow paths for heat energywith
thermal barriers to minimize heat transfer. In hydraulic systems,pilot valveshave been
designedfor controlled leakageor for asmallcontinuous circulation flow in order to control
temperature'. Pilot-valve designs frequently are incorporated in the designof actuator
assemblies,or other, components that can provide shielding or temperature control for
stagnantpilot-valve fluids.
2.2.1.5 ,CON T_AMI NAT ION
Pilo,t-valve. assemblies frequently include filter elements for protection against
contamina'tion damage that can affect actuation or valve leakage. The use of filters usually is
limited to valve ports for inflow from the fluid supply source and from actuators. Filters in
a valve assembly protect against contaminants inadvertently introduced during handling,
installation,, and servicing as well as contaminants in the operating fluid. Ports with
undirectional outflow usually are not provided with a filter, because filters for all ports
prevent outflow of contaminants, and contaminants in a valve, including particles that
migrate from the filter elements, remain trapped in the valve. Filtration and filter problems
are discussed in further detail in section 2.1.1.2.3.
2.2.2 Servovalves
A servovalve is defined as a modulating operator that amplifies •system signals for
variable-displacement, closed-loop control of actuator position. The various servovalve
configurations are illustrated and discussed in handbooks such as reference 3. Reference 17
and references 21 through 32 present a comprehensive review of the state of the art in
servovalve design technology.
2.2.2.1 FLOW GAIN
The flow gain of a servovalve is defined as the change in valve flowrate that accompanies a
change in servovalve displacement. Flow gain of a servovalve assembly also can be defined as
the change in valve flowrate that accompanies a change in valve input signal. This definition
is particularly useful for characterizing torque-motor valve assemblies and pressure-actuated
valve assemblies.
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Obtaining the optimum flow gain by properly relatingactuator velocity to servovalveinput
signalsis a frequent problem in the designof new closed-loopactuation systems.Whenthe
flow gain is too low, actuation-systemresponseis too slow.Whenthe flow gain is too high,
an actuator may be overly responsiveto system noise, and the actuation systemmay be
oscillatory or dynamically unstable. The solution to this problem frequently requires a
servovalvedesignedfor a nonlinear flow gain, with a low flow gainfor smalldisplacements
from the valve neutral position and a high flow gain for largedisplacements.This design
minimizes actuator responseto systemnoise andprovidesfor closed-loopdynamic stability
under steady-stateoperating conditions with the servovalvenear its neutral position. It
providesalso for fast responseunder transientconditions with the servovalvedisplacedfrom
neutral.
2.2.2.2 PRESSURE GAIN
The pressure gain of a servovalve is defined as the change in actuator pressure, or differential
pressure, that accompanies a change in servovalve displacement. The pressure gain of a
servovalve at or near its neutral position can be used to relate changes in actuator force to
small servovalve input signals. If the pressure gain is too low, significant actuator
steady-state position errors will result from actuator load changes. The pressure gain must be
sufficiently high to maintain the required positioning accuracy and system stiffness in the
presence of applied load changes under all test, checkout, and operating conditions.
Obtaining a sufficiently high pressure gain with the servovalve at or near its neutral position
may be in conflict with a requirement for a low flow gain near neutral. Both flow gain and
pressure gain must be considered in the design of a servovalve, an actuator, and a closed-loop
system. Reference 17, and documents referenced therein, provide extensive coverage of this
topic, including the contouring of valves and ports in shaping the flow-gain and pressure-gain
characteristics.
2.2.2.3 FLUID-FLOW DYNAMIC FORCES
In a servovalve, especially in an hydraulic spool valve, fluid-flow dynamic forces may result
in valve chatter, erratic operation, or dynamic instability. These problems are accentuated in
pressure-actuated servovalves with the potential for interaction between sensed pressures,
valve displacement, and valve flow. Occasionally, available driving forces are inadequate to
overcome fluid-flow reaction forces that are additive to valve static forces. This condition
usually occurs in a design based on inadequate analysis of the flow dynamics and reaction
forces involved, or in a configuration in which dynamic effects are not predictable with
sufficient accuracy. Most of the problems involving fluid-flow reaction forces are overcome
by designing the servovalve so that the reaction forces contribute dynamic damping and
oppose any tendency toward valve oscillation (refs. 17 and 21 through 32). Also, the
servovalves can be designed with lateral self-centering features to minimize side forces that
contribute to valve friction.
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2.2.2.4 SPOOL-SLEEVE MATERIALS AND FINISHES
Linear-displacement three-way and four-way spool valves frequently are used aS servovaives
or as pilot valves. To ensure precise control of spool valve diametral clearances in guide
bores and precise control of relative locations of spool and guide metering edges, spool
valves are match fitted to guide sleeves, and finished valves and sleeves are maintained as
matched sets for installation .in assembly housings. The most commonly used material for
spool valves and sleeves is 440C CRES, heat treated for full hardness prior to finishing. The
Strength, hardness, and dimensional stability of this material, in its fully hardened condition,
are ideal for obtaining the sharp metering edges and smooth finishes required for servovalve
applications and for obtaining high resistance to damage by fluid contaminants throughout
wide temperature ranges. Although attainment of dimensional stability in 440C requires an
accelerated aging process for removal of residual stresses caused by heat _treatment and
finishing operations, the one problem with this material in spool-sleeve applications is its
susceptibility to corrosion in service or in storage if all surfaces are not smoothly finished.
Corrosion has not been a problem when parts are finished smoothly without machining
scratches and are protected from undue exposure to moisture or corrosive fluids during
processing or storage.
2.2.2.5 SPOOL-SLEEVE CLEARANCES
The diametral clearance between a precision spool valve and its guide sleeve usually iis
specified in the range of 0.0002 to 0.0004 in. (5.08 to 10.2/_m)i As a general practice_ the
sleeve is fabricated with a slightly undersized inside diameter, and the spool is fabricated
with a slightly oversized outside diameter. The sleeve inside diameter is then finished by
honing to obtain a spool guide surface that is a true cylinder with 0100005 in. (1.27/_m).
The spool is finished by lapping to match the sleeve diameter, and the spool and Sleeve
thereafter are maintained as a matched set. Because accurate verification of the specified
clearance throughout the spool-sleeve axial length is difficult to obtain by dimensional
inspection, flow tests are performed in which measurements of flow gain, pressure gain, and
null leakage verify dimensional accuracy. Measurements of force inputs and hysteresis under
flowing and nonflowing conditions provide additional verification data on friction or
binding. .: _:
Diametral clearances in the vicinity of 0.0002 to 0.0004 in. (5.08 to 10.2/4m) are practical
.minima in the present state of the art; they provide maximum wiping action that prevents
Contaminants from lodging in the clearance, minimizes silting effects on operation, and
minimizes leakage.
Larger diametral clearances frequently are specified for applications in which leakag e or
control of spool-valve functional characteristics is not critical. Larger clearances and
dimensional tolerances simplify fabrication procedures, reduce costs, and lessen
dimensional-stability effects and distortion effects on clearances, at the expense of greater
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leakage and greater sensitivity to contamination. Excessive friction and binding in
close-fitting spool valveshas resulted from dimensionalinstability or distortion of mating
parts. Distortion usually results from lack of symmetry in the housing surrounding the
sleeve,housing deformation, excessivestatic-sealcompressionforcesapplied to the sleeve
outer surfaces,lack of rigidity in the sleevewhen exposedto appliedpressures,and thermal
gradients,.
Attempts to relate filtration requirementsto spool-valveclearances,availablevalve-driving
forces,system contamination levels,and contaminantsizedistributions on astatistical basis
havebeen notably unsuccessful.Filters asa sourceof contamination arediscussedin section
2.1.1.2.3. Over-emphasison size and weight has resulted in the use of filters with
insufficient surfacearea and with consequentinadequatecontaminant-retention capacity
and inadequatemoisture tolerance.The useof undersizedfilter elementsin situationswith
pressure-droplimitations has resulted in selection of coarsefiltration when fine filtration
was required. Establishing requirements for filter-element surface area and finenessof
filtration is anempiricalprocessinfluenced strongly by experienceandjudgment.
2.2.2.6 RELIABILITY
Statistically, the most unreliable components in modulating actuation systems are the
feedback transducer and the torque-motor-actuated servovalve assembly. Traditionally,
torque-motor'actuated servovalves have been designed for small size and weight, low
electrical input power, minimum leakage, and maximum frequency response. Unnecessarily
restrictive specification of these parameters results in reliability compromises involving
contamination sensitivity and low operating forces and force margins. Significant
improvements in reliability have been obtained by development of operator assemblies with
mechanical feedback and redundant torque-motor-actuated servovalves.
Eliminating the feedback transducer eliminates its wiring, solder joints, and electrical
connections as well as the power supplies, feedback amplifiers, and summing networks.
Servovalve assemblies designed for mechanical position feedback can provide the fail-safe
feature of actuator centering or displacement to a preferred extreme position in the event of
an electrical failure. The principal disadvantages of mechanical feedback, compared with
electrical feedback, are reductions in actuation-system linearity, threshold, resolution, and
flexibility for shaping system-gain. With mechanical feedback, improved linearity and
tolerance control is required in the servoamplifier; amplifier drift, torque-motor hysteresis,
and null shift result in significant actuator positioning errors, and calibration of actuator
position versus amplifier input signal must be reestablished for each system checkout. As the
servovalve and actuator are an integrated assembly, gain changes require redesign, and
servicing is more complex. The use of mechanical feedback has been limited to actuation
systems requiring slow response and only fair positioning accuracy. The S-IC gimbal
actuation system has a required frequency response flat to 1 Hz with an allowable phase lag
of 25 ° at 1 Hz. Mechanical feedback servoactuators satisfy those requirements.
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References9 through 11 and 134through 137reviewthe presentstateof the art relativeto
the emphais on reliability in space-flight modulating actuation systems and discuss
mechanicalfeedbackandredundancyconceptsfor torque-mot0r-actuatedservovalves.
2.2.3 Pressure Dividers
The term "pressure divider" frequently is applied to a pneumatic or hydraulic circuit in
which an intermediate pressure between two flow restrictors in series is used as a control
signal. One type of pressure divider has two fixed orifices in series, and the fluid flows from
a source pressure through the orifices to a receiver pressure. This type has been used for
generating a signal pressure that is a function of the source pressure (sec. 2.5.2.4). Most
pressure dividers in service, however, consist of one fixed flow restrictor and one variable
flow restrictor in series, so that the signal pressure is a function of the source pressure, the
receiver pressure, and some system parameter that controls the variable flow restrictor. The
variable flow restrictor is frequently a pilot valve or a servovalve. In many applications, the
variable flow restrictor is a needle valve or a vane attached to an actuator for generating a
control signal pressure as a function of actuator position. Protection against contamination
of a flow restrictor is discussed in section 2.1.1.2.3.
2.2.3.1 TEMPERATURE-EFFECT COMPENSATION
Temperature-related transient and steady-state calibration shifts are a common occurrence
in pneumatic pressure dividers. These shifts are accentuated when gas temperature is a
variable and when gas temperature is significantly different from environmental
temperature. Calibration shifts result from differential expansions or contractions that
affect the ratio of inlet-restrictor flow area to outlet-restrictor flow area, from temperature
effects on restrictor flow coefficients, and from heat transfer between flowing gas and
surrounding parts. In most cases, heat transfer is the predominant factor.
Figure 16 illustrates a prototype pressure divider that was tested to illustrate the
effectiveness of counterflow passages in minimizing temperature-related calibration shifts
(ref. 138). The design has not been used in rocket vehicles, but ramjet engines have utilized
the principles developed. Gas at inlet pressure traverses the length of the divider through an
outer jacket, reverses direction, and flows through an inner jacket and through ports in the
wall supporting the inlet flow restrictor. The direction of flow then reverses again for flow
through the inlet flow restrictor, the divided-pressure cavity, and the outlet flow restrictor
to exhaust. The jacketed divided-pressure cavity is isolated from the environment by the
counterflow passages.
In this triple-pass pressure divider, there is significant heat transfer between the inflowing
gas and the walls of the outermost flow passage. There are, however, smaller temperature
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Figure ]6. - Schematic of pneumatic pressure divider with temperature-
effect compensation (ref. 138).
dif%:_r_ces for heat transfer between the gas in the reverse-flow passage and its walls, and
there are still smaller temperature differences for heat transfer between the gas in the
divided-pressure cavity and its walls. Because heat transfer is a function of temperature
differences and not of temperature level, the pressure divider of figure 16 minimizes
heat-transfer effects on calibration over a wide temperature range. Heat-transfer effects
under temperature transient conditions are minimized by the use of thin walls and minimum
metal masses to minimize time lags in establishing equilibrium conditions. In tests of the
figure 16 prototype with gas inlet temperatures ranging from 65 ° to 635°F (292 to 608 K),
the maximum steady-state shift in the ratio of divided pressure to inlet pressure was 0.2
percent, with a room-temperature environment and with no flow demand on divided
pressure. The maximum transient shift obtained was 0.8 percent.
2.2.3.2 FLOW-RESTRICTOR CONFIGURATION
Calibration shifts that resulted from variations in restrictor flow coefficients related to
variations in gas flowrates, pressures, and temperatures have been observed in pneumatic
pressure dividers. Because the ratio of divided pressure to inlet pressure is a function of the
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ratio of the effective flow areasof the inlet and outlet flow restrictors, variations in flow
coefficients are as significant as variations in physical flow areas.Flow restrictors with
rounded entries aresubject to flow-coefficient variationsrelatedto pressure-leveleffectson
the thickness of boundary layers at the restrictor throat. All pneumatic flow restrictors
experienceflow-coefficient variationsasfunctions of pressureratios and Reynoldsnumber.
A flow restrictor with a sharp-edgedthroat experiencesthe least variation in flow
coefficient, becausecompressibleboundary layersdo not form upstreamfrom the throat.
With increasingflowrates and correspondingincreasingReynoldsnumbers,flow coefficients
approachconstants.Testsof the pressure-dividerconfiguration shownin figure 17 (ref. 139)
demonstrate negligible pressure-leveleffects over a wide flow range. The use of conical
restrictors extendsthe rangefor restrictor sonicflow and thereby extendsthe rangethrough
which pressureratioshaveno effect on calibration.
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Figure 17. - Schematic of pneumatic pressure divider.
2.2.4 Advanced Concepts
Stepping-Motor operators. - The use of stepping motors as actuation elements in operators
for hydraulic and pneumatic actuators is covered briefly in section 2.1.7. In addition, the
discussion in section 2.1.4 on electromagnetic actuators is generally applicable to stepping
motors used as operators.
Fluidic-Logic operators.- The bulk of the design and development effort related to
fluidic-logic circuits and hardware for space-flight applications to date has been
experimental. References 116 through 125 provide a brief survey of the published literature
on this topic.
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2.3 SEALS FOR ACTUATORS AND OPERATORS
The state of the art in the design and application of sealing devices and sealing techniques is
reported extensiveiy in_ the technical literature (refs. 3 and 140 through 147). _'his
monograph, therefore, is concerned only with specific problems and problem solutions in
the design of seals for actuators and operators used in space-flight systems.
2.3.1 General Considerations
2.3.1.1 COMPATIBILITY WITH FLUIDS
Material chemical compatibility has been a problem in bipropellant systems when a seal that
was compatible with the propellant to which its exposure was intended was not compatible
with the other propellant. Cross-compatibility Problems in bipropellant systems usually have
been associated with leakage of propellant isolation devices or with reverse-flow transients.
These problems also have occurred when bipropellant system components that were similar
or identical except for the seal materials were assembled incorrectly, and the seals were
exposed to the wrong fluids.
Inadequate control of procedures for fabrication, handling, installation, and servicing
frequently has resulted in seal compatibility problems. For example, although Ket-F is
compatible with oxygen and hydrogen and is used in many seal applications, it is subject to
cracking at stress levels of about one-fifth its yield strength when exposed to commonly
used halogenated cleaning and flushing solvents. Improper use of lubricants for seal
installation has resulted in compatibility problems during subsequent exposure to operating
fluids or solvents.
Components designed for service with hazardous fluids frequently are tested with less
hazardous fluids. The use of volatile solvents as test fluids avoids component contamination
during testing, but requires that the seal material be compatible with the test fluids.
2.3.1.2 LIEAKAGE MEASUREMENT
Among the most common problems associated with the use of seals are the failure to detect
deficient seals and the rejection of adequate seals as a result of inaccurate or nonrepeatable
leakage measurements. Frequently, these problems result from failure to design for
convenient and sufficiently accurate leakage testing. Very small leakage flowrates through
seals in pneumatic actuators cannot be measured accurately when testing requires
measurement of leakage from a pressurized cavity into a relatively large reservoir cavity. The
length of time required for a small leakage to increase the reservoir pressure sufficiently for
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a flow measurementpermits the effectsof temperaturechangesduring a test to confusethe
measurements.Assemblydesignsfrequently require measurementof the combined leakage
of more than one seal into a common cavity with no provision for separating the
measurement of leakagesthrough critical and noncritical seals.Poor control of test
equipment and proceduresresults in inconsistent test resultswhen testsareperformed in
different manufacturing, test, and laboratory locations. Problems arise when the same
leakagelimits are specifiedfor all tests.An assemblythat barely passesanacceptancetest at
the component levelmay fail to passanengine-systemleakagetest, whenthe samelimits are
specified,asa result of differencesin test conditions or equipment.
2.3.1.3 SEEPAGE AT LOW DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE
Hydraulic seepage has occurred when seals that were designed to be loaded by large
differential pressures were loaded by small differential pressures under system standby or
pressurized-storage conditions. This type of failure often can be attributed to seals that were
installed with insufficient compression or that lost part of the installed compression as a
result of yielding. Careful attention to dimensional tolerances affecting seal compression and
to seal loading under static head as well as operational conditions is required.
2.3.1.4 INADVERTENT CONTACT SEALING
Variations and discrepancies in breakaway-response timing of piston actuators have occurred
when a piston mechanical stop in an actuator inadvertently acted as a seal or semiseal. As
illustrated in figure 18, when the piston is in the position shown, the applied pressure
cannot actuate the piston-until sufficient fluid has leaked through the mechanical-stop
contact surface to raise the cylinder pressure to the level required for breakaway against
opposing forces. A similar response problem may exist in the opposite direction when the
piston has been fully actuated. In the actuated condition, the inside diameter of the piston
in contact with the housing may constitute a seal that retards pressurization of the piston
area between the inside and outside diameters. Because of fluid-compressibility effects,
variations and discrepancies in breakaway-response timing are more pronounced when gas is
the actuation fluid or when an hydraulic actuator is not primed. This kind of problem is
avoided when the piston stops are designed to ensure free flow of actuation fluid to the
entire effective area of the piston.
2.3.2 Dynamic Seals
2.3.2.1 SEAL CONTACT SURFACES
Dynamic seals exhibit a tendency to fuse to cylinder walls during long-term periods of
inactivity. This problem usually occurs when seal lubricants have been removed by flushing
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or when an operating liquid has dried. A significant increase in actuator breakaway force
may be required for the first subsequent actuation, and seal damage may impair sealing
capabilities. If a contact surface is too rough, a pliable seal that conforms to surface
irregularities may experience excessive adhesion, breakout resistance, sliding friction, and
seal abrasion. Similar problems have occurred when surface finishes were too smooth to
support lubrication films. Surface finishes of parts in contact with dynamic seals usually are
specified to be consistent with requirements that have been established for the specific seal
material and seal configuration to be used. Seal lubrication procedures sometimes are
specified for use in preparing components for storage or other periods of inactivity.
System contamination has resulted from solid-particle breakout from dynamic seals,
Elastomeric seals usually are more pliable than plastic seals, and thus have a greater
tendency to conform to surface irregularities, to adhere to contact surfaces, and to act as
contaminant generators. The sensitivity of pliable dynamic seals to damage resulting from
contact with system contaminants is generally recognized, but the potential for component
or system contamination by particles from dynamic seals frequently is overlooked. Success
in preventing or avoiding seal-particle contamination requires specific emphasis on the
design of the seal and the seal contact surfaces and on the choice of seal material.
Seal damage or excessive wear has resulted from inadequate specification or from
misinterpretation of drawing notes identifying sealing surfaces. The American Standards
Association (ASA) specification for surface roughness (ref. 148) permits surface flaws unless
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a surface-finish symbol is accompanied by a drawing note defining limits for surface
imperfections. When pistons or piston rods coated with hard materials are in contact with
dynamic seals, the surface porosity in materials such as the oxides and carbides often results
in rapid degradation of the seals. The use of inherently porous or abrasive materials at seal
contact surfaces usually is avoided, a practice that sometimes results in the use of bellows or
diaphragm dynamic seals with no sliding contact.
2.3.2.2 LIP SEALS FOR CRYOGENICS •
Plastic lip seals as illustrated in figure 19 remain plia,ble and provide adequate sealing in
pneumatic actuators that operate at cryogenic temperatures. Mylar, Kel-F, and Teflon have
been used successfully as lip seal materials. Mylar is the preferred material for the
configuration of figure 19 because it has good room-temperature forming characteristics and
excellent low-temperature flexibility.
View A in figure 19 depicts a dynamic seal for a double-acting piston that also is used as a
static seal for the interface between the actuator end cap and housing. The metal washer
that separates the sets of seals in view A has a single serration on each face for localized
compression of the flat portion of the Mylar in obtaining a static seal. Each seal element
consists of a double layer, one layer in contact with the piston for sealing and one backup
layer to load the'sealing layer and to provide deformation resistance when pressurized. The
seal is designed to withstar_l system proof pressure applied to either side of the actuator
pistonl Optimum seal material thicknesses and dimensions for the s_al and its retaining
details are established b}" development testing to obtain or verify sealing capabilities and
resistance to deformation throughout the full range of applied pressuresl
; i
View B in figure 19 illustrates the piston-rod seal. Although dynamic sealing is required in
one direction only,! a dual element is used, with one element acting as:a wiper to protect the
active element from exposure to potential contamination from th e piston rod linkage cavity.
The metal washer between the active element and the wiper element has single serrations for
compression of the static portion of each seal element. This seal configuration has been used
successfully at nominal operating pressures of 400 and 500 psi (2.76 and 3.45 MN/m 2).
For high-differential-pressure applications, when the lip seal design illustrated in figure 19
does not have sufficient strength and rigidity to resist damage or deformation, the design
concepts illustrated in figure 20 have been used. In the design in figure 20(a), a Teflon
backup ring supports the seal. At room temperature, the diametral clearance between the
backup ring and the shaft is the minimum clearance required to avoid interference as a result
of dimensional tolerances. Tests indicate an opera'tional-pressure upper limit of 1500 psi
(10.3 MN/m 2 ) for successful use of this seal configuration.
A program to develop lip seals for pistons and shafts in support of M-1 engine actuator and
valve design demonstrated the need for relatively heavy cross sections with backup
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Figure 19. - Schematic of piston actuator with lip seals.
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Figure 20. - Lip seal designs for high-pressure cryogenic conditions.
supporting elements for successful operation in high-pressure systems. Kel-F seals of the
configuration illustrated in figure 20(b) performed successfully under cryogenic conditions
at differential pressures of 2000 psi ( 13.8 MN/m 2 ) (ref. 149).
2.3.2.3 WIPER SEALS
Plastic and elastomeric _lynamic seals are vulnerable to damage by solid-particle
contaminants. Dynamic seals on piston rods exposed to an actuator external environment or
to cavities containing contaminant-generating mechanical linkages or other transmission
elements are particularly vulnerable. Contaminants generated by mechanical springs have
resulted in numerous dynamic-seal failures. Degradation of piston seals in hydraulic
actuators may be tolerable when seal leakage is additive to through-piston circulation flow
for priming. In pneumatic actuators, however, and in single-acting hydraulic piston actuators
with no circulation flow, piston-seal damage has resulted in response-timing failures'as well
as leakage-limit failures. Visible external leakage through piston-rod seals has resulted in
rejection of actuators in which the leakage was insufficient to impair performance.
When exposure to contaminants is anticipated, wiper seals frequently are used to protect
critical dynamic seals, as illustrated in view B of figure 19. The only function of the wiper
seal is to scrub contaminants from piston or rod surfaces that contact dynamic seals.
Contamination damage of a wiper seal is acceptable as long as protection of the dynamic
seal is maintained. The primary problem with wiper seals is maintaining their protective
capability when particles break out from edges exposed to contaminants. The wiper seal in
view B of figure 19 has an appreciable axial length of contact surface with the piston, and
particles that break out from the leading edge cannot readily pass through the contact
surface and migrate to the dynamic seal.
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2.3.3 Static Seals
2.3.3.1 SEAL COMPRESSION FORCES
Static-seal configurations that require relatively large compressive forces for proper
installation (e.g., metal 0-rings with or without coatings, and metal gaskets requiring
indentation by serrations) are prone to leakage through distorted contact surfaces.
Static-seal leakage has resulted from displacement of seal contact surfaces or from loss of
seal compressive force under pressure loads or impact loads when seal retaining surfaces had
not been fully seated during installation. Seals requiring large compressive forces perform
satisfactorily when fastener forces are sufficiently high, retaining parts are designed for
rigidity, and assembly processes are controlled to ensure adequate and uniform seal load
distribution.
2.3.3.2 SEAL CONTACT SURFACES
Static-seal leakage as a result of flaws in seal surfaces or in seal-contacting surfaces is a
common occurrence. Because the ASA specification for surface roughness (ref. 148) permits
surface flaws that can damage seals, production drawings frequently identify sealing
surfaces, and surface-finish symbols are accompanied by drawing notes that limit surface
imperfections. Drawings often refer to machining specifications in which fabrication and
inspection requirements for sealing surfaces supplement the ASA surface-roughness
specification.
2.3.4 Seal Welds
2.3.4.1 PROVISIONS FOR PRELIMINARY TESTING
Seal welding of actuator and operator joint seams and of plumbing connections is common
practice for minimizing the potential for external leakage; a seal weld is intended only for
sealing a seam or joint, not for supplying structural strength. Some seal-welded assemblies
such as pressure-actuated devices that must operate at preset pressure levels require internal
adjustments during preliminary testing, and designs must provide for tests and partial
disassembly for adjustment prior to welding. Well-designed seal-welded assemblies provide
for temporary plumbing connections and temporary static seals for convenient preliminary
screening tests prior to welding and component formal acceptance testing.
2.3.4.2 PROVISIONS FOR DISASSEMBLY AND REASSEMBLY
Major parts have been damaged when removal of seal welds was required for servicing or
overhaul of assemblies. Such damage usually results from deep weld penetration that
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requires removal of an excessiveamount of adjoining material or from failure to design
assemblyjoints in a manner that permits seal-weldremoval and rewelding a reasonable
number of times. Actuators and operatorsusually aredesignedso that structural loadswill
not be imparted to seal-weldedjoint seams,and minimum weld penetration isrequired for
fluid pressuresealing.Joints usually are designedto accommodateweld-seamremoval by
machining and to provide sufficient material for multiple weld-removal and reweld
operations.
2.4 MECHANICAL TRANSMISSION
The technical literature provides extensive illustration and discussion of the state of the art
related to mechanical transmission of actuator forces and displacements. Discussion in this
monograph, therefore, is limited to a review of specific problems and solutions that are
critical in the design of mechanical transmissions for space-flight hardware.
2.4.1 Common Problems
2.4.1.1 MOISTURE IN VENTED CAVITIES
In many actuator assemblies, the power transmission elements are situated in cavities that
are vented to the external environment. For space-flight service, these cavities usually are
protected by low-cracking-pressure relief valves against entry of moisture from the
environment; these valves, frequently referred to as vent port relief valves or as vent port
check valves, permit outflow from the cavities and seal against inflow and moisture
migration. Vented cavities often serve as receivers for pneumatic-fluid leakage or operator
discharge flow, and vent port relief valves are sized to accommodate gaseous outflow with
very little increase in cavity pressure. Occasionally, moisture has migrated from the
environment into vent cavities when partial vacuums accompanied hardware chilldown or
when vent-cavity gases were displaced during an actuation cycle. Vent port relief valves have
failed to relieve vent-cavity pressure when frozen external moisture impeded Valve opening.
Frozen moisture in vent cavities containing transmission elements has been suspected as a
cause of erratic actuator operation. Instrumentation elements (e.g., actuator position
indicators and electrical connectors) exposed to vent cavities are especially sensitive to
moisture damage.
Design features that eliminate or minimize problems with these valves are presented in
reference 150.
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2.4.1.2 FASTENER RETENTION
one of the most common failure modes encountered ill the mechanical transniission of
actuator power is loosening or disengagement of fasteners. Fastener failures have occurred
when excessive impact forces distorted fasteners and linkage elements. More frequently,
fastener failures have _esulted from lack of positive retention features, from inadequate
retention features, or from improper installation of fasteners with locking features.
Self-locking nuts and self-locking tapped bolthole inserts that rely on mechanical
interference of distorted threads have gained acceptance as the preferred:methods for
retention of internal fasteners in an actuator and linkage assembly. Fasteners with elastic or
plastic inserts that depend on insert compression and deformation forces for retaining the
fasteners have been less reliable than the distorted-thread types, especially when fasteners
are reused or when fasteners are exposed to large temperature ranges.
The most common problem with self-locking fasteners has been the uncertainty of the
torque specification for securing the fasteners. The running torque required for rotation
against the resistance of the locking feature can vary over a wide range. If the total applied
torque is specified, the clamping force will vary as a fu{t_tion of'the interference running
torque. Better control of the clamping force is obtained when the torque required for
clamping is specified as a torque value to be applied in addition to whatever torque is
required during installation for overcoming the resistance of the locking feature.
Lockwires, cotter pins, and bent-tab washers used in mechanical transmissions exposed to
impact loads and Vibration have been damaged during installation, causing stress
concentrations that resulted in subsequent failures. Thread-locking adhesive compounds are
available for wide ranges of temperature; their use is increasing, especially for subassemblies
that can be serviced by replacement rather than by overhaul. Shoulder bolts with
selfqocking nuts are preferred over linkage pins with snap-ring retainers, which require
sharp-cornered grooves in hardened parts exposed to impact and vibration and are
vulnerable to improper installation.
Set screws rarely are used in space-flight hardware because their scrubbing mode of contact
generates contaminants and because they are loosened by vibration. Staking of fasteners
produces metal chips and is an unreliable fastener retention method. Roll pins and spiral
lock pins have been used successfully where a completed assembly prevented or limited pin
disengagement.
2.4.1.3 GUIDES
2.4.1.3.1 Materials and Configurations
Many space-flight applications for linear-motion actuators and power transmissions require
the use of nonlubricated guide surfaces with sliding contact. Unacceptable wear, abrasion, or
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galling can be reduced or eliminated by the use of material for pistons, piston rods, and
linkage members that can be heat treated for hardness, and by the use of guide materials
suitable for nonlubricated sliding contact. The design concept of figure 21, in which a
combination of Mylar lip seals and Teflon guides in an aluminum housing supports a piston
and piston rod made from lnconel 718, has been used successfully in pneumatic actuators
exposed to cryogenic temperatures. The metallic materials were selected to minimize
damage if inadvertent metal-to-metal contact should occur.
guide
I _ Meta I housi ng
_rMetal piston
lip seals
- _ Plastic guide
Figure 21. - Schematic of actuator with nonmetal seals and
guides combined with metal housing and piston.
In some actuator applications, such as in piston-actuated valves for reactive fluids, design for
nonlubricated metal-to-metal relative motion between moving elements and their guides
may be required. Material chemical compatibility may be reduced by friction, seizing, wear,
scoring, or galling at metal-to-metal contact surfaces. Damage to dynamic seals is inherent if
7O
.sealingsurfacesare subjectedto intentional or inadvertentmetal-to-metalcontact. Problems
associatedwith metal-to-metal sliding contact, friction forces, misalignment,rotation of
power-transmissionelements, and applied vibration in short-stroke actuators have been
minimized or eliminated in many actuator and power-transmissiondesignsby the useof
metal flexure guides. Metal flexure guides are designed for flexibility in the
axial-displacementdirection and for stiffness in the directions of lateral and rotational
displacement.Figure 22 illustrates a typical flexure-guideapplication in which two flexure
elements suspendand guide a solenoid-actuatedvalve stem. The complex geometry of
flexure elementsof this configuration frequently requiresdevelopmenteffort in obtaining
elementswith the desiredmechanicalspringrates.
2.4.1.3.2 Lengths and Clearances
As general practice intended to minimize binding or chatter, linear-motion actuators are
designed for an effective guide length that satisfies one of the following conditions (refer to
fig. 23)"
_2/d>3
L/D 2 1
where
_1 = piston guide length
_2 = piston-rod guide length
L = effective guide length with guiding at {_l and _2
D = cylinder bore diameter
d = piston-rod diameter
If we consider the following additional parameters
el = diametral clearance at axial length _l
C2 = diametral clearance at axial length _2
el = eccentricity of piston skirt to piston rod
e 2 = eccentricity of cylinder wall to piston-rod guide
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Figure 221 - Typical use of flexure guides in a solenoid-actuated valve.
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Figure 23. - Sketch illustrating parameters involved in piston guiding.
then, for the first condition to exist, it is also necessary that C2 be great enough to preclude
contact between the piston rod and its guide. For the second condition to exist, it is
necessary that C1 be great enough to preclude contact between the piston skirt and the
cylinder. When the design intent is that the third condition exist, piston chatter can occur if
dimensional tolerances result in length _1 or _2 becoming the effective guide length; also,
eccentricities can result in binding.
Referring again to figure 23,
1/2 (C1 + C2) + el + ez
tan q5= L
where
q5 = maximum possible piston axial angularity
clearances C_ and C2 over length L
with respect to cylinder axis for
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If C1/£1 <tan _b,the piston rod will not contact its guide (assumingsharpcorners),and £1
becomesthe effective guidelength. If C2/£2 <tan _b,the piston will not contact the cylinder
wall, and £2 becomesthe effective guide length. For length L to be the effective guide
length, the eccentricities, normalities, and minimum clearances must be adequately
controlled, with allowances for differential expansion or contraction throughout the
temperaturerangeandfor deflectionsunder all loadingconditions.
Transient and steady-state temperature distributions throughout an actuator assembly
frequently result in excessivefriction or in binding whenguide lengthsandclearancesdo not
accommodate differential thermal expansion or contraction of adjoining parts or
temperature-relateddistortions. Figure 24 showstwo basic types of rod guides.Relatively
long continuous guides for axial-displacementrods, (fig. 24(a)), are more susceptibleto
thermally induced binding than are the_undercutguides(fig. 24(b)), which havethe same
effectiveguide length but lesssurfacefor potential contactand interference.
(a) Continuous rod guide. (b) Undercut rod guide.
Figure 24. - Basic types of rod guides.
2.5 INSTRUMENTATION FOR ACTUATORS AND OPERATORS
A discussion of the state of the art in the design of instrumentation per se is beyond the
scope of this monograph; references 3, 101, 151, and 152 are typical of the extensive
literature available on this specialized subject. This section, therefore, is limited to a review
of problems and solutions that are critical in the successful use of instrumentation with
space-flight actuators and operators.
2.5.1 General Requirements
2.5.1.1 ISOLATION OF FUNCTIONAL INSTRUMENTATION
Flight instrumentation associated with actuators and operators may be required for system
functioning or for system monitoring. In addition, flight hardware may require provisions
for the installation of checkout and test instrumentation that is not required for flight.
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The reliability of a space-flight hardware system is enhancedwhen instrumentation for
system functioning and for system monitoring are designed and installed so that a
malfunction of monitoring instrumentation cannot affect operation of the system.The
prevailingphilosophy is that functional operation of a flight-hardwaresystemis of primary
importance and that the addition of instrumentation for information purposesshould in no
way detract from functional reliability. For example, the design requirements for an
actuator may include a requirement for electrical irldication that the actuator displacement
is within a specifiedpercentageof the full-stroke position; the indication is to beusedboth
for initiating another event in operation of the,flight system and also for monitoring of
flight performance. If one position switch isusedto serveboth purposes,the functional and
the monitoring instrumentation subsystemsbecome interrelated at that switch, and a
malfunction in one subsystemcould affect performance of the other. The use of two
actuator position switches,one for eachsubsystem,addsto the complexity of the actuator
designbut eliminatesa location for potential interraction betweenthe subsystems
2.5.1.2 SAFE FAILURE MODES
Structural failure in a pressure-sensing instrument, such as rupture of a pressure transducer
diaphragm, has resulted in system fluid outflow with consequent fire hazard ,or system
pressure loss. Similar failure modes have resulted from structural failures in signal-pressure
lines to 'remotely located instruments. Operational failures have occurred in mechanisms
with position-indicating devices when mechanical failure of an indicator has interfered with
actuation of the mechanism.
The reliability of a space-flight system is enhanced when instrumentation is designed and
installed so that instrumentation structural or operational failures do not impair system
functioning. To the maximum feasible extent, instrumentation is designed for fail-safe
system operation (i.e., safe operation of a system continues in the event of an
instrumentation failure). Redundant indicators often are used when instrumentation signals
are essential in system operation.
5'
2:5.1.3 ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS
Electrical connectors for flight instrumentation for actuators and operators include both
hermetically sealed connectors that are integral parts of indicating devices (e.g., pressure
transducers and position potentiometers), and connectors that are not hermetically sealed
but usually are attached to actuators with a flanged joint and a static seal. Connectors with
direct exposure to actuator internal cavities have failed when moisture and other
contaminants corroded or short-circuited t_e pins and wire attachments, or when the
connectors were mechanically damaged by inadvertent application of excessive pressure.
These problems are minimized when an electrical connector can be attached to an actuator
in a location that is exposed only to a vented cavity with an inert environment.
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2.5.1.4 ACCESSlBI LITY
When flight instrumentation is required for actuators and operators, the attachment
locations, electrical connector locations, electrical conduit routing, and conduit support
locations require the same consideration that is given to hydraulic or pneumatic plumbing
systems. Providing accessibility for installation, calibration, and servicing often is in conflict
with the need to safeguard instrumentation-system components from exposure to handling
damage or accidental impact damage.
Requirements for checkout and test instrumentation at the system level frequently are not
established fully in the component design phase, and the needs for test instrumentation
accessibility do not always receive due consideration. Instrumentation locations that are
adequate for component level testing are not always accessible when components are
installed in a system. There are no general rules governing instrumentation accessibility.
Problems are avoided only when all component and system instrumentation needs are
investigated early in a design program, due account being given the physical orientation of
components as installed in a system.
2.5.2 Pressure Measurement
2.5.2.1 PRESSURE-SENSING LOCATIONS
Continuous measurement of actuator internal pressures permits computation of the actuator
forces that exist during motion transients. Oscillograph traces of the internal pressures
during motion transients indicate variations in actuator forces as functions of actuator
displacement, and indicate discontinuous forces resulting from mechanical bJ,,ding or from
static friction that exceeds dynamic friction. When timing-control flow restrictors, plumbing
fittings, or housing flow passages introduce significant pressure differences between
externally applied pressures and actuator internal pressures during motion transients, the
external-pressure measurements provide erroneous indication of internal pressures; and
information thus obtained can be misleading in a performance analysis. External-pressure
measurement may require static-pressure recovery corrections to allow for differences in
flow velocity in the actuator and at the pressure-sensing location. Whenever possible,
therefore, actuators are designed so that internal pressure may be measured directly.
2.5.2.2 TEST-INSTRUMENTATION EFFECTS
The addition of pressure-measuring instrumentation to an operator-controlled actuator for
test or checkout purposes can alter its performance to the extent that the information
obtained under dynamic conditions is erroneous or to the extent that dynamic performance
is seriously impaired. The effect of instrumentation is especially critical in modulating
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systems,in pneumatic systemswith small pressurizedvolumes, and in hydraulic systemsin
which fluid-compressibility or bulk-modulus effects are critical. The addition of
instrumentation to a system,with compressible fluids can result in an increase in a
pressurizedvolume and thereby increase the time required for pressurechangesin that
volume. In hydraulic systems,instrumentation that hasnot beenprimed (gasesremoved)or
instrumentation with flexible pressure-sensingelementscan increasethe time required for
pressurechangesand canreduce the hydraulic stiffness of the system.Accordingly, the
possibility of any of these factors affecting the specific test setup and instrumentation is
evaluated,and the effects of the instrumentation on systemperformanceareestablished.
References153through 157 review the dynamic responsecharacteristicsof signal-pressure
transmissionlines.
2.5.2.3 FLIGHT-INSTRUMENTATION EFFECTS
When actuators and operators are designed i%r applications in which flight-system
instrumentation is included, the same considerations given to the effects of test
instrumentation on actuator and operator performance are applicable, except that the
effects of instrumentation volumes and flexibilities must be factored into the basic design
considerations for satisfying overall system performance requirements.
2.5.2.4 PRESSURE-TRANSIENT EFFECTS
The transient response of pressure-sensing instrumentation occasionally has been impaired
when the instrumentation was situated remotely from sensed-pressure locations. Dynamic
response in hydraulic systems and in pneumatic systems has been impaired as a result of
fluid-compressibility effects. Figure 25 illustrates a technique that has been used for
remotely located pressure swifches in an hydraulic system; the technique ensures
self-priming of a signal-pressure line by removing gases from the line prior to operation of a
switch. :
PS --
,-Orifice
,-Orifice
t( P° IF
' i '
\-- Pressure switch
Figure 25. - Schematic of self-priming instrumentation line for hydraulic system.
Under standby conditions prior to operation, gases are removed by a circulation flow from
the sensed-pressure location PS through two identical orifices in series to system return
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pressurePR. As the sensedpressureincreasesduring system operation, flow through the
identical orifices results in a pressurePD at the pressureswitch that is midway betweenthe
sensedpressureand system return pressure.The pressureswitch is preset to actuate at
approximately one-halfthe desiredsensed-pressurel vel for actuation. A pressuretransducer
similarly situated in an hydraulic systemwould indicate approximately one-halfthe sensed
pressure,a primed sensingline beingutilized to minimize fluid compressibilityeffects. If the
sensed-pressurelevel is high relative to systemreturn pressure,variations in systemreturn
pressure will have only minor effect on the accuracy of instrumentation calibration.
Pressure-dividingcircuits arediscussedin greaterdetail in section2.2.3.
2.5.3 Position Indication
2.5.3.1 BACKLASH AND HYSTERESIS
In closed-loop control of actuator position, backlash or hysteresis that results in
instrumentation deadband will limit positioning accuracy and can result in hunting or
dynamic instability. After a dynamic analysis of a closed-loop system has been made, design
requirements are established to define the maximum allowable deadband allotted to the
combination of actuator, linkage, and indicating device. An indicating device and its
attachment method then are selected or designed for performance within the allowable
limits.
2.5.3.2 ATTACHMENT MECHANICAL INTEGRITY
Attachment of a position-indicating device such as a potentiometer or transducer to an
actuator or its mechanical linkage usually requires some provision for accommodating minor
misalignment resulting from assembly clearances and dimensional tolerances. In cases
wherein a limited mechanical backlash is allowable, attachments sometimes are pinned, pin
clearance providing an allowance for misalignment. In cases wherein backlash is undesirable,
a flexible element firmly attached to the indicator and to the actuator (e.g., a relatively long
thin rod with threaded ends) sometimes is used. Position indicators have been designed with
a spring-loaded follower element bearing against an actuator piston or its linkage, or with a
spring-biased pinned attachmeflt.
The most common problems with attachments are (1) buckling, extension, or distortion of
flexible attachment members under fast displacement transients; (2) enlargement of
mechanical clearances under displacement-transient and vibration conditions; (3) loosening
of attachment fasteners; and (4) indicator forces (including friction, mechanical binding,
pressure, and inertia forces) exceeding bias-spring forces under shock, vibration, and
displacement-transient conditions. Attachments that rely on spring forces alone to maintain
follower contact are the least reliable. Most attachment problems result from errors in
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predicting the maximum transient forces that will be applied to an indicator attachment.
These problems are handled effectively only when adequate dynamic-force analyses are
carried out and when the design emphasizes mechanical reliability in complying with
performance requirements.
2.5.3.3 POSITION-INDICATOR RELIABILITY
As discussed in section 2.2.2.6, actuator position transducers, including potentiometers, are
among the least reliable components in flight hardware systems. Mechanical
position-feedback methods were developed for the gimbal actuation systems on the Saturn
vehicles, so that failure modes associated with electrical position transducers and their
circuits were eliminated. Approximately 90 percent of all unsatisfactory condition reports
recorded for the F-1 engine piston-actuated main propellant valves pertain to the
position-indicating potentiometers in those valve assemblies. Because these valve-position
indicators are used for information only, they have not caused any operational failures; but
they have introduced servicing problems.
Position transducers are useful in the checkout or testing of open-loop actuation control
systems when actuator response timing is being established or verified. Frequently, electrical
switches that indicate the two extremes of piston displacement can serve the same purpose.
Actuation-fluid pressure measurements, or differential-pressure measurements across a flow
restrictor, can provide indirect indication of the velocity of the actuator piston. Hydraulic
and pneumatic pressure-divider circuits, for on-off or for continuous position indication,
provide mechanical alternates for electrical switches and potentiometers.
Reliability problems with position indicators are being solved by designing systems to
eliminate the need for such indicators and by using redundant indicators and
instrumentation circuits.
2.5.4 Temperature Measurement
Temperature-measuring instrumentation for space-flight actuators and operators usually is
limited to thermocouples for monitoring temperature during component environmental
tests and system development tests. Special design provisions for the attachment of
thermocouples seldom are required, because thermocouples for test purposes can be
attached temporarily to production units with tape or adhesives. For development tests,
assembly fasteners can be modified for more secure attachment.
Misleading results have been obtained in environmental tests of actuators and operators
when measurement of the ambient temperature has been substituted for direct measurement
of housing temperatures. When component tests are performed in environmental chambers,
the time required for component temperature stabilization may be many hours. Large
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rocket engine piston-actuated main propellant valvessubmer_edin liquid nitrogen require
approximately 45 minutes for internal-temperaturestabilization, about twice aslong asthe
elapsedtime during which active bubbling in the nitrogen is visible evidenceof continuing
heat transfer. Whenenvironmental testsare intended to Frovidethermal-effect information
on critical performance featuressuch as actuator responsetiming and seal leakage,it is
essential that actual temperature distributions in the hardware be known. For true
indication of hardware temperatures,thermocouplesare attacheddirectly to components.
Usually, extensivetests are requred to determine the most appropriate attachmentpoints
and to establishthe elapsedtime requiredfor temperaturestabilization.
2.5.5 Vibration-Test Measurement
Vibration testing of space-flight actuators and operators, at the component level or system
level, ordinarily is required in qualification testing and occasionally is required in acceptance
testing. Additional vibration tests may be performed during the development phase of a
hardware program.
Acceleration levels are measured during vibration testing of components and systems by
accelerometers attached at carefully selected points. The preferred attachment points are at
locations where maximum accelerations occur as a result of amplification of input vibration.
When a design configuration did not provide for convenient firm attachment of
accelerometers, attachment has been difficult, accelerometers have detached during tests,
and test results have been inaccurate; these problems are avoided when the instrumentation
needs are anticipated in the design of a component. When a configuration does not permit
strap-on attachments, mounting pads sometimes are provided to permit drilling and tapping
for attachment of accelerometers. When the spring mass of a system is small, special
precautions are taken to avoid altering component vibration characteristics by the
attachment of instrumentation and wiring. Proper procedures and instruments are
established by careful analysis of the test setup.
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3. DESIGN CRITERIA and
Recommended Practices
3.1 ACTUATOR CONFIGURATIONS
3.1.1 Piston Actuators
3.1.1.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
3.1.1.1.1 Pneumatic Modulating Control Dynamics
Pneumatic piston-cylinder actuators for servovalve control shall satisfy
requirements for speed of response and load stiffness as well as requirements for
system dynamic stability.
It is recommended that quantitative design requirements for a pneumatic piston-cylinder
actuator for modulating control be established on the basis of nonlinear analysis of
closed-loop system performance. Computer techniques similar to those described in
references 14 through 16 should be employed in evaluating the effects of the critical
nonlinear and discontinuous functions. Pistons should be designed so that the restrictor
plenum compensation technique illustrated in figure 2 can be used if required by results of
analysis or by hardware tests. Actuator seals and guides should be designed for control ol;
static and dynamic friction forces within the limits established by system analysis. It is
recommended that analysis and design procedures be planned to allow for a number of
iterations in establishing design requirements, preparing preliminary designs, modifying the
mathematical model as hardware designs evolve, revising the original design requirements for
the various system components, revising preliminary designs, and so forth until all system
and component design and performance problems have been redistributed and solved.
3.1.1.1.2 Hydraulic Modulating Control Dynamics
Hydraulic piston-cylinder actuators for servovalve control shall satisfy
requirements for speed of response and load stiffness as well as requirements for
system dynamic stability.
It is recommended that quantitative design requirements for an hydraulic actuator be
established on the basis of a computerized nonlinear dynamic analysis of closed-loop system
performance. Modulating actuators should be designed for continuous removal of trapped or
fluid-entrained gases or vapors (sec. 3.1.1.1.4). Actuator seals and guides should be designed
for control of static and dynamic friction forces within the limits established by system
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analysis.Firm actuator designrequirementsshould not be establisheduntil therehasbeen
sufficient interaction betweensystemanalysisand preliminary designto distribute and solve
systemdesignand performanceproblems.
?
3.1.1.1.3 On-Off Control Dynamics
Actuator response timing shall not be affected adversely by differences in piston
effective areas, actuator volumes, or swept volumes.
Hydraulic on-off actuators should be designed for continuous self-priming to minimize
fluid-compressibility effects in obtaining repeatable response timing (sec. 3.1.1.1.4).
Hydraulic-fluid flow-control restrictors must be sized to accommodate differences in piston
effective areas and volumetric displacements on both sides of a double-acting piston.
For a pneumatic on-off actuator, with response-timing control required in both directions, it
is essential that (1) the volume on each side of the piston, with the piston at each extreme
of its displacement, (2) the piston effective areas and corresponding swept volumes and, (3)
the flow-restrictor sizes for each side be adjusted so that the time for motion start in
addition to the full-stroke motion time in each direction will satisfy the response
requirements. Figures 26 and 27 (ref. 42) provide a convenient method for computing
pneumatic-pressure response time in an actuator cavity with a response-control flow
restrictor. A cavity volume, a restrictor effective flow area, and gas properties are used to
compute a response-time constant r. Figure 26 can then be used to relate cavity pressure _o
a step increase in signal pressure. Figure 27 can be used to relate cavity pressure to the initial
cavity pressure in response to a step opening of a vent flow path. Response time is plotted in
terms of the computed time constant.
The parameters involved in figures 26 and 27 are treated therein in customary units. In SI
units,
V2
4 (fig. 26)r = k CA RTI Ssoni c
V2
(fig. 27)
r = k CA _/R(T 2 ) o Sso_i_
where
T
V2
k
= time constant, sec
= cavity volume, mm 3
= ratio of specific heats
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Figure 26. - Plot of gas pressurizing transients in a fixed volume (ref. 42).
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Figure 27, - Plot of gas venting transients in a fixed volume (ref. 42).
CA
R
Tl
= effective flow area, mm 2
= specific gas constant, N-m/K-kg
= supply gas temperature, K
(T2)o = initial cavity temperature, K
Ssonic ---- 4k(k@l / (k+l)/(k-- 1) , dimensionless
3.1.1.1.4 Hydraulic-Actuator Priming
Actuator dynamic response and actuation system stiffness shall not be affected
adversely by trapped or fluid-entrained gases or vapors.
The most reliable technique for removing gases in an hydraulic actuation system, and for
maintaining this primed condition, is to design the actuator for a controlled circulation flow
of hydraulic fluid prior to and during operation. This design feature can ensure removal of
gases initially in the system and removal of entrained gases and vapors released from the
actuation fluid as the fluid pressure decreases from supply pressure to the actuator internal
pressure during actuation. When efficiant self-priming is not feasible, design analysis and test
results should verify that the response and stiffness meet requirements under all potential
conditions of partial priming.
With a single-acting hydraulic piston actuator, continuous priming should be obtained with
(1) a three-way valve operator that delivers hydraulic-system return pressure to the actuator
cavity during standby and delivers supply pressure during operation and (2) a
controlled-leakage flow path from the actuator cavity to a drain system that is at a lower
pressure than the hydraulic-system recirculating return pressure. For a direct-acting
actuator, the sensed-pressure source can be used for circulation flow if pressure is available
prior to actuator operation. Avoiding depletion of the fluid supply is a primary
consideration in designing single-acting actuators for continuous priming.
With a double-acting hydraulic piston actuator, continuous priming should be obtained by
(1) using a four-way-valve operator that provides hydraulic system supply pressure to one
actuation cavity and hydraulic system return pressure to the other cavity and (2)
interconnecting the two actuation cavities with a controlled-leakage flow path. The inflow
port and passages and the Outflow path must be located to maintain a circulation flow that
will remove gases with the actuator in any operating attitude. The actuator should be
designed so that there are no cavities for gas entrapment at an elevation higher than that of
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any outflow path. Clearancesin piston-cylindersealsand orifices or drilled holesfor flow
through a piston are convenient paths for priming flow. If an operationalattitude for an
actuator is such that gasmay be trappedin a location that will not beprimed by circulation
flow through the piston, it may benecessaryto addpriming flow passagesfor outflow from
those locations. Inflow passagesmay be located tangentially with respectto the cylinder
wall to assistpriming by creatingaswirling circulation flow.
Exceptions to these practices occasionally are necessaryfor pressure-sensingactuators
exposedto a systempressurethat must be contained with little or no leakage.In this case,
the entrapped-gascompressibility effects must be accommodatedin the system design,
usuallyby minimizing the actuator volumeand displacement.
3.1.1.1.5 Hydraulic-Fluid Temperature Control
Actuator fluid temperature shall remain within allowable limits under standby as
well as operational conditions.
The simplest combination of actuator materials, heat-transfer path, and fluid-circulation
flow path that satisfies this requirement should be used. Electrical heaters or hydraulic heat
exchangers requiring separate plumbing are alternates that should be considered only if
simple actuator design concepts are not feasible.
Actuator-fluid temperature is controlled most simply by sizing the circulation flow
resistances provided for actuator priming flow so that the priming flow, from a
temperature-controlled source, is sufficient to prevent heat transfer from changing the fluid
temperature beyond established limits.
When the circulation flowrate required for temperature control is large relative to the
flowrate required for actuator displacement transients, parallel-circulation flow paths are
recommended. The actuation fluid should flow through a timing-control flow restrictor, and
the temperature-control fluid should flow through heat-exchanger passages in the actuator
housing. Flow restrictors in a temperature-control flow path should be located where the
greatest localized heat-transfer coefficients, accompanying localized high fluid velocities, are
most beneficial in transferring heat energy to or from the hydraulic fluid.
3.1.1.1.6 Safety Requirements for Test and Operation
Test and operation of pressurized components shall comply with requirements for
personnel safety as well as with those for structural integrity.
It is recommended that proof pressures be specified with a tolerance of-+2 percent. The
fluid to be used, the test setup, the filtration and moisture-limiting requirements, and the
test procedure should be specified in detail for protection of personnel as well as for
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•preservation of hardware structural integrity. The proof pressureshould be applied for a
minimum time of 2 minutes and then reducedto zeroat specifiedlimiting ratesof pressure
change.Each proof-pressuretest should be repeated for a total of five pressurizingand
depressurizingcycles.
The safeoperating pressurefor personnelexposureshouldbea function of the pressurizing
media, the pressuresthe component has previously experienced, and the component
burst-pressurerating. If a safety-factor policy has not been established,the following
practices are recommended. For components that may be pressurizedwith poisonous,
corrosive, flammable, cryogenic, or compressiblefluids and that are not proof-pressure
tested, the safe operating pressureshould not exceed1/6 the calculatedor demonstrated
minimum burst pressure, whichever is lower. When such components have been
proof-pressuretested, the safe operatingpressureshould not exceed2/3 the proof pressure
or 1/4 the calculatedor demonstratedminimum burst pressure,whicheverlimit is lowest.
For componentsthat will be pressurizedwith nonhazardousliquids only, and that are not
proof-pressuretested, the safe operating pressureshould not exceed1/4 the calculated or
demonstratedminimum burst pressure,whichever is lower. When such componentshave
been proof-pressuretested, the safe operating pressure'should not exceed2/3 the proof
pressureor 2/5 the calculatedor demonstratedminimum burst pressure,whicheverlimit is
lowest.
Wheneverfeasiblewithin designconstraints, eachspring-loadedactuator shouldbe designed
so that disassemblyresults in everyspring with significant force returning to its free length
with the assemblyfastenersstill engaged.This practice requirescareful attention to fastener
engagement lengths and to spring lengths. Shorter springs with greater spring rates
frequently can be used to eliminate disassemblyproblems while obtaining the required
installed load. Whenanassemblyprocedurerequiresthe applicationof springforcesprior to
engagementof spring-retainingfeatures, with consequentdisassemblyhazard, a standard
warning tagmust beused.A durablemetalwarning tagshouldbeattachedto the actuator in
a prominent location in a manner that minimizes the potential for inadvertent damageor
removal.
3.1.1.2 FLOWRESTRICTORS
3.1.1.2.1 Flow Control
Flow restrictors shall satisfy actuator response requirements with the least
possible testing and fitting.
When precise control of actuator response is required in an open-loop system, it is
recommended that response-control flow restrictors (primarily orifices) be designed for
installation with negligible leakage in parallel with the primary flow paths through the
restrictors. The use of flow-test procedures to size orifices is recommended only when the
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orifice configuration is not amenableto control of the effective flow areaby precisecontrol
of dimensions.The useof sharp-edgedorificesis recommendedfor easeOfcontrol of _)rifice
entry geometry and attendant flow coefficients. The dimensional tolerancesand surface
finishesshould be establishedwith sufficient precisionto eliminate the needfor orifice flow
testing and cut-and-try sizing. It is recommendedthat the smoothnessof surface finish
specified for the orifice bore and the upstreamfacebe consistentwith the desiredsharpness
of the entry. These recommendationsare illustrated in figure 28 for a response-control
orifice that is designedfor symmetry to eliminate potential assemblyerror.
Scaling surfaces parallel within
'_ 0.001 in. (25.4 Urn)
x\\x
x\\\
\\\\
\\\\
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• O"0215 - Oi 0000 in" O.0 iJm /
Figure 28. - Recommended tolerances for a precision orific:e.'
As discussed in section 2.2.1.1, if cut-and-try procedures are to be eliminated in satisfying
actuator response requirements, it is essential that pilot valve effective flow areas and
plumbing line sizes be great enough to concentrate system flow resistances at the
response-control orifices.
When an orifice must be flow tested to obtain and verify the desired effective flow area, the
test setup of figure 29 is recommended. When the same lest setup is used for checking all
orifice test specimens, the effective flow area of a specimen is proportional to the ratio of
P2 to P1 for pneumatic flow, or is proportional to the square root of the ratio of (P2-P3) to
(P1-P2) for hydraulic flow. With this setup, pressure P1 is regulated at a specified nominal
PS
P1
\ \
\ \
,- Pressure x_ Standard
regulator orifice
P2
I1_ P3(= Pamb)
\
"'-Test orifice
Figure 29. - Schematic of setup for orifice flowtest.
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value, and the effective flow area of a test specimen is compared with the effective flow area
of an orifice, used as a comparison standard. The test requirements can be based solely on
two pressure_ measurements and the appropriate• ratios, eliminating the need for flow
measurements with their inherent limitations on accuracy. ,
. It is recommended that precision orifices be finished by precision lapping procedures for the
:,.bores and faces. With orifice_entry :edges controlled_ by the intersection of two lapped
surfaces, deburring of'the orifice entry is not necessary, and precise control of entry
geometry is obtained. To prevent mechanical damage and to obtain the required degree of
inspection accuracy, precision orifices should be inspected by high-power microscope only;
the use of go/no-go pins and other mechanical inspection techniques should be prohibited
by drawing-controlled specifications.
3.1.1.2.2 Temperature-Effect Compensation
Actuator dynamic response as a function of fluid flow shall remain within
allowable limits throughout the full range of fluid and environmental
temperatures.
When changes in fluid temperature affect the flow through a fixed flow restrictor to the
extent that actuator dynamic response fails to comply with response requirements, a
restrictor with temperature-effect compensation should be considered as an alternate to a
fixed restrictor. If a design concept like that of figure 5 is used, obtain nearly linear
• .compensation ,throughout the temperature range by careful apportionment of the parallel
,f!owrates through the fixed and variable restrictions under room-temperature conditions.
3.1.1.2.3 Contamination
: _.Actuator dynamic response shall not .be affected adversely by flow-restrictor
: _, Contamination. : : :
In.hydraulic::systems,_ wherever ,a small-size, response-control flow restrictor is used, a
:strainer or_.filter should always be located to protect the restrictor against contamination
resulting from fluid inflow. If the hydraulic actuator is designed to minimize internal
contaminant generation and is assembled under clean conditions, filtration of outflow is not
required. This practice applies when an orifice diameter is 0.070 in. (1.78 mm) or smaller;
for a needle valve, it applies when the radial clearance between the needle and the valve seat
is 0.070 in. (1.78 mm) or smaller. A filter located near a flow restrictor must be shielded
from direct fluid-jet impingement against the filter element to preclude filter-element
damage when flow is.in the direction of'the restrictor to the filter.
In pneumatic systems, the use of individual filters for critical flow restrictors requires
evaluation of each particular case to determine whether a filter will enhance or detract from
restrictor reliability. In debatable situations, the design should include provision for
flow-restrictor filters that can be retained or deleted as test and operating experience is
accumulated.
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A strainer or filter anda timing-control flow restrictor incorporatedin anactuatorassembly
is the preferred configuration because it protects the assembly against inadvertent
contamination or inadvertent overspeedactuation during component checkout. A filter
shouldbe sizedfor low pressuredrop and for adequatecapacityto retain contaminants,so
that changesin filter flow resistancewill haveonly minor effect on overallflow resistance.
3.1.1.3 SPRINGS
3.1.1.3.1 General Requirements
A mechanical spring and its installation shall satisfy actuator reliability
requirements as well as spring mechanical design requirements.
The use of mechanical springs in piston actuators should be avoided whenever feasible.
When springs are required, it is recommended that all helical springs be designed for
solid-height stresses within the allowable stress limits for the spring materials; this practice
will preclude spring deformation under vibration conditions in which coil clashing may
occur. Stress limits must allow for the maximum spring temperature that maybe occur
under all test as well as operational conditions. Potential vibration-induced deflections
should be minimized by designing each spring so that the deflection from free length to
minimum working length is approximately 80 percent of the deflection from free length to
solid height.
3.1.1.3.2 Generation of Metal Particles
A mechanical spring and its retention features shall not generate metal particles.
Clearances between springs and adjacent parts should be designed to preclude contact
resulting from acceleration and vibration deflections as well as from distortion deflections
that accompany spring installation and piston stroking. Details of spring end-coil design
should be specified explicitly to eliminate sharp edges and to control the thickness and
structural integrity of end-coil tips. It is recommended further that helical-spring end coils
and end-coil retainers be designed to minimize potential lateral displacement and
consequent relative motion. Diametral clearance between a spring end coil and its retainer,
required to accommodate coil-diameter forming tolerances, can be reduced by machining
end-coil inside or outside diameter to closer tolerances than the forming tolerances.
Additionally, it is recommended that an end-coil retainer for a helical spring be fabricated
from relatively hard metals only. Spring retainer configurations can be machined directly
into a steel piston or housing. When a relatively soft metal such as aluminum is used for a
piston housing, separate steel spring retainers, restrained by pins or other mechanical
interlock against motion relative to the piston or the housing, should be used.
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3.1.1.3.3 Helical-Spring Rotation
Helical-spring angular displacement that accompanies axial deflection shall not
produce adverse effects.
Helical-spring rotation that occurs as the spring is compressed to its installed length during
assembly of an actuator should be accommodated by one of three methods: (1) allow the
piston to rotate; (2) use assembly fixtures that permit spring rotation; or (3) use a thrust
bearing in compression under a spring end coil. Coil rotation that accompanies a long
working stroke should be accommodated by a design that allows piston rotation or by the
use of a thrust bearing under one end coil. The preferred location for a thrust bearing is at
the fixed end of a helical spring rather than at the moving piston end. Coil rotation
accompanying compression of adjacent coils into contact with each other (coil clash) as a
result of acceleration or vibration should be minimized by designing springs as
recommended in section 3.1.3.1.
3.1.1.4 MATERIALS
3.1.1.4.1 General
Material structural integrity shall be maintained throughout the storage and
service life of an actuator.
Materials known to be susceptible to stress-corrosion cracking (table I) should not be used
when the expected environment is conducive to that failure mode. Parts made from
aluminum alloys should be chromic- or sulphuric-acid anodized to enhance corrosion
resistance. Surface finishes of 63 g in. (1.60/_m) AA, or smoother, should be specified for
all machined surfaces. Materials selections for specific types of actuator and operator
elements are discussed under separate topic headings for those elements.
3.1.1.4.2 Helical-Spring Material
Helical spring material shall be compatible with the environments to which it will
be exposed.
For maximum reliability in space-flight hardware, materials for helical springs should be
limited to the corrosion-resistant alloys.
When design analysis reveals temperature-related spring-force or spring-rate variations
resulting in failure to comply with actuator performance requirements, the use of a
Ni-Span-C helical spring, heat treated to minimize temperature-related variations in its spring
rate, is recommended. When Ni-Span-C is used, the solid-height maximum fiber stress should
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be limited to the rangeof 60,000 to 80,000psi (414 to 552 MN/m2); with 60,000psi (414
MN/m2) as the limit in applications where spring vibration is anticipated and shift in
installed load is a critical design consideration: The use of Ni-Span-Cor similar spring
materials to minimize temperature-relatedvariationsin mechanicalspringraterequiresstrict
quality control procedures to verify the effectivenessof the material heat treatment.
Becauset,he allowable stressesfor Ni-Span-Care appreciably lower than the allowable
stressesfor other commonly used spring materials, greater installation spacemust be
provided for Ni-Span-Csprings;this spacerequirement shouldbe anticipated early in the
designactivity.
Whendifferential expansionor contraction of actuator componentpartsresultsin excessive
variation in the installed length of a referencespring, the temperature-effectcompensation
techniquesof section3.1.2.3.2 arerecommended.
It is recommendedthat the useof 17-4PHand 17-7PHfor springsbediscontinuedbecause
thesematerialsaresusceptibleto long-termstresscorrosion.
3.1.2 Diaphragm Actuators
3.1.2.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
3.1.2.1.1 Fluid-Inflow Effects
Diaphragm structural integrity shall be maintained under all conditions of fluid
inflow.
It is recommended that pressurized cavities and inflow porting associated with a diaphragm
be designed so that high-velocity fluid inflow during initial pressurization or during
operation does not impinge directly on the diaphragm. In designs requiring small clearances
between a movable diaphragm surface and fixed surfaces, the fluid inflow should be filtered
to preclude damage resulting from trapping solid-particle contaminants between the
diaphragm and the fixed surfaces. When test or operational conditions introduce the
potential for ice formation in the clearances between a movable diaphragm and adjacent
fixed surfaces, the clearances should be designed to accommodate this form of solid-particle
contamination, and system operational specifications should be established and
implemented to minimize this problem.
3.1.2.1.2 Vibration
Diaphragm cycle-life endurance capability
vibration-induced dynamic oscillations.
shall not be degraded by
f
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It is recommendedthat, diaphragm referenGespringsand their installations, especiallyfor
modulating diaphragms, be designed to eliminate resonance modes under vibration
conditions. Diaphragmsshould be isolated from fluctuating driving forces associatedwith
sensed-pressuredynamics. It is recommendedthat modulating diaphragm actuators be
designedfor dashpot damping, using the diaphragmas the dashpot piston and sizing the
associatedvolume and orifice for the maximum dampingconsistentwith the required speed
of response.
3.1.2.1.3 Installation Mismatch
Diaphragm cycle-life endurance capability shall not be degraded by mismatch of
diaphragm elements with contacting surfaces.
Alignments and concentricities of all parts that affect installation of a diaphragm should be
obtained by controlling tolerances on dimensions and by designing for self-alignment of
parts that contact each other. To obtain concentricity of inner and outer clamping surfaces,
take into account the diametral clearance between the diaphragm piston rod and its guides.
The assembly procedure, and the use of any required tools and fixtures for the positioning
of parts, should be formally specified and controlled. When nonmetallic I diaphragms are
used, the use of initially flat diaphragms of pliable plastic materials, with convolutions
formed in place by the application of controlled pressures following installation, should be
considered.
3.1:2.1.4 Interply Pressures
Actuation pressures shall not result in interply pressurization of a multiple-ply
diaphragm.
Actuators with multiple-ply diaphragms should be designed to preclude exposure of interply
voids to applied pressures.• When multiple-ply diaphragms are retained by clamping,
diaphragm inner and outer edges should be vented to ambient pressure. In mechanical
design, utilize the basic concepts illustrated in figure •6. Seal welding of metal diaphragms,
alternate diaphragm clamping features, or supplementary static seals may be used to
advantage, the choice depending on specific actuator configuration requirements.
3.1.2,1.5 Convolution Reversals
A diaphragm actuator shall withstand the maximum
differential-pressure reversal without loss of required cycle-life
capability.
anticipated
endurance
The stiffness of metal diaphragm convolutions may be sufficient to resist deformation when
exposed to low-level differential-pressure reversals. A factor of_ 1.5 should be applied to the
anticipated differential-pressure reversal for purposes of analysis or test. Each
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diaphragm-actuatorapplication must be analyzed carefully to determine the maximum
potential diaphragm differential-pressure reversal, under transient and surge pressure
conditions, aswell asunder quiescenttest and operatingconditions, sothat the actuator can
be designedto accommodate the most severedifferential-pressurereversalthat may be
experiencedin service.The useof opposingdiaphragmswith avented intermediatespace,as
illustrated in figure 6(b), eliminates the potential for diaphragmreversal resulting from
applied differential-pressurereversals.
3.1.2.1.60verstroking
A diaphragm shall not be subject to overstroking and overstressing in any phase of
an assembly process.
If an assembly process requires a diaphragm-actuator subassembly that at any time can be
separated from stroke-limiting features in the complete assembly, the actuator subassembly
should have mechanical stops to limit potential diaphragm axial displacement to no more
than 90 percent of its calculated maximum allowable displacement. The maximum
allowable axial displacement of a diaphragm from its neutral position can be used most
efficiently if the diaphragm is installed in an actuator assembly so that its neutral position
corresponds to the midstroke position of the actuation mechanism. Under these conditions,
the working stroke of the diaphragm will be one-half the full stroke of the actuation
mechanism. Stated conversely, the full stroke of the actuation mechanism can be two times
as great as the allowable axial displacement of the diaphragm. For a given diaphragm design,
such installation minimizes diaphragm deflection stresses and provides the greatest
allowance for dimensional tolerances related to axial positioning of the diaphragm when an
actuator is assembled.
3.1.2.2 DIAPHRAGM ELEMENTS
3.1.2.2.1 General Requirements
A diaphragm and its installation shall comply with actuator reliability
requirements as well as with diaphragm mechanical design requirements.
Convolution annular width, depth, blend radii, and the material thickness must be designed
to accommodate applied pressures and axial deflections within the material stress
limitations. Retainer corners adjacent to diaphragms should be smoothly rounded with a
minimum radius dimension at least double the diaphragm thickness. Retainer radii should be
smaller than mating diaphragm-convolution blend radii to minimize the potential for
mechanical interference. Convolution annular widths must be large enough, and material
thicknesses must be small enough, to preclude convolution wrinkling during forming or as a
result of axial displacement.
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Tests of representative diaphragms,as installed in an actuator assembly,should verify
conformance with design requirementsfor mechanicalspringrate, deflection, and applied
pressures;and life-cycle tests and vibration tests should verify reliable conformancewith
durability requirements.
3.1.2.2.2 Interply and Interface Contamination
Fabrication, processing, and installation of diaphragm elements shall minimize the
potential for failure resulting from interply or interface contaminants.
The use of single-ply diaphragm elements provides the most direct approach to eliminating
diaphragm contamination problems. When multiple-ply diaphragm elements are used, they
should be formed and maintained as matched sets; and formal procedures for forming,
processing, and installing should be specified and rigorously controlled so that diaphragm
interply cleanliness is maintained. With single-ply or multiple-ply diaphragms, effective
process controls are required in obtaining cleanliness at interfaces between diaphragms and
contacting parts. When a metal diaphragm, single-ply or multiple-ply, is welded to a retainer,
the interface between the diaphragm and the retainer should be designed to minimize the
potential for interface contamination during welding; effective process controls should be
implemented to obtain and maintain interface cleanliness.
3.1.2.2.3 Diaphragm Forming
3.1.2.2.3.1 Die Forming
Dies and forming procedures for preformed diaphragms shall control diaphragm
geometry within acceptable limits.
Forming dies should be designed with an allowance for material springback when forming
forces are removed. In all cases, representative samples of diaphragms formed with a
particular die design should be precisely inspected and tested to prove conformance with
design requirements. Inspection of diaphragm proof samples may indicate consistent
production of diaphragms with acceptable dimensions. If those dimensions differ from the
dimensions originally specified, as a result of material springback, minor revision of
dimensional specifications for parts that clamp the diaphragm may be required. The need
for such minor revisions should be anticipated in a design program when a new
preformed-diaphragm design is to be used, and springback cannot be predicted precisely.
Rigorous production controls are required to ensure that all preformed diaphragms used in
actuator assemblies have been formed with proven dies and that no changes in the dies, the
diaphragm material, or the forming process occur without a repetition of the die-proving
procedure. To supplement the production controls, sample diaphragms from each
production lot should be inspected dimensionally and burst tested.
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3.1.2. 2. 3. 2 Forming in Place
A formed, in-place diaphragm shall withstand actua'tor operating pressure. _
When a diaphragm is to be formed in place, the initial application of pressure should be a
forming pressure that is greater than the maximum anticipated operating pressure, including
surge pressures. The forming pressure should be equal to or greater than the required proof
pressure for the actuator. It is recommended that the forming pressure be applied gradually,
maintained for several minutes, and then removed gradually. This cycle should be repeated
several times to ensure complete forming (sec. 2.1.1.1.6). Diaphragms thus formed should
never be reused, Formal specifications should require the installation of new diaphragms and
a repetition of the forming-pressure cycles any time an actuator has been disassembled. If a
diaphragm is to be formed at room temperature, the specified forming pressure should take
into account the material properties at maximum operating temperature and maximum
operating ipressure. The diaphragms must be designed to preclude excessive yielding and
localized thinning under the forming conditions, due account being _given the actuator
stroke as well as the forming pressure. Development test effort in establishing the optimum
material thickness should be anticipated for new designs that are significantly different from
proven designs.
k
3.1.2.3 SPRINGS
3.1.2.3.1 Spring-Force Control
t i
Lateral components of spring forces applied to a diaphragm shall remain within
acceptable limits throughout the required cycle life.
Actuator design details should be carefully controlled to ensure uniform application of axial
spring forces with respect to a diaphragm axis. Lateral spring forces applied to a diaphragm
should be minimized, and a diaphragm should have adequate support against lateral
deflection. When helical-spring lateral forces resulting from nonparallel spring ends in the
installed condition can be transmitted to a diaphragm, springs should be fabricated for
parallelism of the end coils at the installed compressed height.: It is recommended that all
drawings for helical compression springs be supplemented by a specification document that
establishes spring classifications, design requirements for each classification, and quality
control requirements for obtaining spring precision commensurate with specific application
requirements.
3.1.2.3.2 Temperature-Effect Compensation
, A diaphragm actuator Shall function satisfactorily throughou( the range of
temperatures, temperature gradients, and temperature transients to which it is
exposed. _
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When actuation at a precise pressure setting is required and when compensationfor
temperature effects is necessary,conduct a thorough analysisof environmental conditions
and of transient and steady-statetemperaturegradientsthroughout the actuator assembly.
The design techniques discussedpreviously are recommendedin preferenceto the more
elaboratetechniquesdescribedin references64, 65, and75, unlessdesigncomplexity canbe
justified in specific designsituations.
3.1.2.4 MATERIALS
Diaphragm materials shall not be affected adversely by installation, storage, test,
and operational conditions.
Factors that must be considered in selection of material include heating during welding,
potential galvanic corrosion, stress corrosion, stress relaxation, thermal stability, cyclic
stresses, and chemical compatibility. Cold working during forming increases the strength of
some metals such as the 300-series CRES alloys, but if cold-workable diaphragms are to be
welded to retainers, they should be stress relief annealed to obtain diaphragms with
predictable and repeatable properties. It is recommended that the use of 17-7PH for
diaphragms be discontinued because of its susceptibility to long-term stress corrosion.
Hydrogen embrittlement of 17-7PH, and consequent drastic reduction in cycle life,
eliminates this material from consideration when exposure to hydrogen is required, lnconel
718 is recommended for applications requiring high strength or extensive cycling. The use of
nonmetal diaphragms should be limited to applications in which very low mechanical spring
rates are necessary and excellent cleanliness control is assured. Materials for nonmetal
diaphragms should be selected for reliable quality control as well as for physical properties.
3.1.3 Bellows Actuators
3.1.3.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
3.1.3.1.1 Fluid-Inflow Effects
Bellows actuator structural integrity shall be maintained under all conditions of
fluid flow.
It is recommended that pressurized cavities and inflow porting associated with a bellows
element be designed so that fluid inflow does not impinge directly on the bellows. In designs
requiring small clearances between convolutions, fluid inflow should be filtered to preclude
damage resulting frOm trapping solid-particle contaminants between convolutions. When test
or operational conditions introduce the potential for ice formation between convolutions,
generous clearances between convolutions should be provided, and system operational
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specifications should be establishedand implemented to minimize any possibility of ice
formation,
3.1.3.1.2 Fluid-Flow Dynamic Forces
Bellows cycle-life endurance capability
dynamic forces.
shaft not be degraded by fluid-flow
When an actuator design requires exposure of a bellows element to fluid flow that may
apply continuing dynamic forces to the bellows, the actuator should be designed to
attenuate those forces. In a pressure-actuated valve assembly with a bellows exposed tothe
valve effluent, it is recommended that the bellows be located in a semistagnant region out of
a turbulent flow path or located in an enclosure or shield sleeve that creates a semistagnant
environment for the bellows. It is recommended that a pressure-sensing bellows be located
in an isolating cavity with an orifice or small port for snubbing sensed-pressure fluctuations.
/
3.1.3.1.3 Fatigue Life
Bellows elements shall satisfy full-stroke cycle-life endurance requirements and
vibration endurance requirements.
This criterion is satisfied best by designing a bellows so that its natural frequencies are above
the range of the driving freq,uencies with significant energy. If this technique is not feasible,
as a result of design constraints, it is essential that the actuator and its bellows element be
designed for vibration damping. Vibration damping can be obtained by the use of an
articulated bellows, using the dividing rings or guides as friction dampers or as viscous
damping vanes. Articulated bellows guides with controlled guide-to-cylinder clearances for
fluid flow, and with orifices through the guides if necessary for flow control, can be used to
introduce vibration damping forces opposing guide velocity but independent of steady-state
displacement, as in the case of fluid dashpots. In designing for full-stroke cycle-life
endurance requirements, generous allowance should be made for factors that can reduce the
fatigue life of a particular bellows element, e.g., localized convolution deformations incurred
during fabrication, processing, or installation. When extended cycle-life endurance is
required, especially under conditions of severe vibration, the recommendations in. sections
3.1.3.2.2 and 3.1.3.2.3 for the use of single-ply formed bellows are emphasized.
3.1.3.1.40verstroking
Bellows elements shall not be subject to overstroking and overstressing in any
phase of art assembly process.
If,an assembly process requires the use of a bellows-actuator subassembly that at any time
can be separated from stroke-limiting features in the complete assembly, the actuator
subassembly should contain mechanical stops that limit potential bellows axial displacement
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to no more than 90 percent of the calculated maximum allowable displacement.The
maximum allowable axial displacementof a formed bellowsfrom its neutral position canbe
usedmost efficiently if the bellows is installed in an actuator suchthat its neutral position
correspondsto the midstroke position of the actuation mechanism.Under theseconditions,
the working stroke of the actuator will be one-half the full stroke of the actuation
mechanism.Statedconversely,full stroke of the actuation mechanismcanbe two timesas
great as the allowable axial displacementof the bellows from its neutral position. For a
given formed-bellows design, such installation minimizes bellows deflection stressesand
provides the greatestallowancefor dimensionaltolerancesrelatedto axial positioning of the
bellows when an actuator is assembled.When bellows with corrugations welded to each
other are used, displacement in extension from the neutral position should always be
avoided.Bellowshandling and installation proceduresshouldbespecifiedand controlled to
protect bellowselementsand to preventinstallation of damagedelements.
3.1.3.2 BELLOWS ELEMENTS
3.1.3.2.1 General Requirements
Bellows characteristics and bellows installation shall satisfy actuator reliability
requirements as well as bellows mechanical design requirements.
General design practices for bellows should be supplemented with the specific design criteria
and recommended practices presented in section 3.1.3.1.
Tests of representative bellows, as installed in an actuator assembly, should verify
conformance with design requirements for mechanical spring rate, deflection, and applied
pressures; and life-cycle tests and vibration tests should verify conformance with durability
requirements.
3.1.3.2.2 Interply Contamination
Fabrication, processing, and installation of bellows elements shall minimize the
potential for failure resulting from interply contaminants.
This criterion is satisfied best by designing actuators for the use of single-ply bellows
elements. When the use of multiple-ply bellows elements is essential, on the basis of
objective and critical analysis of actuator design requirements, formal procedures for
ensuring interply cleanliness during bellows element fabrication and welding to end fittings
should be specified and rigorously controlled. When multiple-ply bellows are heli-arc
fusion-welded to an end fitting, the plies should be resistance-welded together at the bellows
ends prior to fusion welding to the end fitting in order to prevent entry of gases or
contaminants between the plies.
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3.1.3.2,3 Fabrication Effects -. .- ...... . . .
The structural characteristics and endurance capabilities of bellows e!¢ments shall
not be degraded by fabrication effects. . _ _:._: i_
This criterion is satisfied best bY designing actuators for the use Of formed bellows elements.
When the use of bellows elements with corrugations welded to each other is essential, on the
basis of actuator size or mechanical spring rate limitations, welding process procedures
should be carefully specified and rigorously• controlled .... : i.'":':-='' : 7, _./,._ 2 5'_ ::; _ __._,,
When a bellows is made from heat-treatable metal alloys, the be!!ows shog!_..be welded to
compatible non'heat-treatable end fittings prior to heat treatment. Wken bellows end
fittings are welded to an actuator housing or to other actuator elements; bellows heating
should always be avoided because localized heating may alter the bellows material
properties .... _ .......
When bellows with welded corrugations are used, actuators shquld be designed for
essentiallyall bellows operation in compression only.
It is recommended that all Welding procedures includ e cleanliness control procedures as a
safeguard against potential Corrosion. For minimizing corrosion potential, weldingat end
fittings is recommended in preference to soldering or brazing.
When exposure to reactive fluids is required, actuators should be designed so that crevices at
bellows end-fitting joints are not exposed to the fluids.
3.1.3.2.4 Bellows Squirm
• . .:.
, . , . ,
The actuator configuration shall preclude the occurrence of structural failures
resulting from bellows squirm or column buckling.
, : o i , .':, _ : _ _i': .i
It is recommended that actuators be designed so that the maximum pressu:re _ifference to
which a bellows element is exposed is applied with the higher pressure external to the
bellows element. The actuator design should provide sufficient guiding of movable bellows
ends to preclude lateral offset to an extent, that Can appreciably reduce the resistance to
buckling. When squirm or buckling problems with simple bellows elements cannot, be
avoided, theuse of articulated bellows elements (fig. 9) is recommended. • ........
3.1.3.2.5 Quality Control
The quality of bellows elements and assemblies shall be consistently acceptable.
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It is recommendedthat bellows elements,and parts to which they arejoined, bedesigned
with accessibility for inspection asa primary consideration.Wheninspection for cleanliness
or defects isdifficult or impossible,asin bellowswith weldedcorrugationsor multiple plies,
fabrication processing must be adequately controlled for quality assurance.Formal
packaging,handling, test, and installation proceduresshould be specifiedand implemented
to prevent installation of a defectivebellows in aflight actuator.
3.1.3.3 BELLOWS SPRING CHARACTERISTICS
A bellows actuator shall function satisfactorily throughout the range of
temperatures, temperature gradients, and temperatu/e transients to which it is
exposed.
Bellows elements should be designed for structural integrity throughout the temperature
range to which they are exposed, and it should be demonstrated that temperature-related
variations in mechanical spring force and spring rate do not adversely affect actuator
performance. When analysis or test reveals temperature-related spring-force or spring-rate
variations that result in failure of the actuator to comply with performance requirements,
the temperature-effect compensation techniques discussed in section 3.1.2.3.2 should be
employed.
3.1.3.4 BELLOWS MATERIALS
Bellows materials shall not be affected adversely by installation, storage, test, and
operational conditions.
Factors that must be considered in the choice of material include heating during welding,
potential galvanic corrosion, stress corrosion, stress relaxation, thermal stability, chemical
compatibility, and cyclic stresses. The use of stress-relief-annealed bellows elements is
recommended for minimizing potential weld-heating effects and for long-term retention of
the as-fabricated material properties. It is recommended that the use of 17-7PH for bellows
be discontinued because of its susceptibility to long-term stress corrosion. Hydrogen
embrittlement of 17-7PH, and consequent drastic reduction in its cycle-life capability,
eliminates this material from consideration when exposure to hydrogen is required. Inconel
718 or its equivalent is a good choice for most applications.
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3.1.4 Solenoid and Torque-Motor Actuators
3.1.4.1 ELECTROMAGNETIC CIRCUITS
3.1.4.1.1 Materials
Electromagnetic-circuit materials shall be compatible with fluids or vapors to
which they may be exposed.
It is recommended that the design of electromagnetic circuits call for corrosion-resistant
ferromagnetic materials that do not require protective platings. If plating can be justified for
parts requiring special consideration in a circuit, design allowances must be made for
nonuniform plating thicknesses at internal and external corners or at other surface
discontinuities. Smooth machined finishes on exposed surfaces should be specified to
enhance corrosion resistance. Surfaces exposed to reactive fluids should be designed to
eliminate fissures or fluid traps that impair flushing or degrade corrosion resistance.
3.1.4.1.2 Eddy Currents
Eddy currents in a solenoid actuator shall not degrade speed of response.
When high-speed response is required, it is recommended that the center of the coil be
located as close to the working airgap as is structurally feasible. This location reduces the
time lag between a change in coil field strength and the resulting change in airgap flux, the
lag being due to induced eddy currents in the ferromagnetic material in the intervening flux
path. When high-speed response is required, and chemical-compatibility considerations
require the use of a ferromagnetic material that has a relatively high electrical conductivity,
use slotted parts in the flux path. The slots should be located to parallel the direction of the
lines of flux and thus introduce electrical resistance to induced eddy currents in the
transverse direction.
3.1.4.1.3 Residual Magnetism
Residual magnetism in a solenoid actuator shall not adversely affect deenergize
response.
As a general practice, it is recommended that each solenoid actuator in a nominal 28-volt
system be designed for positive deactuation, subsequent to actuation, at an impressed
voltage equal to or greater than 2 volts, as the impressed voltage is gradually reduced from
its maximum limit. The maximum limit on impressed voltage is the maximum steady-state
value resulting from voltage tolerances in the system power supply. If actuator working-load
forces that are not always present (e.g., fluid pressure forces) assist deactuation, they should
not be applied in tests intended to verify deactuation capability; if actuator working-load
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forcesretard deactuation,they shouldbeapplied.This practiceensurespositivedeactuation,
subsequentto actuation, under checkout aswell asOperatingconditions, in the presenceof
maximum residual magnetismandwith anallowancefor signal-circuitleakagecurrent in the
deenergized mode. The 2-volt deactuation limit is a rule-of-thumb value for 28-volt
space-flight solenoid actuators and issubjectto revisionon the basisof designrequirements
for specific actuator and signal circuits. Systemsoperatedat other voltagelevelsshould be
analyzedto determineappropriatespecificationdropout levels.
3.1.4.1.4 External Magnetic Fields
The strength of the external magnetic field produced by an electromagnetic
actuator shall be limited as required by system specifications.
Limits on the external magnetic field should be considered only to the ey.tent that
performance of other components is affected. In situations wherein external-field limits are
specified, high-permeability enclosures of ferromagnetic materials may be required for
magnetic shielding. Coil voltage-surge suppression may be required for limiting transient
field strength. It is recommended that the need for iterative design and development effort
be minimized by an analysis of the magnetic field supported by comparison with existing
designs for which field-strength measurements have been obtained.
3.1.4.2 ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS
3.1.4.2.1 Voltage-Surge Suppression
Circuit designs to suppress deenergize voltage surge in solenoid actuators shall not
adversely affect functional or structural integrity of production units.
Incorporation of surge-suppression circuits in the solenoid actuator assembly is not
recommended for space-flight hardware. Any surge-suppression elements in an actuator
assembly must be capable of withstanding not only the operational temperature range, but
also the temperatures to which the elements will be subjected during the fabrication of the
coil assembly and welding for hermetic sealing. Capability for verifying coil insulation
resistance with high-voltage tests should be maintained. Surge-suppression design utilizing
diodes that require a polarity-sensitive coil assembly should not be used. If voltage-surge
suppression is required for protection of driving-circuit elements, it is recommended that
surge-suppression features be incorporated in the driving circuit.
3.1.4.2.2 Driving Circuit
The combination of solenoid actuator and driving
required dynamic response.
circuit Shall provide the
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It is recommended that the required response characteristics for a solenoid actuator be
specified in terms of response to voltage step inputs. For design analysis and f0r_testing,
determining the response to step inputs is convenient and provides the most meaningful
measure of response. The response to voltages throughout the tolerance range for applied
voltages should be determined, so that nonlinearities may be identified, Requirements for
the response of a solenoid actuator to step inputs should be based on the response of the
driving circuit to its inputs. Several iterations may be required in specifying actuator'and
driving circuit individual requirements, performing design analyses and preparing
preliminary designs, redefining individual requirements, and so forth _in arriving at a
sucCessful hardware design. , _
3.1.4.3 COILS
3.1.4.3.1 Corrosion Protection
Solenoid and torque-motor coils shall not be sub/ect to chemical or galvanic
corrosion.
The most positive method for obtaining coil corrosion resistance is to enclose the coil in a
compartment, remove the air in the process of drying the compartment, fill it with an inert
gas, and seal it hermetically. True hermetic sealing requires the use of an electrical connector
in which contact-pin insulation is fused to the pin and to the connector shell, and all joints
must be welded or brazed. It is essential that the design specifications include detailed
specification of the procedures for drying, purging, gas filling, and completion of the seal
welding. Because the results of these critical procedures cannot be determined by inspection
of a completed assembly, formal control of the procedures is required.
3.1.4.3.2 Coil-Wire Insulation
3.1.4.3.2.1 Temperature Limitations
Coil insulation materials shall be suitable for the coil temperature range.
It is recommended that coil-wire insulation materials for all applications be limited to
non-reactive plastics with known temperature ratings. The actuator assembly should be
tested to verify the adequacy of the insulation material in withstanding localized: heating
under all operating conditions.
3.'1.4. 3. 2. 2 Resistance and Dielectric Strength
Coil insulation in a complete coil assembly shall withstand the maximum
an ticipated transient voltage with out degradation.
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Iils recommended that all elements of a solenoid coil assemblybe designedfor, and
acceptancetestedwith, conditions at leastassevereasthosediscussedin section2.1.4.3.2.2.
It is recommendedfurther that eachmaterial thicknessspecification take into accountthe
thicknesstolerances and the thinning effects resulting from coil-wire tension during coil
Winding. Single-film-thicknesscoil-wire insulation shouldnot beusedunlesssuchusecanbe
justifie d by limitations on coil space.Dielectric-strengthtest specificationsshould limit the
test ,duration to the minimum time required for efficient performance of these tests. It is
recommended that dielectric-strength tests be performed only during acceptance testing of
new Or =overhauled components. All checkout and test procedures in which coil assemblies
are involved should be controlled carefully to prevent needless repetition of
dielectric-strength tests.
3.1.4.3.3 Temperature-Effect Compensation
A coil assembly shall provide sufficient ampere-turns for operation at maximum
coil temperature and sufficient resistance to prevent excessive current drain at
minimum coil temperature.
It is recommended that the coil design use only conventional copper magnet wire if
Considerations of coil temperature, available space, and required response time permit. The
use of constantan wire in series with copper wire is recommended when the required
temperature range results in excessive current variation in an all-copper-wire coil.
3.1.4.3,4 Coil-Wire Extensions
Coil-wire extensions for attachment to an electrical connector shall withstand
vibration-induced flexing.
For coil-wire diameters smaller than 0.010 in. (254 #m), extension wires with diameters of
at least 0.010 in. (254 /am) should be welded to the coil-wire ends; exposed wire in the
vicinity of the welds should be covered by insulation sleeving; and the insulated welds
should be firmly secured to the coil by wrappings or bindings in a manner that restrains any
potential motion of the smaller coil wire. Coil-wire extensions from the coil to the solder
joints at the electrical-connector pins should be enclosed in insulation sleeving, or should be
surrounded by potting compound, or should be otherwise supported and mechanically
restrained to prevent vibration-induced flexing of the extension wires. Procedures should
ensure that insulation at wire ends is stripped by thermal techniques only. When multistrand
extension wires are used, for greater wire flexibility, procedures should preclude use of wires
with damaged strands at exposed wire ends and ensure that attachments are made with all
strands active,
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3.1.4.4 ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS
3.1.4.4.1 Construction and Materials
Electrical connectors for solenoid actuators shall satisfy structural requirements as
well as system interface requirements.
An electrical-connector weld joint should be as far as possible from the connector-pin
insulation material. The connector-to-housing adapter section should be designed to permit
attachment of a metal mass to the connector as a heat sink during welding so that
temperatures and temperature gradients at the pin insulation are minimized. The actuator
and the connector should be designed to minimize heat transfer to the coil and to the
extension-wire insulation during welding.
Electrical-connector materials should be nonmagnetic and must be compatible with the
weld-joint requirements, including requirements for welding dissimilar metals, as the
nonmagnetic connector may be welded to a ferromagnetic casing. The 300-series CRES pins
are recommended over plated pins of alloys with lower electrical resistance when overall
distribution of electrical-system resistance permits.
It is recommended that each actuator with an electrical connector include provision for
lockwiring the mating harness or cable connector to the actuator. System assembly
specifications should include requirements for lockwiring all completed connector
attachments in a flight system.
The potential for errors in attaching electrical conduit connectors to control-system
operator and instrumentation connectors, and the consequences of such errors, should be
evaluated in determining the extent to which connectors in a system should be
noninterchangeable. Although lockwiring and noninterchangeability are primarily system
design considerations, their impact on component design should be anticipated in
component preliminary-design activity.
3.1.4.4.2 Connector Breakdown
Electrical-connector pin arcing or flashover shall not endanger solenoid-actuator
functional integrity.
Compliance with the requirements of this criterion emphasizes the need for the acceptance
tests recommended in section 3.1.4.3.2.2 so that units with marginal or deficient dielectric
strength can be _detected and rejected during the manufacturing process. Obtaining and
maintaining adequate cleanliness of parts is mandatory.
Pure, dry nitrogen gas is the generally recommended fill gas for hermetically sealed
enclosures. When nitrogen is used, it is recommended that procedures be specified and
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implemented to ensureremovalof all helium test gasand remoTalof all moisture prior to
final sealclosure.
With sealedunits, the effectsof gastemperatureon enclosed-gaspressure,andconsequently
on gas dielectric strength, should be evaluated.When gasmixtures or gasesother than
nitrogen areused, the consequentreduction in gasdielectric strength should be evaluated.
When high-potential tests of coil insulation areperformed in the presenceof a gasthat is
different from the gas that is presentunder operating conditions, or when thesetestsare
performed with different gasconditions, the resultant variationsin connector-pindielectric
strengthshouldbeevaluatedin determiningthe adequacyof the test.
J
When the insulation distance between connector pins or between pins and the connector
housing results in marginal dielectric strength, the use of internal potting compounds and
external compressible pin seals is recommended.
3.1.5 Snap-Action Actuators
3.1.5.1 REGENERATIVE-FORCE ACTUATORS
In snap-action actuators that utilize fluid pressures for generating actuation forces
as functions of actuator displacement, extraneous forces shall be accommodated
in complying with pressure setting requirements.
Satisfaction of this criterion requires accurate analysis of all forces participating in the
actuator force balance, and i_f the effects of design tolerances on those forces. In the design
concept of figure 12(a), friction forces are minimized with diaphragms for balancing
inlet-pressure forces and for signal-pressure sensing. Any difference between the effective
cross-sectional areas of the poppet inlet seat and the inlet-pressure force-balancing
diaphragm introduces an axial force that is proportional to the inlet pressure. The reference
spring is adjusted for actuation at a specified signal pressure with inlet pressure at its
nominal value. Tolerances on inlet pressure and tolerances affecting force-balancing areas
introduce extraneous forces affecting the actuator force balance and signal-pressure setting.
Retarding forces resulting from flow-related increases in vent-cavity pressure during the
actuation transient must be accounted for, and are minimized by minimizing vent flow
resistance. In the design concept of figure 12(b), the effects of 0-ring friction on
signal-pressure setting are minimized by sizing the signal-pressure sensing piston so that
friction forces are a small percentage of the force required for actuation. Pressure in the
secondary actuation cavity, acting against the spool cross-sectional area, introduce_ an
actuation force as a function of leakage and supply pressure, Spool valve axial forces
resulting from flow and changes in flow are additional extraneous forces affecting the
actuation force balance. Extraneous axial forces at nominal supply pressure are
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accommodatedby adjusting the reference'springwith nominal supply pressureapplied.The
effects of toleranceson supply pressureand variations in O-ring friction are factors to be
accountedfor in designingfor the required pressure-settingaccuracy.
3.1.5.2 NEGATIVE-RATE-SPRING ACTUATORS
In actuators with negative'spring-rate mechanical springs', spring contact friction
and variations in spring characteristics shall not affect compliance with pressure-
setting requirements.
When repeatable Belleville-spring characteristics are required, it is recommended that the
springs be fabricated entirely by machining rather than by forming or by partial forming.
Testing of each spring is necessary for rejection of springs that comply with dimensional
specifications, but not with load-deflection requirements. When precise control of the net
mechanical spring rate is required for precise control of the difference in forces required for
actuation and for deactuation, Belleville springs should have shim adjustment of the
installed height for spring-rate adjustment as discussed and illustrated in section 2.1.5.2. The
use of hardened, smoothly finished spring support surfaces is recommended for minimizing
friction at spring contact surfaces.
3.1.6 Rotary Actuators
3.1.6.1 HYDRAULIC AND PNEUMATIC ACTUATORS
Actuation-fluid leakage and variations in that leakage shall remain within specified
limits under all operating and test conditions.
Satisfaction of this criterion requires examination of the effects of pressures, temperatures,
and rotor angular displacement, and of transients in these parameters, on actuation-fluid
leakage. The design requirements for a hydraulic or pneumatic rotary actuator should
include limits for variations in leakage in addition to a maximum leakage limit so that
effective control of response can be achieved. Design of an actuator that satisfies all
environmental and performance requirements may require a number of iterations in the
process of establishing acceptable operational and leakage flowrates and optimizing the
design requirements for the system, the operator, and th.e actuator.
3.1.6.2 ELECTRIC-MOTOR ACTUATORS
Electric-motor performance and structural integrity shall remain
acceptable limits under all storage, test, and operational conditions.
within
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Requirements for specific operational characteristics and design features for an
electric-motor assemblymust be coordinated closely with over'_llsystemrequirementsand
with the requirements of the device that will be positioned or powered by the motor. In
many applications, e.g.,in motor-actuatedvalvesfor cryogenic fluids or for hot gases,the
need for standoff attachment posts and •thermalinsulation barriersmust be evaluated,and
heat transfer to or from amotor must be accommodated.
It is essentialthat electric-motor assemblies,including instrumentation, beenclosedin sealed
housingsor containers fabricated with corrosion-resistantmaterials, so that a dry inert
internal environmentis maintained.
The high vibration levelsassociatedwith space-flightservicerequirecareful attention to the
design of motor mounts and supports so that vibration amplification at a motor is
minimized. The useof preloadedor spring-loadedangularcontact bearingsisrecommended
for minimizing vibration-induced oscillatory relative motion between the rotor and the
stator in larger motors. Close-clearancejournal_ and sleevebearingsmust be designedto
accommodateextensivecyclic relative motion. The designpractieesfor solenoid actuators
(sec. 3.1.4) generally are applicable to electric motors, allowances being made for
differencesin configurationsl
3.1.6.2.1 Redundant-Electric-Motor Actuators
Installation of a redundant motor shall not result in reduction of magnetic field
strength or degradation of ad/acent motor performance.
The use of nonmagnetic housings is recommended. Motor installations should be designed to
permit assembly of the rotor and the armature prior to removal of magnetic keepers.
Redundant motors should be spaced sufficiently far apart to preclude interference in the
magnetic fields. Magnet north and south poles should be oriented by mechanical design
features that preclude incorrect installation.
•3.2 OPERATOR CONFIGURATIONS
3.2.1 Pilot Valves
3.2.1.1 EFFECTIVE FLOW AREA
Pilot-valve fluid flow resistance shall not impede control of actuator ,respons e.
A moderately oversized effective flow area and provision for a replaceable orifice in the
valve assembly or in the valve-and-actuator circuit is recommended. This practice allows
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trimming the overall system flow resistancewhen accurateactuator response-timecontrol is
required. In addition, it is recommendedthat pilot-valvefabrication and assemblytolerances
be controlled to maintain the effective flow area of production valveswithin a tolerance
bandthat is consistentwith the useof precisionorifices (sec.3.1.1.2.1).
3.2.1.2 POSITIVE ACTUATION
Pilot-valve actuation shall be sufficiently positive and chatter-free to preclude
adverse effects on system dynamics.
Prediction of pilot-valve forces should be based on analysis of dynamic as well as
steady-state flow and pressure distributions. In the design of pressure-actuated pilot valves,
potential interaction between valve displacement and the signal pressure, as sensed internally
by the valve actuator, must be evaluated. The use of snap-action actuator concepts is
recommended for pressure-actuated pilot valves whenever the required differential between
actuation pressure and deactuation pressure can be tolerated in system operation.
3.2.1.3 RESPONSE TO PRESSURE TRANSIENTS
Operation of a pressure-actuated pilot valve shall remain within set pressure limits
throughout the range of applied pressure rates of change.
A pilot valve and its actuator should be close coupled to the sensed-pressure location, and
intermediate flow restriction and capacitance should be held to a minimum. When more
than one actuation surface is exposed to signal pressures, the effects of pressure transients
acting on each surface must be recognized. In the design of hydraulic systems as well as
pneumatic systems, make allowances for fluid-flow and compressibility effects when relating
dynamic forces acting on the pilot valve to transients in sensed pressure. Dynamic analysis
and tests should verify that actuation will occur within the specified sensed-pressure range
when the sensed pressure is changing at its minimum or at its maximum rate.
3.2.1.4 STAGNANT-FLUID TEMPERATURE
Localized temperature effects on stagnant fluM in a pilot valve and its actuator
shall not degrade performance.
It is recommended that preliminary design activity include heat-transfer analysis to the
extent that temperature extremes of the pilot-valve fluid are known and are provided for
under all valve exposure conditions. Thermal problems are especially significant in
tight-shutoff hydraulic pilot valves designed as separate assemblies. When heat transfer to or
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from a pilot valve can result in fluid temperaturesexceedingallowable limits, relocate the
valve,or insulate it, or otherwiseminimize heat transfer.
3.2.1.5 CONTAMINATION
Protection against contaminants in a pilot valve shall not result in contaminant
traps.
When filters are included in a pilot valve assembly for protection against contaminants, it is
recommended that their use be limited to ports through which valve inflow occurs in normal
operation. It is also recommended that passages and ports for unidirectional fluid outflow
be designed to facilitate contaminant outflow. Section 3.1.1.2.3 is generally applicable to
pilot valves as well as to flow restrictors.
3.2.2 Servovalves
3.2.2.1 FLOW GAIN
Servovalve flow displacement characteristics shall satisfy system requirements ,for
speed of response as well as requirements for quiescen t steady-state operation.
It is recommended that the nonlinear flow/displacement characteristics of a servovalve,
inherent or deliberately contoured, be evaluated in the analysis and design of any proposed
closed-loop actuation system. It is recommended further that evaluation of the
flow/displacement characteristics and their effects on actuator displacement response be
accompanied by evaluation of the pressure/displacement characteristics near the servovalve
neutral position and their effects on system response to actuator load changes. As the
flow/displacement and pressure/displacement characteristics of a servovalve are interrelated,
the design criterion of this section and the design criterion of section 3.2.2.2 are also
interrelated, and both must be satisfied within the same design.
3.2.2.2 PRESSURE GAIN
Servovalve pressure/displacement characteristics shall satisfy system requirements
for system load stiffness as well as requirements for quiescent steady-state
operation.
This criterion and the criterion of section 3.2.2.1 must be satisfied concurrently to obtain a
successful design. It is recommended that design evaluation be based on realistic nonlinear
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characteristics,allowancebeing made for the effects of design tolerances,rather than oil
idealizedcharacteristicsthat frequently aremisleadingin analyzingsystemperformance.
3.2.2.3 FLUID-FLOW DYNAMIC FORCES
Fluid-flow reaction forces acting on a servovalve shall be accommodated in
maintaining dynamically stable operation.
Satisfying this criterion requires detailed analysis of the fluid-flow dynamics associated with
a servovalve design under all steady-state and transient operating conditions. It is
recommended that servoValves be designed so that any unbalanced flow-reaction forces act
in the direction of dynamic damping of valve displacement oscillations.
3.2.2.4 SPOOL/SLEEVE MATERIALS AND FINISHES
Materials, hardnesses, and surface finishes for a spool valve and matching sleeve
shall preclude surface or metering-edge damage as a result of storage, handling, or
service exposure to environmental or operational .fluids and fluid contaminants.
The use of fully hardened 440C CRES is recommended for spool valves and sleeves except
for those applications wherein high temperatures or chemical incompatibility precludes use
of this material. With 440C CRES, all spool and sleeve surfaces should be free of machining
marks or scratches, and all surfaces should have a finish of 16 g in. (0.406 gm) AA or
smoother. Because smooth surfaces are essential in obtaining corrosion resistance, a 16 # in.
(0.406 gm) AA finish, or smoother, should be specified for all surfaces including those of
through holes and flow passages.
3.2.2.5 SPOOL/SLEEVE CLEARANCES
Spool sleeve clearances shall remain within allowable limits under all test and
operating conditions
Design specifications controlling spool-to-sleeve diametral clearance should be based on an
evaluation of the importance of leakage relative to susceptibility to distortion as well as on
the need for precise control of functional characteristics. Spools and sleeves must be
sufficiently rigid to preclude spool-valve binding as a result of strains associated with
installation forces and pressure forces under all test and operating conditions. Sleeve
housings should be designed to minimize thermal gradients or housing strain at the sleeve
locations. Filtration requirements should be based primarily on successful experience with
similar applications under the full range of test, operation, and service-life conditions.
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3.2.2.6 RELIABILITY
Servovalves and actuators shall satisfy system reliability requirements and
component functional requirements.
Specifications on servovalve size, weight, electrical input power, leakage, and frequency
response should be based on an assessment of their importance relative to reliability.
Reliability should not be compromised for size and weight reductions of secondary
importance. Input-power limitations should be based on the capabilities of modern
electronics in obtaining signal level ranges that extend well beyond system noise levels.
Design specifications for servovalve frequency response Should be related to the
actuation-system needs so that torque motor size and the inertia of moving parts will not be
restricted needlessly. Consideration of mechanical-feedback servoactuators requires system
dynamic analysis that accounts for torque-motor and servovalve time lags, phase lags,
hysteresis, and accuracy limitations. Consideration of redundancy requires system
evaluations beyond the scope of this monograph.
3.2.3 Pressure Dividers
3.2.3.1 TEMPERATURE-EFFECT COMPENSATION
A pneumatic pressure divider shall_ comply with all performance requirements
throughout the range of temperatures and temperature transients to which it is
exposed.
It is recommended that design analysis of pneumatic pressure dividers take into account the
effects of temperature distributions and heat transfer on calibration accuracy. When
temperature-effect compensation is required, the design techniques in section 2.2.3.1 are
recommended. Figure 16 illustrates fundamental concepts that can be adapted as required
for specific hardware configurations.
3.2.3.2 FLOW-RESTRICTOR CONFIGURATION
The flow-restrictor configuration shall have no adverse effect on pressure-divider
calibration throughout the. range of operating pressures and flowrates.
Flow restrictors with sharp-edged throat sections are recommended. However, if a
pneumatic pressure divider is required to operate through a range of operating conditions,
the inlet flow restrictor may experience subsonic flow if sharp-edged orifices are used. In
this event, a sharp-edged conical flow restrictor should be used to extend the choked-flow
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range.The use of converging-diverging,flow restrictors to extend the choked-flow rangeis
not recommended for applications with a wide range of inlet pressures,becauseof
pressure-leveleffects on flow-throat boundary layers that form upstream from and extend
through the throat. The practicesin section 3.1.1.2.1areapplicableto all flow restrictors.
3.3 SEALS'FOR ACTUATORS AND OPERATORS
3.3.1 General Considerations
3.3.1.1 COMPATIBILITY WITH FLUIDS
Seal materials shall be chemically compatible with all fluids to which they may be
exposed.
Compatibility problems resulting from seal and lubricant exposure to cleaning, flushing, and
test fluids emphasize the necessity for complete and detailed specification of processing,
installation, test, and servicing procedures as part of the design process. In bipropellant
systems, when a seal material is compatible with one propellant and not with the other, a
seal should be designed so that it cannot be installed inadvertently in a component in which
the seal could be exposed to a fluid with which it is not compatible. Cross-compatibility
problems with elastomer seals usually can be eliminated by the use of metal seals, Teflon
seals, or Teflon-coated metal seals.
3.3.1.2 LEAKAGE MEASUREMENT
Seal installation shall satisfy leakage testing requirements, as well as functional
requirements.
Design activity should include, or be closely coordinated with, the specification of test
setups and procedures for determining leakage as well as the specification of allowable
leakage limits. When leakage through a specific static or dynamic seal is a critical design
factor, design features for convenient and accurate measurement of that leakage should be
provided. The use of dual seals with intermediate tapoff ports for leakage measurement is
recommended for critical seal applications wherever feasible within design envelope
constraints. When direct leakage measurements are not feasible, actuator and operator
assembly design should be related closely to the design of adapters and test fixtures so that
leakage through individual seals can be isolated and leakage measurement accuracy will be
commensurate with specified seal leakage limits. It is recommended that progressively
greater seal leakage limits or tolerances be specified for new component tests, for engine or
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vehiclesystemtests, and for postserviceteststo allow for differencesin test equipmentand
for anticipated normal sealwear.
3.3.1.3 SEEPAGE AT LOW DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE
Actuator and operator seals shall maintain leakage within allowable limits at the _
minimum pressure differential applied during pressurized storage and system
standby as well as at the maximum pressure differential applied during operation
or test.
It is recommended that all seals for applications requiring essentially zero leakage be
designed with special consideration of long-term .seepage under minimum pressure
conditions. Seals and seal installations should be designed to maintain adequate installed
load for seepage sealing, with no more than static head pressure applied, throughout the
test, storage, and operational life of a component. The details for successful seal design are
presented in reference 147.
3.3.1.4 INADVERTENT CONTACT SEALING
Mechanical position stops shall not at any time impede flow of actuation fluid to
the full effective area of the piston.
An actuator like that in figure 18 should be designed with generous cutout sections or ports
in the piston skirt or in the housing to provide flow passages through or around the contact
surfaces of the position stop.
3.3.2 Dynamic Seals
3.3.2.1 SEAL CONTACT SURFACES
Contact surfaces shall not impair the mechanical integrity of dynamic seals.
Specification of surface roughness in the range of 16 to 32/a in. (0.406 to 0.812/am) AA is
generally recommended for surfaces in dynamic contact with seals. The specified surface
finish must be consistent with the requirements of specific seal configurations. Although a
single-value specification on a drawing usually is sufficient, a minimum as well as a
maximum surface roughness should be specified if the manufacturing process for a specific
part can result in a surface that is too smooth.
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Surfaces in dynamic contact with sealsshould be specified by drawing notes as sealing
surfacesthat must be free of nicks, scratches,and asperitiesthat are acceptableunder the
ASA specification (ref. 148) for surfacetexture but still result in unacceptableleakage.The
useof abrasivematerialsor surfacecoatingssuch asoxides and carbidesshouldbeavoided
for surfacesin dynamic contact with seals.
Plastic sealswith low coefficiefits of friction arerecommendedin preferenceto elastomeric
sealsfor minimizing adherenceproblemswhen exposureto flushing fluids, operatingfluids,
or long-term storageresultsin poor or unreliablelubrication. _....
3.3.2.2 LIP SEALS FOR CRYOGENICS
Lip seals for cryogenics shall accommodate the maximum applied differential
pressure without damage or excessive leakage.
The simple design concept illustrated in figure 19 is recommended for applications within its
pressure limitations. For nominal operating pressures greater than 500 psi (3.45 MN/m2),
the concept of figure 20(a) is recommended; for nominal operating pressures greater than
1500 psi (10.3 MN/m2), the concept of figure 20(b) is recommended. When seal
configurations or applications differ appreciably from designs with which there is experience
and application data, seal material thicknesses and dimensions for seals and seal retaining •
details should be optimized by iterative design and development effort.
3.3.2.3 WIPER SEALS
A wiper seal shall shield a dynamic seal from direct exposure to contamination.
The use of a wiper seal is recommended when component and system design features,
process specifications, and procedural controls do not ensure cleanliness in the seal
environment. External environments generally are considered as uncontrolled sources of
contamination, as are actuator cavities exposed to unfiltered fluids. Any actuator cavity
containing elements with metal-to-metal relative motion that may generate particles should
be considered as an uncontrolled source of contamination.
A lip seal with an interference fit on the movable element that contacts a dynamic seal is the
recommended wiper-seal configuration. Acceptable seal configurations are illustrated in
figures 19 and 20.
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3.3,3 Static Seals
313.3.1 SEAL COMPRESSION FORCES
Seal compression forces shall be sufficiently uniform to eliminate unacceptable
leakage caused by distortion of seals or seal-retaining surfaces.
Satisfaction of this criterion requires careful design of seal-retaining parts on the basis of
their rigidity. Assembly procedures specific to the individual design must be controlled to.
minimize distortion resulting from uneven distribution of load as fasteners are tightened.
The number and size of fasteners must be adequate for the required seal loads, due
allowance being made for potential inequalities in fastener, loads during installation.
• • :
3:3.3.2 SEAL CONTACT SURFACES
:Surface roughness_of parts in contact with static seals shall not degrade sealing
capabilities.
It is recommended that drawings identify all seal contact surfaces. Machining-roughness
symbols for,sealing surfaces should be accompanied by a note specifying that those surfaces
be free of nicks, scratches, or asperities: Drawings should also specify the use of protective
covers for parts with sealing surfaces to minimize potential handling damage.
3.3.4 Seal Welds
3.3,4.1 PROVISIONS FOR PRELIMINARY TESTING
The design of an actuator or operator with seal-welded joint seams or with welded
plumbing connections shall provide for Convenient preliminary testing prio r to
welding. ,
It is recommended that actuators and operators requiring seal welding be designed for 'the
use of temporary plumbing connections and temporary static seals for convenient
preliminary testing. The use of tubing stub-outs as integral parts of housings is
recommended; plumbing weld joints thus will be kept at a sufficient distance from the
housing to eliminate problems resulting from heat transfer to an assembled unit during
welding. Dimensions, tolerances, and surface finish for the outside diameter of each stub-out
should be selected and specified so that standard 0-rings can be used in slip-on fittings for
temporary plumbing connections. All seal-welded external joints should be designed to
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permit the use of standard0-ringsor plastic static sealsfor preliminary testing. If static seals
are left in place during sealwelding, they must be resistantto weldingheatand compatible
with the fluids to beused.
3.3.4.2 PROVISIONS FOR DISASSEMBLY AND REASSEMBLY
Design of a seal-welded ]oint shall provide for removal and reuse in disassembly
and reassembly.
It is recommended that seal-welded assembly joints be designed so that structural loads,
including differential expansion or contraction loads, are mechanically supported and
restrained so that weld seams with minimum penetration can be used. In addition,
seal-welded joints should be designed to provide sufficient material, accessible for weld-seam
removal by machining, to permit disassembly and reassembly at least several times. Figure
30 illustrates a seal-welded diaphragm actuator. Structural loads are supported by a screw
thread, a light seal weld is specified, the joint is accessible for machining, and enough
material is provided for approximately five weld-removal-and-reweld operations.
--- Th read
""_-Seal weld
Figure 30. - Sketch of seal-welded joint in a diaphragm actuator.
3.4 MECHANICAL TRANSMISSION
3.4.1 Common Problems
3.4.1.1 MOISTURE IN VENTED CAVITIES
Adverse environmental conditions shall not degrade functioning of relief valves
,for actuator yen ted cavities.
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Previously qualified vent port relief valveswith demonstratedcapabilities for the intended
conditions shouldbeusedin new actuatordesigns.Vent port relief valvesshould be installed
in an actuator assemblyin a mannerthat minimizes the potential for moistureaccumulation
near the relief valve. Reference 150 providesspecific designdetails. The vent port relief
valve in an actuator assemblyshould be located where exposure to accidental collision
damageis a minimum.
3.4.1.2 FASTENER RETENTION
Fasteners in a mechanism for the transmission of actuator power shall not loosen
or disengage.
Self-locking nuts and self-locking tapped bolthole inserts that rely on mechanical
interference of distorted threads are the recommended fastener-locking devices for
power-transmission elements. The torque required for developing the nut or bolt clamping
force should be specified on an assembly drawing as a torque value to be applied in addition
to the torque required for rotation against the thread interference (e.g., "Secure nut with 50
in.-lb. (5.65 N-m) torque in excess of the required running torque.") The use of shoulder
bolts with self-locking nuts is recommended in preference to linkage pins with snap-ring
retainers. The use of scrubbing-contact setscrews is strongly discouraged. Staking of
fasteners is unacceptable. Wherever feasible, parts surrounding fasteners in a completed
assembly should be designed to limit disengagement of a fastener.
3.4.1.3 GUIDES
3.4.1.3.1 Materials and Configurations
3.4.1.3.1.1 Nonmetal Guides
Friction forces at sliding contact surfaces in an assembly for the transmission of
actuator linear motion shall remain within acceptable limits.
It is recommended that elastic or plastic seals and bushings be used wherever feasible to
minimize metal-to-metal sliding contact. Rod or shaft materials that are heat treated for
hardness are recommended; these materials minimize surface damage should metal-to-metal
contact occur and provide maximum strength to withstand loads under fast acceleration or
impact.
3. 4.1.3.1.2 Metal-to-Metal Guides
Metal-to-metal relative motion in an actuator assembly shall not damage the
surfaces involved.
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It is recommendedthat actuators and their transmissionelements be designedso that
surfacesexposedto metal-to-metalrelativemotion will not enter into contact with dynamic
seals.Transmission elements and their guides must be made from materials that are
compatible with the anticipated environmentsand servicefluids. In addition, the selected
material combinations must be resistant to wear, abrasion,and galling. Linkageelements
should be made from materials that are heat treated for hardnessor arecoatedwith ahard
material. Guides should be made from material with good bearing properties (e.g.,
aluminum-bronze)if it is compatiblewith the serviceenvironmentand fluid.
3. 4.1.3.1.3 Flexure Guides
Flexure guides in an assembly for the transmission of actuator linear motion shall
have'sufficient lateral and angular stiffness and axial flexibility to minimize the
effects of misalignment or sliding contact.
The use of metal flexure guides or supports is recommended for minimizing lateral forces
and maintaining alignment of moving elements in short-stroke actuator applications when
metal-to-metal relative motion, friction forces, vibration, or misalignment are design
problems. The use of flexure guides as short-stroke antirotation devices also is
recommended. Metal flexure guides should be designed for minimum mechanical spring
rates in the axial direction; this practice will minimize the guide contribution to the
axial-direction force balance and, consequently, will reduce its potential _for impeding
actuation or deactuation. Metal flexure guides should be designed for lateral andangular
mechanical spring rates that are great enough to oppose significant radial or rotational
displacement under operational conditions in acceleration and vibration environments.
3.4.1.3.2 Lengths and Clearances
Linear motion actuator guides shall not bind,
operating condition.
score, or chatter under any
To ensure constancy of the intended guide length under all operational conditions, general
design practices for guide length-to-diameter ratios must be supplemented by analysis of all
dimensions and dimensional tolerances affecting angularity at sliding contact surfaces in a
complete assembly. When guiding occurs on nonmetal dynamic seals or guide inserts, the
design analysis must allow for deflection, distortion, or wear of nonmetal parts in
determining the potential for metal-to-metal sliding contact. If metal-to-metal contact can
occur, contacting metallic materials should be selected for maximum resistance to scoring or
galling, and leading edges should be rounded or chamfered to: eliminate cutting edges. The
number of parts and dimensions affecting clearances, normalities, and eccentricities should
be minimized. Transient and steady-state temperature distributions under all test conditions
and all operating conditions must be accommodated.
: i
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3.5 INSTRUMENTATION FOR ACTUATORS AND. OPERATORS
3.5.1 General Requirements
3,5.1 '1 ISOLATION OF FUNCTIONAL INSTRUMENTATION
Failure of monitoring instrumentation shall not interfere with system operation.
The functional and the monitoring instrumentation subsystems and all corresponding
components within each subsystem should be completely independent of each other. In the
case of actuator position,indicating switches, two position-sensing electrical switches with
independent power supplies, independent wiring, and independent output circuits should be
used. The two switches can be in a single subassembly with a common position-sensing input
member, provided that a mechanical malfunction of the monitoring switch does not impede
operation of the functional switch.
3.5.1.2 SAFE FAILURE MODES
, ?
System functioning shall be independent of structural or operational failure of an
._ instrument.
When a pressure-sensing device such as an operator-supply-pressure transducer is installed in
the operator assembly, the device should be provided with an orifice that will limit fluid
outflow in the event of an irLternal structural failure, e.g., rupture of a pressure-sensing
diaphragm. A position-indicating device such as an actuator position indicator should be
designed to include a shear pin or an over-travel mechanism so that actuator motion will not
be impeded by an operational failure of the device.
3.5.1,3 ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS
Electrical connectors for instrumentation shall satisfy structural requirements and
system interface requirements.
Except for the .use of flanged joints in place of welded seams, recommended practices of
section 3.1.4.4.1 for solenoid-actuator electrical connectors are applicable to
instrumentation connectors. Instrumentation electrical connectors for position-indicating
switches in an actuator assembly should be attached as sealed closures for a vented cavity
within the assembly. Vent port relief valves should be used to protect the vented cavity
from entry of moisture from the actuator external environment and from inadvertent
pressurization.
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3.5.1.4 ACCESSIBI LITY
Test as well as flight instrumentation shall be accessible for installation,
calibration, and servicing.
It is recommended that the needs for checkout and test instrumentation as well as for flight
instrumentation be investigated thoroughly during preliminary design activities. It is
essential that instrumentation be accessible at the system level as well as at the component
level,
3.5.2 Pressure Measurement
3.5.2.1 PRESSURE-SENSING LOCATIONS
The locations for measurement of actuator internal pressures shall not result in
erroneous data.
Avoid indirect measurements. Locate pressure taps in the actuator housing for direct
measurement of internal pressures. If actuator pressure taps for attachment of test
instrumentation are deemed undesirable in flight hardware, the hardware should be designed
to permit inclusion of pressure taps in units selected for development testing or for
performance-analysis testing.
3.5.2.2 TEST-INSTRUMENTATION EFFECTS
Pressure-sensing instrumentation for ground test shall not affect the critical time
constants ofan operator/actuator design.
Test instrumentation should be selected, installed, and primed if necessary, so that the
increase in volume or the increase in elasticity at the sensed-pressure location does not result
in system performance under test or checkout conditions that is significantly different from
system performance under flight operating conditions. For dynamic tests, it may be
necessary to remove or deactivate instrumentation (e.g., pressure gauges) installed for
measurements under static-test conditions. This criterion is satisfied best by formal
specification and control of test setups, instrumentation, and procedures based on analysis
of test-instrumentation effects.
3.5.2.3 FLIGHT-INSTRUMENTATION EFFECTS
Actuators and operators for systems that include pressure-measuring flight
instrumentation shall eliminate or accommodate instrumentation effects that tend
to degrade dynamic performance.
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Pressure-measuringflight instrumentation should be close-coupledto the volume in which
pressureis to be sensedand shouldbedesignedfor negligiblesensing-elementdisplacement.
If a pressure-sensinginstrument must be locatedat adistancefrom anactuator and operator
functional system,time lagsin instrument responsemust be accommodated.In anhydraulic
system, time lags resulting from compressibility of trapped gasesin a sensingline canbe
minimized or eliminatedby a circulation flow that automatically primes the sensingline.
3.5.2.4 PRESSURE-TRANSIENT EFFECTS
Operation of pressure-sensing instrumentation shall remain within accuracy
tolerances throughout the range of rate of change of applied pressure.
This criterion is satisfied best by close-coupling the pressure-sensing instruments to the
sensed-pressure locations. In hydraulic systems, pressure-sensing flight instrumentation can
be mounted remotely from sensed-pressure locations if the signal lines are self-priming.
3.5.3 Position Indication
3.5.3.1 BACKLASH AND HYSTERESIS
A position-indicating device for closed-loop control, and its attachment to the
actuator, shall be free from excessive deadband or hysteresis.
The recommended practice is to attach the position-indicating device directly to the
actuator piston or rotor or to a linkage member that is attached to the piston or rotor with
no mechanical backlash or flexibility in the linkage. Backlash as a result of mechanical
clearance in the attachment should be minimized or eliminated. Hysteresis as a result of
attachment flexibility that may be required for alignment should be minimized or
eliminated. If the position-indicating device must be attached to an actuator linkage member
with mechanical backlash or flexibility between that member and the actuator piston or
rotor, the linkage backlash and flexibility should be minimized, and must be considered as
attachment clearance and flexibility. This criterion is satisfied only if the sum of the
mechanical clearances in the attachment method and the deadband within the indicating
device and the sum of attachment hysteresis and indicating-device hysteresis are both within
the limits allowed for the combination of actuator and position indicator.
3.5.3.2 ATTACHMENT MECHANICAL INTEGRITY
The mechanism attaching a position-indicating device to an actuator or actuator
linkage shall maintain a controlled relation between the indicator and the actuator
under all operating conditions.
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The attachment mechanismshould be designedto maintain its original configuration under
the extremesof actuator acceleration,shock,vibration, andpressuretransients.RecoVerable
deflections within elastic limits areevaluatedwith respectto the designcriterion of section
3.5.3.1; this criterion applies to nonrecoverabledeformations, 1.ooseningof fasteners,and
failure of force-bias springs in preventing backlash. It is recommendedthat the designof
eachattachment mechanismbe basedon an analysisof the applied transientforces,taking
into account the inertia forcesat maximum actuatpr accelerationand at maximum s.hock
and vibration inputs (including shock and vibration amplification at the indicator), the
momentum forces when the actuator piston reaches a mechanical stop at maximum
velocity, pressureforcesresulting from dashpoteffectsat maximum velocity, andthe forces
resulting from static and dynamic friction.
315.3.3 POSITION-INDICATOR RELIABII ITY
Position-indicating devices and instrumentation systems shall satisfy system
reliability requirements as well as actuator functional requirements.
When actuator position indication, on-off or continuous, is a functional requirement for
system operation, reliability considerations must be given equal priority with functional
considerations. Reliability should not be compromised by overly conservative specification
of functional requirements or by arbitrary limitations on envelope and weight. Alternate
concepts for position indicators should be evaluated in selecting the most reliable concept
that satisfies realistic functional requirements.
When actuator position indication is required for checkout or test purposes only, it is
recommended that actuation systems be designed for convenient attachment and removal of
test instrumentation. The reliability of flight hardware assemblies should not be
compromised by the inclusion of instrumentation or instrumentation attachment features
not required for flight operation.
3.5.4 Temperature Measurement
Temperature-monitoring instrumentation shall measure actual temperature
distributions in the hardware.
It is recommended that all component development testing to obtain thermal-effect
information be performed with thermocouples in intimate contact with the test specimens.
For actuator assemblies with large metal masses, exploratory tests with thermocouples
attached to internal parts are useful in determining the time duration, under controlled test
conditions, for temperature stabilization. For production unit thermal-environment tests,
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specific locations and methods of attachment :for test specimenthermocouplesshould be
specified for obtaining hardware temperature data. As an alternate, test setups, test
:conditions, and a minimum elapsedtime for temperaturestabilization should be specified,
specificationsbeingbasedon prior developmenttest experience.
[
3.5.5 Vibration-Test Measurement
i
Each actuator and operator shall accommodate the attachment of accelerometers.
The design configuration should permit the simple temporary attachment of accelerometers
at locations where maximum vibration amplitudes are anticipated. Otherwise, mounting
pads should be provided to permit drilling and tapping for attaching accelerometers to dnits
selected for vibration testing. Accelerometer locations and attachment methods should be
specified and controlled to preclude their altering the vibration-response characteristics of
systems with small spring mass.
3 ¸
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GLOSSARY
Term '
actuator :
anodize
articulated ' '
Belleville spring
bellows
chatter
closed loop
coil clash
Coulomb damping
cryogenic
diaphragm
digital
elastomer
ferromagnetic
Definition
any device that converts hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical, or potential
energy into mechanical motion
produce a protective oxide film on a metal (usually A1) by
electrochemical means
segmented or jointed
truncated, conical, metal spring washer that can be designed to provide
a negative mechanical spring rate
thin-wall, circumferentially corrugated cylinder that can be elongated
or compressed longitudinally
rapid uncontrolled seating and unseating
an electrical or mechanical system in which the output is compared
with the input command signal, and any discrepancy between the two
results in corrective action by the system elements
contact of adjacent coils as helical spring is compressed
dry-friction damping; friction force is constant in magnitude but always
directed opposite to the velocity
fluids or conditions at low temperatures, usually at or below -150°C
(123 K)
thin dividing membrane that can be used as a seal to prevent fluid
leakage and as an actuator to transform an applied pressure to linear
force
operating in discrete increments
polymeric material that at room temperature can be stretched to at
least twice its original length and upon release of stress will return
quickly to approximately its original length
of or relating to materials that readily provide a conductive path for
magnetic flux and that can be attracted by a magnet
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Term
freeheight
gamma
hermetic
hi-pottest
hydraulic
iterative
modulating
negativespringrate
nonmodulating
normalpositions
on-off
openloop
operator
overstroke
permeance
pilotvalve
plastic
Definition
height of a spring in the free (unloaded) condition
unit of magnetic induction; 1 gamma = 10-s gauss
pneumatically leak tight
dielectric-strength test performed at a high electric potential
a system or device using a liquid as the operating fluid
proceeding in a step-by-step repetitive manner
the controlled variable (flow, pressure, or position) is proportional to a
sensed parameter and is infinitely variable within the regulated range
change of mechanical spring force per unit of deflection in a flexure
element with the characteristic that an increase in deflection is
accompanied by a decrease in flexure force opposing deflection
the controlled variable (flow, pressure, etc.) cycles between limits
positions assumed by the elements in a component when no operating
forces are applied
a system or device in which full-stroke actuation or deactuation occurs
in response to input signals
an electrical or mechanical system in which the response of the output
to the input is scheduled or preset; there is no feedback of the output
for comparison and corrective adjustment
any device that causes an actuator to function
displacement of a component that exceeds the maximum allowable
ratio of magnetic flux to magnetomotive force in a flux path
an on-off operator that amplifies a low-power control signal to cause
full-stroke displacement of an actuator
high-molecular-weight material that, although hard or firm in its
finished state, at some stage in its manufacture is soft enough to be
formed through application of heat or pressure or both
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Term
plenum
pneumatic
primed
response
restrictor
safe operating pressure
seal weld
servovalve
solenoid
solid height
spring rate
torque motor
S__mbol
A
AA
A1, A2
CA
cmf
Definition
enclosed volume in a pneumatic system or device for the purpose of
providing gas storage capacity
a system or device using a gas as the operating fluid
condition wherein an hydraulic system or device is completely filled
with fluid
capability of a valve to achieve 63 percent of a signaled position with
minimum time delay
discrete flow resistance in a fluid flow passage; usually an orifice
maximum operating,pressure without shield for personnel safety
weld seam with the primary function of sealing against fluid leakage
modulating operator that _amplifies a low-power control signal for
variable-displacement, closed-loop control of actuator position
helically wound coil of insulated wire that when conducting electricity
excites a magnetic field that actuates a movable core
height of a spring compressed to the point where no further
compression is possible
change of mechanical spring force per unit of deflection in a flexure
element
!
electromagnetic actuator with an angular displacement output
Definition
area
arithmetic average
any two separate but related areas
effective flow area
circular mil foot
force
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Symbol
g
k
P
PA,PB,PC
PD
PR
PS
Pamb
Papp
Psig
P1, P2
R
RT
rms
Ssonic
T
TIR
V
V1, V2
X
acceleration due to gravity
ratio of gas specific.heat
constant volume
Definition
at constant pressure
pressure
primary, secondary, and tertiary actuation pressure
pressure at pressure switch
return pressure
supply pressure;also;sensed pressure
ambient pressure
to specific heat at
:,,. , ,2
appli6fl pressure
signal pressure
any two separate but related pressures
specific gas constant; also, electrical resistance
.',,
electrical resistance at a Specified temperature
root mean square
gas flow parameter (figs. 26 and 27)
temperature
:.
total indicated runout
volume
any two separate but related volumes
linear displacement
: •!,:,':i_
temperature coefficient of resistance
tinge constant : ' :::' ', ,' ........ : : "
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Material 1
(designation in monograph)
A286
AM-350
AM-355
PH 13-8Mo
PH 14-8Mo
PH 15-7Mo
15-5PH
17-4PH
17-7PH
40E
195
B195
220
302
304L
316L
321
347
430
430F
440C
446
2014
2024
2219
7001
7075
7079
7178
Identification
heat-treatable, high-strength austenitic steel
semi-austenitic or martensitic precipitation
hardening stainless steels
and transformation
cast aluminum alloy with zinc as the principal alloying element
cast aluminum alloys With copper as the principal alloying element
cast aluminum alloy with magnesium, as principal alloying element
austenitic nickel-chromium-iron steels
high-chromium , low-carbon stainless steel with good formability,
weldability, and corrosion resistance
magnet-quality 430 steel
martensitic chromium steel
high-permeability, magnet-quality steel
wrought aluminum alloys with copper as principal alloying element
wrought aluminum alloys with zinc as principal alloying element
1Additional information on metallic materials herein can be found in the _972 SAE Handbook, SAE, Two Pennsylvania
Plaza, New York, NY; and in MIL-HDBK-5B, Metallic Materials and Elements for Aerospace Vehicle Structures, Dept. of
Defense, Washington, DC, Sept. 1971.
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Material 1
(designation in lilonograph)
beryllium copper
constantan
Identification
copper,beryllium-cobalt alloy with relatively high strength and hardness
copper-nickel alloy with high electrical resistivity and low temperature
coefficient of resistance
CRES corrosion resistant steel
Elgiloy trade name of the Elgin National Watch Co. for a cobalt-nickel alloy
used as a high-strength spring material
H-11 a Cr-Mo air-hardening, hot-work tool-and-die steel with a high degree of
toughness in the temperature range of 400 to 1000°F (478 to 811 K)
Inconel 718 trade name of International Nickel Co. for precipitation-hardening
nickel-based alloy
Inconel X
(Inconel X-750)
trade name of International Nickel Co. for age-hardenable nickel-based
alloy
Kel-F
low-alloy steel
maraging steel
trade name of the 3M Corp. for a polymer of chlorotrifluoroethylene
steel with low carbon content
martensitic age-hardening nickel-iron alloy
Mylar trade name of the E. I. duPont Co. for polyethylene terephthalate film
Ni-Span-C trade name of International Nickel Co. for an iron-nickel-chromium
alloy that can be heat treated to produce an essentially constant
modulus over a wide termperature range
radio alloys copper-nicke ! alloys with electrical resistivity and temperature
coefficient of resistance as functions of the nickel content
Refractaloy 26 trade name of the Westinghouse Electric Co. for an austenitic
nickel-base alloy
Rene 41 trade name of the General Electric Co. for an austenitic nickel-base
alloy
Teflon trade name of E. I. duPont Co. for a polymer of tetrafluoroethylene
1AdditJ0nal information on metallic materials herein can be found in the 1972 SAE Handbook, SAE, Two Pennsylvania
Plaza, New york, NY; and in MIL-HDBK-SB, Metallic Materials and Elements for Aerg!pac e Vehicle structures,Dept, of
Defense, Washington, DC, Sept. 1971.
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Material 1
(designation in monograph)
Ternalloy 7
Vascojet 1000
Identification
a precipitation-hardening aluminum alloy having good castability,
excellent machinability, and high corrosion resistance
trade name of the Vasco Division of Teledyne Corp. for a modified
hot-work die steel
Abbreviations
AFBMD
AFBSD
AFFDL
AFRPL
AIEE
ASA
ASME
IEEE
ISA
NACA
SAE
WADC
Identification
Air Force Ballistic Missile Division
Air Force Ballistic Systems Division
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory
American Institute of Electrical Engineers (now IEEE)
American Standards Association
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
Instrument Society of America
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Society of Automotive Engineers
Wright Air Development Center
Additional information on metallic materials herein can be. found in the I972 SAE Handbook, SAE, Two Pennsylvania
Plaza, New York, NY; and in MIL-HDBK-5B, Metallic Materials and Elements for Aerospace Vehicle Structures, Dept. of
Defense, Washington, DC, Sept. 1971.
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NASA SPACE VEHICLE DESIGN CRITERIA
MONOGRAPHS ISSUED TO DATE
ENVIRONMENT
SP-8005
SP-8010
SP-8011
SP-8013
SP-8017
SP-8020
SP-8021
SP-8023
SP-8037
SP-8038
SP-8049
SP-8067
SP-8069
SP-8084
SP-8085
SP-8091
SP-8092
SP-8103
SP-8105
Solar Electromagnetic Radiation, Revised May 1971
Models of Mars Atmosphere (1967), May 1968
Models of Venus Atmosphere (1972), Revised September 1972
Meteoroid Environment Model-1969 (Near Earth to Lunar Surface),
March 1969
Magnetic Fields-Earth and Extraterrestrial, March 1969
Mars Surface Models (1968), May 1969
Models of Earth's Atmosphere (90 to 2500 km), Revised March 1973
Lunar Surface Models, May 1969
Assessment and Control of Spacecraft Magnetic Fields, September 1970
Meteoroid Environment Model-1970 (Interplanetary and Planetary),
October 1970
The Earth's Ionosphere, March 1971
Earth Albedo and Emitted Radiation, July 1971
The Planet Jupiter (1970), December 1971
Surface Atmospheric Extremes (Launch an_t Transportation Areas),
May 1972
The Planet Mercury (197i), March 1972
The Planet Saturn (1970), June 1972
Assessment and Control of Spacecraft Electromagnetic Interference,
June 1972
The Planets Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto (1971), November 1972
Spacecraft Thermal Control, May 1973
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STRUCTURES
SP-8001
SP-8002
SP-8003
SP-8004
SP-8006
SP-8007
SP-8008
SP-8009
SP-8012
SP-8014
SP-8019
SP-8022
SP-8029
SP-8030
SP-8031
SP-8032
SP-8035
SP-8040
SP-8042
SP-8043
SP-8044
SP-8045
BuffetingDuringAtmosphericAscent,RevisedNovember1970
Flight-LoadsMeasurementsDuringLaunchandExit,December1964
Flutter,Buzz,andDivergence,July1964
PanelFlutter,RevisedJune1972
LocalSteadyAerodynamicLoadsDuringLaunchandExit,May1965
Bucklingof Thin-WalledCircularCylinders,RevisedAugust1968
PrelaunchGroundWindLoads,November1965
PropellantSloshLoads,August1968
NaturalVibrationModalAnalysis,September1968
oEntryThermalProtection,August1968
Bucklingof Thin-WalledTruncatedCones,September1968
StagingLoads,February1969
AerodynamicandRocket-ExhaustHeatingDuringLaunchandAscent
May1969
TransientLoadsFromThrustExcitation,February1969
SloshSuppression,May1969
Bucklingof Thin-WalledDoublyCurvedShells,August1969
WindLoadsDuringAscent,June1970
FractureControlof MetallicPressureVessels,May1970
MeteoroidDamageAssessment,May1970
Design-DevelopmentTesting,May1970
QualificationTesting,May1970
AcceptanceTesting,April 1970
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SP-8046
SP-8050
SP-8053
SP-8054
SP-8055
SP-8056
SP-8057
SP-8060
SP-8061
SP-8062
SP-8063
SP-8066
SP-8068
SP-8072
SP-8077
SP-8079
SP-8082
SP-8083
SP-8095
SP-8099
SP-8104
LandingImpactAttenuationfor Non-Surface-PlaningLanders,April
1970
StructuralVibrationPrediction,June1970
NuclearandSpaceRadiationEffectsonMaterials,June1970
SpaceRadiationProtection,June1970
Preventionof CoupledStructure-PropulsionInstability(Pogo),October
1970
FlightSeparationMechanisms,October1970
StructuralDesignCriteriaApplicabletOaSpaceShuttle,RevisedMarch
1972
CompartmentVenting,November1970
InteractionwithUmbilicalsandLaunchStand,August1970
EntryGasdynamicHeating,January1971
Lubrication,Friction,andWear,June1971
DeployableAerodynamicDecelerationSystems,June1971
BucklingStrengthof StructuralPlates,June1971
AcousticLoadsGeneratedby thePropulsionSystem,June1971
TransportationandHandlingLoads,September197i
StructuralInteractionwithControlSystems,November1971
Stress-CorrosionCrackinginMetals,August1971
DiscontinuityStressesinMetallicPressureVessels,November1971
PreliminaryCriteria for the FractureControl of SpaceShuttle
Structures,June1971
CombiningAscentLoads,May1972
StructuralInteractionWith Transportationand HandlingSystems,
January1973
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GUIDANCEANDCONTROL
SP-8015
SP-8016
SP-8018
SP-8024
SP-8026
SP-8027
SP-8028
SP-8033
SP-8034
SP-8036
SP-8047
SP-8058
SP-8059
SP-8065
SP-8070
SP-8071
SP-8074
SP-8078
SP-8086
SP-8096
SP-8098
SP-8102
GuidanceandNavigationfor EntryVehicles,November1968
Effectsof StructuralFlexibilityonSpacecraftControlSyStems,April
1969
SpacecraftMagneticTorques,March1969
SpacecraftGravitationalTorques,May1969
SpacecraftStarTrackers,July1970
SpacecraftRadiationTorques,October1969 "
EntryVehicleControl,November1969
SpacecraftEarthHorizonSensors,December1969
SpacecraftMassExpulsionTorques,December1969
Effectsof StructuralFlexibilityonLaunchVehicleControlSystems,
February1970
SpacecraftSunSensors,June1970
SpacecraftAerodynamicTorques,January1971
SpacecraftAttitude ControlDuringThrustingManeuvers,February
1971
TubularSpacecraftBooms(Extendible,ReelStored),February1971
SpaceborneDigitalComputerSystems,March1971
PassiveGravity-GradientLibrationDampers,February1971
SpacecraftSolarCellArrays,May1971
SpaceborneElectronicImagingSystems,June1971
SpaceVehicleDisplaysDesignCriteria,March1972
SpaceVehicleGyroscopeSensorApplications,October1972
Effectsof StructuralFlexibilityon Entry VehicleControlSystems,
June1972
SpaceVehicleAccelerometerApplications,December1972
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CHEMICALPROPULSION
SP-8087
SP-8081
SP-8052
SP-8048
SP-8101
SP-8080
SP-8064
_P-8075
SP-8Q76
SP-8039
SP-8051
SP-8025
SP-8041
LiquidRocketEngineFluid-CooledCombustionChambers,April 1972
LiquidPropellantGasGenerators,March1972
LiquidRocketEngineTurbopumpInducers,May1971
• i i
Liquid Rocket Engine Turbopump Bearings, March 1971
Liquid Rocket Engine Turbopump Shafts and Couplings, September
1972
Liquid Rocket Pressure Regulators, Relief Valves, Check Valves, Burst
Disks, and Explosive Valves, March 1973
Solid Propellant Selection and Characterization, June 1971
Solid Propellant Processing Factors in Rocket Motor Design, October
1971
Solid Propellant Grain Design and Internal Ballistics, March !972
Solid Rocket Motor Performance Analysis and Prediction, May 1971
J
Solid Rocket Motor Igniters, March 1971
Solid Rocket Motor Metal Cases, April 1970
Captive-Fired Testing of Solid Rocket Motors, March 1971
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